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EDITORIAL NOTE

Frofessoi Koht’s Life oAbsen was first published in Norwegian

under the title Hennk Ihsan, E*t Dtktarlvu The first volume

appeared m 1928 for the centenary df Ibsen’s bath, the second,

in 1929 The author has revised his work for the American edi

tion, eliminating some purely Norwegian references, and expand

ing slightly where consideration of the non Norwegian reader

required it

The English version is the work of Ruth Lima McMahon and

Hanna Astrup Larsen Wheie extracts from Ibsen’s early poems

are inserted in the text as throwing light rather on his state of

mind at the time than on his poetic ai t, the translators have ren

dered them in an English form as near to the literal meaning of

the original as possible Where standard versions of Ibsen’s prose

or poetic worlcs alieady exist, these have been used in all quota

tions, and indebtedness is acknowledged to the following The

Collected Works of Henrtk Ihsen^ Entirely Revised and Edited

by William Archer Lyncs and Poetns, translated by F E Gar

rett, and Early Plays, translated by Anders Orbeck

The illustrations have been lent by the author and by his Nor

wegian publisher, H Aschehoug & Co
,
whose couitesy is hereby

acknowledged
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CDaptec i)ne

THE POET

H enrik ibsen was a poet

This would seem self evident^ yet it may be useful and

even necessary to establish the fact definitely from the beginning

Too many have attempted to make him a thicker ora philosopher,

a social critic or a social refoimei He himself was fully conscious

that his genius was that of the creative aitist, and he desired to be

not merel/ an artist first and foremost, but wholly and in all

things an artist

He once expressed in a single word the meaning of poetic art

To a young man who himself di earned of becoming a poet he

said 'To be a poet is to S0e While the definition was intended

as a lesson and an admonition to the young man, its content

expressed a deep craving, nay an impemtive demand of Ibsen’s

own nature It was not only or chiefly that he must note, phys

ically, the details of his surroundings and reproduce them with

the greatest possible accuracy, but rather that he needed to see

not only with his eyes but also with his imagination He be

came a dramatist by virtue of h'S irrepressible impulse to re

create in visible images everythmg that moved within his mind

Everything that struck him witii such force that he could not

let It go, every thought kindled in him, he must embody in

living forms To do so was a necessity of his nature

The vision did not always come to him m a flash On the
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contrsLry, he often had to struggle hard and long before the

images took dear shape m his mind^ but if at first they seemed

to stand afar off m a mist, dim and shadowy, he bored and broke

a path to them with a passion as if his life were at stake—and

gave them life He wns driven by an inner compulsion that

would not let him rest until he could see his own thoughts stand

ing before him in cleai and tangible form

Theie is a close inner harmony, therefore, between this

epigram about seeing and a little verse that he wrote at another

time on the art of poetry

W/tat ts life? a fig^fmg

In heart and tn brain itnth trolls

Poetry? that means wrttmg

"Dooms day accounts of our souls

It was with himself he wrestled, as his thoughts strained and

struggled their way to life and poetic form In the work pro

ceeding thus from strife and brought into the world in an agony

as of birth pangs, there must be, as he said of Peer Gynt, a large

measure of “self-dissection ” It must be, as he time and again

pointed out, completely and intimately “lived through”, and

the highest and richest values are found in those of his writings

where he has given himself most wholly and intensely, hold

ing nothing back

The impulse to form his mental images into self existent

shapes was in a sense the one pole of his gemus, the other pole,

which was opposite to and requisite for this creative power, was

a remarkable susceptibility to the movements of life about him

He was infinitely sensitive, even morbidly so It seems to be

this quality which makes the arhst’s nature different from that
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of others his soul is more delicate, and therefore every

thing that approaches it sets the spiritual nerves vibrating To

an unusual degree Henrik Ibsen was inwardly aware of every

thing that went on about him—images, words, people, and in

adents fastening upon his soul as if by mam force Almost

unconsaously he sensed the thoughts that were in the air

Not everything, naturally, ^wrought in him with equal foice

If one would know what gripped him hardest, what it was

that more than anything else whetted his desire to mold it anew

into living forms, one must seek it in tho^e works in wluch he

revealed himself most fully and clearly, and which aie there

fore his greatest, namely, his writings from Lovers Comedy to

Rosmershtlm Here it may readily be seen that his powers were

stirred to their mightiest motion by those things which kindled

his wrath He might have applied to himself the famiLar words

of the satirist Juvenal iftdtgmHo jacH versus^ anger aeates

poetry, and indeed he did say, more than once, with an cxpies-

sion borrowed from Holberg, that he held office as Royal Nor

wegian “State Satinst ” It was m times when anger welled most

richly and powerfully within him that his imagination fostered

hts most vital and robust creations, and that the greatest joy

flowed into his work He was himself exultantly consaous that

his genius grew with his anger, and he seemed to feel a wanton

joy m giving life to the characters who were to bear the brunt

of his wrath

What was it, then, that made him most Becvently angry? In

variably it was the violation of his great ethical ideal It was an

ethical wioith that set him afire Yet Ibsen laid down no specific

moral injunction to which he demanded obedience He had no
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clearly formulated code of ethics But one single great and m
escapable ideal he did possess that human bemgs should be true

to themselves and whole souled in their action, that they

should always and in all things give themselves without reser

vation and carry to the very en^ the consequences of then

thoughts and desires His anger was aroused by deceit, untruth,

by a half sincere playing with life and work, which seemed to

him utterly pitiable—although he was himself incapable of pity

His ethics was at bottom a religion It was a demand placed

upon humanity by higher powers whom man had only to obey

These powers, which controlled human life and human will, he

called God If he had a personal image of God, one may be sure

that it was the image of a stern Jehovah, a chastiser and judge

who meralessly dung aside all shams and rubbish

Within Ibsen himself there dwelt a relentless need to take

life with the utmost seriousness, and above all to remain true

to the task ordained to him The religious element in this de

mand was the belief that each individual has a task ordained to

him 111 the world As this demand was tiuned into a rule of

conduct. It became ethical

Calls to battle come naturally from an author of such tern

per, but, be it remembered, his works are literature—not text

books in ethics or m anything else It was with no intention of

solving for humanity the riddle of life that Ibsen wrote If any

one demanded this of him, he turned the demand aside

/ io but askt my call ts not to answer

The thing that he wanted, the thing that was his need, his

gift, his call, was to hold up before people their responsibility in

living images He must and would fuse his anger, his demands,
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and his visions m the forms of human creatures who conquered

or broke huth They were taken from hfe and were given a

second life

To Ibsen, this work was, at one and the same time, life and

poetry
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RACIAL HERITAGE

There >s a quality m Ibsen’s temperament which both his

own countrymen and people of other nations feel to be

peculiarly Norwegian W6 recognize the very type of our race

in this silent man who broods, and turns things over in his own

mind, getting angrierand ^ugner as he looks at the shams round

about him, until finally he bursts mto a wild fury and wants to

throw the whole world mto a red hot casting ladle At such

times he may remind us of the Old Testament Jehovah who lets

lire ram down upon the earth, but he also suggests a Norwegian

revolutionist who wants to teai up the world by the roots in order

to build It anew from the foundations

Ibsen seems least Norwegian during those early years when

he was himself an enthusiast for the Norwegian national move

ment, when he wrote festival poems and festival dramas foi

respectable citizens upon aU sorts of national occasions It is in

revolt, when he begins to ridicule things Norwegian, and to

declare judgment upon society, that he suddenly becomes truly

Norwegian—^we are tempted to say the most Norwegian of all

our authors

It was dunng this period of revolt that he fled from the coun

try to live abroad for almost thirty years, finding sometimes

a bitter joy in declaring that he had nothing to do with the Nor

wegian people, and almost boasting that there was not a drop of

Norwegian blood in his veins

6
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Is it really true that he owed nothing to Norwegian heritage?

Speaking generally, we have to admit that one of the things

which we understand least of all is the secret of how great

talent, or genius, is given biith in a man Even if we knew all

his forefatheis, we still havg no science that can explain how the

heritage from all these sources combined to form his mind and

temperament It appears inescapably true that a man’s family

and racial origin form the very groundwork of his mental as

well ns his physical characteristics, and we invariably expect,

theiefore, a similarity to the people from Vi^hom he is descended

Yet how little we know of the laws of heritage which determine

the bent of his mind*

While Ibsen had among his ancestors a great many immigrant

foreigners, chiefly Danes and Germans, and earlier in the line

probibly some Scots, it is clearly absuid to see in this fact the

reason why he was able to cut himself off from the land of his

birth and make himself a world atizeii—which, for that mattei

,

he never thoioughly succeeded m doing Similarly, it is loose

talk to say that a mental heritage of Scotch puritanism or Ger

man speculativcness left traces in his intellectual life, for we

have not the slightest evidence that those Scotchmen and Gei

mans from whom he descended possessed a single puritanical

or speculative trait

The name Ibsen is Danish A skipper, Peter Ibsen, fiom the

town of Stege in Mdn, settled m Bergen about 1720 and mar

ried there His wife was the daughter of an immigiant Hanove-

rian merchant, Heinnch Holtermann It was fiom this German

that the name Henrik came mto the Ibsen family

One of the sons of Peter Ibsen was named Henrik Ibsen He
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was born m 1726, and like his father he was a sbpper making

his home in Bergen He died, before his father, at the age of

thirty nine, soon after he had married His only son, who was also

christened Henrik, was brought into the world after his death,

m the year 1765

This child’s mother, the wife of the first Hennk Ibsen, is the

person who is said to have brought Scottish blood into the fam

ily Her name was Wenche Dishington, and the surname, at

least, seems Scotch or English, but if we trace the family into

more remote times ^^e find that it had lived in Bergen for at

least four generations and had intermarried with people of Ger

man and probably also of Norwegian origin Of the Scotch there

was certainly not much that remained

Be that as it may, Wenche Dishington determined to a great

extent the future of the Ibsen family After being a widow for

some years, she married again, this time a clergyman in Bergen,

Jacob von der Lippe, who soon after, in 1771, became parish

pastor m Solum, near Skien The son of her first marriage, the

second Hennk Ibsen, was at that time a boy six years old, and

as a matter of course he moved with them to the new location

Thus the Ibsen family was divided, one branch remaining in

Bergen, another moving to Skien

Though removed to a far distant part of the country, the

second Hennk Ibsen followed<he trade of his hither and grand

lather He, too, became a skipper, making his home in the town

of Skien When about thirty two years old, he was drowned at

sea, the ship, accoi-dmg to report, being lost with all hands, off

Gnmstad This must have been in the winter of 1797-98

A couple of years earlier he had marned the daughter of a
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merchant of Slcicn, Johanne Cathrinc Plesner, who like her

husband had a Danish grandfather Indeed, she had more

Danish blood than he, for both her grandhither and her grand

mother had come from the Danish town of Kaertemmde, the

old seaport of Odense Her mother’s family bung chiefly Ger

man, she brought into the Ibsen family about the same mingling

of races that was there beforei

This woman, who became the paternal grandmother of the

dramatist Heniik Ibsen, may well have been known by him,

as she attained an age of seventy-seven years and did not die

before 1847, three or four years after he moved away from

Skien In one respect, at least, her influence on his life is clear

she unitcfi the Ibsens with the Paus family Barely a year after

her first husband died, she mained another Skien skipper, Ole

Paus, with whom she lived to the end of her life Plad she

lived a few months longer, they would have celebrated their

golden wedding This couple had many children, whom Ibsen

latei regarded as his uncles and aunts The oldest son, Henrik

Johan, who bore the name with which the authoi also was

baptized, enteied official life and became sheriff The second

son, ''Uncle Chiistian,” was town judge in Skien for many years,

beginning in 1847 These Paus people weie the nearest re

latives that Heniik Ibsen had in Skien, outside of his own home

Ibsen’s grandmother also brought him into lelationship with

other important people of the town, two of her sisters being

married to piomincnt merchants of Skien, Didenk Cappclen

at Gjemsoy and Johan Blom In short, Cathrine Plesner

brought the Ibsen family into tlie aristocracy of Skien

By hei first marnage she had one son, Knud Ibsen, named
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after his maternal grandfather, Knud Flesner Of this man,

who became the father of the third and last Hennk Ibsen, we

have a more personal knowledge than we have of his fore

fathers, but before we study more closely his life and character,

we must glance bneSy at the famt^ly from which he took his

Wife

III 1825 he marued Manchen Altenbut^, whose surname

is clearly German, though there is no definite information

available as to the origin of the family It had, at any rate, been

m the country through five generations and since the time of the

late seventeenth century, the first person we know of by this

name being then a magistrate m FoUo Marichen’s father, Johan

Altenburg, was first skipper and later merchant in Sbe^, and hu

giandfather, son of the magistrate, had been the first man of this

name to settle in the town As this grandfather was of Danish

descent through his maternal ancestois, and as his wife bore a

German family name, we again meet the Danish German mix

ture of races which is characteristic of the Norwegian townspeople

of the eighteenth century

The mother of Johan Altenburg, grandmother of the future

Marichcn Ibsen, was named Manchen Barth and came from

Kiugero On her father’s side she belonged to a family which

had come m from Saxony m the early i6oo’s, but on her

mother’s side her ancestors were Norwegian, the earliest of

those we know being the town judge, Roland Knudsen, one

of the provmcial verse-makers of the middle seventeenth cen

tury In an attempt to trace everything to heritage, one might

suggest tliat Hennk Ibsen’s poetic ability bad its ongin in this

Roland Knudsen of whom he was a descendant in the sixth
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generation, and one might thereby give the honor for his poetic

genius to a Norwegian ancestry, but unfortunately there is not

the faintest similarity or relationship between the poetry of

Henrik Ibsen and the dry as dust, knotty verses of Heir Roland

—verses that cannot have any heritable power in them

Maiichen Ibsen’s mother, Hedevig Paus, was a sister of the

Ole Paus who was married to Henrik Ibsen’s paternal grand

mother, she herself being, as we scc^ his grandmother on the

maternal side He knew this grandmother, too, for she lived un

til 1848, being then more than cigh^ foyr yeais old Through

her he was brought into the Paus family by blood relationship,

an important fact concerning the racial soil from which he

sprang, aS Hedevig Paus was of almost pure Norwegian stock

on both sides Hei mother’s family were working people at

Kongsbcig Her father’s family name, Paus, though it has a

foreign sound, is in leality a modified form of Paalsson, and an

example of how the Norwegians thought it elegant to give a

foreign touch to their names The Paus people were n family

of officials having their home m Telemark, and we know that

one of them composed verses in the Telemark dialect early m
the eighteenth centur) Here one might again suggest a defi

nitely Norwegian origin for Hemik Ibsen’s poetic gift 1 think,

however, it will suffice to say that, at least through his maternal

grandmother, he had a full stream of Norwegian blood in his

veins Various Norwegian strains had come fi om other anccstois

as well

What we learn from this genealogy is that Heniik Ibsen had

exactly the ongin which we may call typical foi people of the

old Norwegian middle class, most of the lines of ancestry going
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back to Denmark and Germany, some turning westward to

Scotland, and a considerable number remaining at home in Nor

way Those which arise outside of the country had reached Nor

way in the seventeenth or eaily eighteenth century Of all the

sixteen great great grandparents of^^ Henrik Ibsen only three,

Peter Ibsen and the Plesner couple, were born outside of Nor

way Great grandparents and grandparents were all at home m
the Norwegian middle doss, and if this class in many respects

lacked a national stamp, being hound to Denmark in its cultural

life. It was still a part of the Norwegian community and helped to

build what was to become Norwegian tradition Surely we dare

say With much greater certainty that the small town middle class

soaety of Norway left its imprint on Ibsen’s mmd thCn that his

remote Danish and German ancestors left such an imprint

Of earlier talent in the family we know practically nothing

that would foreshadow such a poetic gemus as that of Hennk

Ibsen, and we can no more than mention a trait here and there

which indicates the family heritage in his temperament *

Of his mother and her family we know least of all Marichen

Ibsen was exactly what a wife and mother should be according

to the standards of the time She devoted herself entirely to the

home, and perhaps especially to the children, and she accepted

every circumstance of her fate with patient courage There was

never a bitter word in her She was like Inga, the king’s mother

m Tha Pretenders, who without complaint allowed herself to

be sent away, and who wished never to be a burden to anyone

^ MoBt oi vthsiX we knoTr on thi» subject Tvaa coUccted by Henrik Jicgcr tn hn
book about Ibsen (i 88S) Hjs Bcurce of informatjon is Ibsen s sister Fru Hedvig*

Stouiland) and some things I have myself wnttcn down from conversations

with her---H K
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Ibsen himscll has told us that he drew the picture of hts mothct

in this character, and "with necessary exaggerations” she also be

came Ase m Peer Gynt It was the boundless love of mother

hood that Ibsen had found m her She held her children m

THE ONLT PICTURE OF IBSEN t MOTHER
MARICHEN AI TENDURG TAKEN AT THE
TIME OF HER MARRIAGE TO XNOO IBSEN

such control that they dared not disobey her, yet they always

felt that she loved them, though she spoke little

In her old age Ibsen’s mother secluded herself more and

more, until she grew almost afraid of people, and in this aversion

to self revelation we can recognize one of her son’s traits He said

of himself that he resembled the skald Jatgeir, in The Pre

tendeis, m whose mouth he put the words "My soul has

shamefastness, therefore I do not strip me when there are
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many m the hall ” As Jatgeir was alone in the hall with Earl

Skule when the words were spoken, he must have meant that he

would not reveal himsell to anyone Ibsen’s shyness is evident

throughout his life, he found it hard to give his confidence

wholly and freely, and he was prore to hide himself away lest

any one should approach him too closely

In his writings he was another ifian There he almost shrieked

out what was m his soul tAnd it is true that no one becomes a

great poet who has not couiage to uncover to all the world his

inmost heait and the deepest agony of his being Eerhaps Ibsen’s

power to reveal himself wholly m poetry and drama is ex

plained by the fact that he could so little open his heart to

friends and acquaintances, and that consequently all of his inner

life found expression in his writings Thus, if it be true that he

had from his mother this tendency to seek solitude, we may

say that she contnbuted something to that which made him a

poet

It IS also probable that his mother had some artistic talent

She drew with fair ability, though the one or two landscape

pictures we have from her hand are hardly more than school

exercises, and her sistei, Christine AJtenburg, Ibsen’s only

aunt on his mother’s side, could both draw and paint, and left

some water color landscapes which have a more personal chaiac-

ter than those of her sister It is possible that an inherited sense

of form has come to Ibsen from this source

What he has from his Other’s family is more tangible Hts

grandfather, the second Henrik Ibsen, though he died so early

that little IS remembered of him, is said to have been a bnght
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and lively fellow, full of banter and fun His grandmother,

Cathrme Flesner, of altogether different temperament, was a

stern, serious, deeply religious woman, possessing a high degree

of lefinement and a keen desire to understand the questions

which were of interest to h^ times There was in her a will to

think, the strength of whicli we cannot now gauge, but which, if it

really grips the mind, become truly Ibsencsque

Knud Ibsen, the son of Henrik and Cathrme, and the father

of the author, seems most to have resembled his father He was

3 sociable man, who liked to see peoj^je and life about him, and

he was quick witted and talked easily—often too easily, so that

while people bked to listen to the jokes and witticisms he flung

out, many were offended by a sharp stiiig in his words To this

source of wit it seems reasonable to attiibute Hennk Ibsen’s

great ability to invent sharp, biting phrases, an ability which

he utilized fully in a dramatic character who certainly has

many traits of the author’s father, namely Daniel Heire m
The Zjeague of Youth

Knud Ibsen opened a business as merchant m Skicn in 1822,

when he was twenty flve years old, and just at a time when mat-

ters seemed to brighten 111 Norwegian trade after a period of

serious depression Though he piobably had but small capital to

b^n with, he had a considerible gift for speculation, and at

first things went well Later, however, times did not prove

so favorable as people had hoped, and before long a new period

of depression forced even his uncle, Nicolai Flesner, who rc

mained solvent throughout the hard times of 1818-21, to give

up his business in 1828 The depression lasted through several
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years, but when a new boom began in 1833, Knud Ibsen, throw

ing himself into it with unreserved hope and danng, made

enormous gains This time a sudden reversal of business in Eng

land upset the new hopes, and Knud Ibsen’s concern was one

of the first to fail He went completely bankrupt in 1836

We hear an echo of the elegant social life of Ibsen’s pros-

perous years in the glamorous descriptions which Peer Gynt and

Mother Ase give of the* festal revelries at the home of the

“rich Jon Gynt ” Knud Ibsen was certainly a man of no small

talent, but greatness m him took quite another form than it did

in his son Unhesitant daring of action did not lie in Henrik

Ibsen’s temperament

Yet he was in his writing to become the most daring"of adven

turers Perhaps after all he had immethmg of his father’s bold

ness He at least drearned of great ventures, and if he was never

a jobber, he hked to playm a lottery Adventure held a lure and

a temptation for him
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BOYHOOD IN SKIEN

Knud and Manchen IbSen, who were marned on Decern

her I, 1825, had six children, fire boys and one girl The

oldest boy died soon after the second was born This second child

was christened with the names of hisjtwo grandfatheis, Henrik

Johan, and as only the first name was to be used, the fomily now

had Its thud Henrik Ibsen—the firat to raise the name to glory

and renown

Henrik was born on March 20, 1828 Johan Andreas, named m
honor of his matei nal grandfather, came two years later, then the

sister, Hedvig Cathrine, bearing the names of her two grand

mothers, and later a brother who was chnstened Nicolai Alex

ander—a name nc^ ei before heard in the family, and apparently

borrowed from the house of the Russian Czar FiniJly, in 1836,

the last brother was born, and was given the name of bis paternal

grandmother’s second husband, Ole Paus It was m this group of

children that Henrik Ibsen was the eldest

He was boin m the “Stockmann house,” quite far down town,

close to the market place and opposite the old church The house

bore the name of its owner, the merchant Stockmann—a name

which Ibsen later used symbolically to designate one who is stiff

os a stock The name, in fact, belonged to a family descended from

a clergyman at Stokke in Vestfold, a man who was one of Ibsen’s

own ancestors One of his daughters had been marned to a clergy

17
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man named Blom, and their granddaughter had married into the

Paus hrmly and was the grandmother of Hedevig Paus Ibsen

might therefore call himself a Stockmann Indeed one of the

daughters of Pastor Stockmann had been married to an Ibsen, one

who had settled in Tonsberg before^yone of that name came to

Bergen, and this Ibsen was a forefather of the large Flood family

of Skien

Of this relationship th* Ibsens certainly had no knowledge.

But the names of Ibsen and Stockmann are linked in an amusing

manner in a little verse which I have found in the weekly paper,

Ugeblad for Skten, for 183a A certain "Copenhagen university

man and poet,” Chr Leth, a sort of vagabond genius somewhat

resembling Ulric Brendel m Rosmersholm, writes S, verse of

thanks for chanty shown him

rarowell, thou ktndly town of Skten,

I now tny leave am takmg,

With lighter burden, hafper rmen,

To better days awakmg

Vll never Ibsen^s coat dtsdam,

Nor vest, nor Stockmann*s ringing—
**There, take that, 1 have no cant̂ ^

—

Nor shtrt of Boyeset^s brmgtng

In 183a, when Hennk was only four years old, the Ibsens

moved from the Stockmann place mto a house farther up town

In this aty residence, with its many spaaous rooms, and with its

garden extending down to the town brook, the social gaieties

that enlivened the days of Knud Ibsen’s prosperity were at their

height

Skien, which lived on its sawmills and shipping, and had con
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staiit mtercourse with foreign countries, espeaally with England,

was m those days a lively little town There was always some

thing for a wide awake youngster to hear and see A merchant

aristocracy, living in the oty or on the suiroundmg estates, had

the power of wealth and ci^ture combined, and its members,

bound together by ties of blood or marriage, often came to one

another’s homes for dinners, balls, and musicales The Cabinet

Councilor, Niels Aall of Brekke, lived in Skien until 1830, and

his cousin, Sevenn Ldvensbold of Fossum, went from there to

Stockholm in 1828 to become Secretai^ of State A near rclabve

of both, Realf von Cappelcn, lived at Borgestad, and a nephew

of this man, Didenk Cappelen, lived at ''the Convent” (Gjem

soy) They were closely related to both the Blom family and the

Boyesen Ording family in the city itself To this clan belonged

Knud Ibsen with the families of Flesner and Faus They formed

a social circle possessing both wealth and refinement Then, too,

guests from out of town would often come and stay at the homes

of acquaintances and friends The Ibsen home was always open

to such guests, and especially duiing Christmas and fan time the

house was full and the table laid from morning till night

Little Henrik was only eight years old when all this splendor

came to an end, and it seems self evident that to so small a boy

this life could not have meant much Moreover, we hear of his

childhood that as a rule he kept his own company and seldom

joined his brothers and the other children in fim and play This

docs not mean that he shut himself off from whit went on about

him On the contrary, as he sat alone, staring and musing, it is

probable that impressions from without were more deeply and

permanently engraved on hts soul than is the case with most
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children 'What he himself has recorded from his childhood »
neither remarkable nor important, but from traces of early

childhood memones m his woiks, especially in Brand, and Beet

Gynt^ we can see that many things must have left their marks

upon him

ICnud Ibsen’s failure was a hard blow to him and brought

changes to everyone m the homehold Of all their wealth

nothing remained but a small farm on the estate 'Venstbp m
Gjetpen, a couple of miles north of town, and thither they were

compelled to move For seven or eight years they remained

there, cut off from all their former associations They were no

longer members of the aristocracy

Heniikj secluding himself moie than ever before, I'kred to sit

111 a little room by himself and read whatever books he could

find, or look at the pictures m them Many of the books were m
English, which he could not read About one of these he has let

Hedvig in The Wtld Duck say “There is one great big book,

called Harrtson*s Htstory 0/ London It must be a hundred

years old, and there are such heaps of pictures in it At the be-

ginning there is Death with an hour glass, and a woman 1 think

that 18 horrid But then there are all the other pictures of

churches, and castles, and streets, and great ships sailing on the

sea ” It was a folio of 1775 that remained thus in his memory, a

book over which he had oftentimes pored

His imagination was stirred by the pictures, and he himself

was seized with the impulse to draw Pencil and paintbox be

came his favorite playthings He painted pictures of Fossum and

other places around Skien, or romantic pictures copied from

books, or he caricatured hts brothers and sisters as monkeys or
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other animals, when he was angry with them Eveiythmg be

came pictures to him On bits of cardboard he painted people in

colorful clothes, these he cut out and fixed on wooden blocks, so

they could stand, and when he had made a collccbon of such

figures, he placed them togei^ier in groups as if they were talking

to each other, some of them gaily and others seriously It was m
fact a sort of doll theater Me was extremely fond of it, and

could not bear to have anyone touch ij With things of this sort

he would amuse himself all alone He often found great enter

tainment, too, in his own thoughts When he happened to think

of something that seemed to him funny, he would sit quietly by

himself and, without making a sound, laugh until he shook

His brothers and sisters constdeied him an odd speamen He
was not, even in appearance, like any other member of the fam

ily, with the possible exception of his father, to whom a resem

blance came out more stiongly as Ibsen himself grew old It

seemed foolish that he should always keep to himself, and there

fore they teased him, throwing pebbles and snowballs at the

wall to disturb his quiet and make him come out to join the

others The only thing they gamed, however, was to bring him

rushing out like a stormwind to drive them as far away as he

could

Hennk had a violent temper of which he sometimes gave evi

dence with both tongue and fist, though a word from his mother

would subdue him at once He could be kind and helpful, too,

especially if the request was for something that he enjoyed do

ing On one occasion he was to draw a face on a doll which his

mother had made for little Hedvig It is she herself who has

told me the story While he was busy with the doll, his sister be
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cftme suddenly aware that he was laughing slyly and, i*unning in

fright to her mother, cried, “Oh, now he is laughing again!”

whereupon his mother came to tell him that he had better draw a

pioper and pretty face

“I shall be really angry if you da anything else ”

“Yes,” answered Henrik, “why look, mother, you see I am

doing It as well as ever I can
”

It was the mere thought of what a hideous face he imgAt have

drawn, that made him laugh The imaginative life was as real to

him as the actual

Sometimes he wished to let others see how clever he was

Gatheiing about him his brother Johan and his playfellows, he

would mount a barrel and lecture to them It was Uangerous

sport, for It happened that he would make fun of his listeners

Johan would then put an end to the lecture by upsetting with a

kick the barrel on which Henrik stood

It was even better fun when on a Sunday evening he was per

mitted to invite the neighbors and entertain them with magic

tricks Standing behind a large box, he did all sorts of remarkable

things whicli appeared to be sheer witchcraft People thought

that there was “something queer about Henrik?’, but the truth

was that he had his brother Nicolai lying inside the box to help

him with his tncks This later gave the other children a good

hold on him If they threatened to tell the truth about his magic,

they could make him do whatever they wished, for he had a

mortal fear of everything resembling scandal—a feai that fol

lowed him all thiough life and had a profound effect on his

career

When he entered school he began to mingle more with others
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He was sent to a small private school in Skien and hid to walk

into town, taking between a hilf and three quarters of an hour

each way The school was m charge of two graduates in divinity,

one of whom g^ve Henrik some instruction in Latin It was

Heniik’s intention to study 'hicdicMie and become a doctor For

the rest, his favoiite school subjects were history and religion

Given a chance to talk abou! historical events and characters,

especially fiom ancient times, he quickened into life, and for his

class 111 religion he would look up every Sciipture passage re

ferred to in his text book He wante^l to get to the bottom of

everything Before long he won a reputation for unusual clever

ness, yet most of the others disliked him, because he pieferred

to stay by himself None the less, he had his share of both fair

day fun and Midsummer frolics He joined (locks of his school

fellows in begging for tar baiitls foi the Midsummei bonhic,

and at one time he was even a member of a festive train which

carried a complete barge to the fire When he went fairing, it

was chieHy to see the magicians, the lope dancers, and the hoise

tamers Then he was a spectator, as he remained for the most

part m other fun also He won a few comrades with whom he

went walbng and talked seriously, but he took no part in cither

skating or skiing, and never joined a pai ty m hunting or fishing

On the whole, he was no sportsman He was exceedingly hand

some in his adolescent ycais, and others of his own age instinc

tivcly admiied him, although they thought him disagreeable

and called him names “Get yourself away, you mean thing I”

they said when he was about to leave Skien

On October i, 1843, at the age of fifteen and a half years, he

was confirmed m the Gjerpen church, and soon after, when his
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parents moved back into town, renting a house at Snipetorp,

Henrik had to leave home and begin to work for his living He
himself chose to enter a chemist’s shop, thinking it might be a

step on the way to becoming a doctor, and accordingly he was

sent to the pharmacy in Grimstad ^No reason is known for his

settling in that particular town It was, at least, not far away

During the years he spent in Gfimstad, he returned to Skien

once or twice for a visit I^ was on one of these visits home that,

going up the Kapitelberg, near Bratsberg, with his sister Hedvig,

he told her of all that he npshed to attain—-the utmost perfection

of greatness and clarity

“And when you have reached that, what do you want?” she

asked

“Then I want to die,” he answered

His thoughts already flew far outside of both Gnmstad and

Skien, and he soon cut almost all the ties that bound him to his

birthplace After 1850 it seems that he did not set his foot there

again, and, what is even more remarkable, he gave up all con

nection with his home, never writing letters to his parents or

brothers or other relatives, with the exception of a few to his

sister Hedvig It seemed almost as if everyone at home were

dead to him

This apparently inhuman attitude is not easy to explain

Nothing that we know of his childhood can account for tins

separation from his parents He may possibly have felt some

bitterness against his rich relatives of the Faus fiunily because

they gave him no money for his studies, but for this his parents

were surely not to blame

We sense that there was little or ho spiritual fellowship be
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tween him and the folks at home When he began to write,

neithei his parents nor his sister and brothers read his books It

was not until many years had passed that Hedvig began to read

them The youngest brothei, Ole, at the age of eighty, ten years

after the famous poet’s dcafih, had read nothing of his writings

except a little of Brand and Pillars of Society They believed tint

Heniik was a lost soul, for he remained outside of the religious

revival into which they themselves hyd been swept The pastor

who took chaige m Skien in 1848, G A Laminers, became more

and moie a icvivalist until at last, ii) 1856, he gave up his pas-

torate, left the State Church, and organwed a free church in

Skien Hedvig and Ole Ibsen joined the free church with him,

md the patents, though they remained in the State Church, were

also under the influence of the Lammers movement Time and

ngam Hedvig wrote to Hciink trying to conveit him Such

attempts repelled him, and he felt himself more and more

strange to those who because of blood ties should have been

closest to him, but who seemed to belong to another world

Furthermore, it was never easy foi him to speak of his feel

mgs, and he could still less lay them open in a letter In fact, it

was only when he was thoroughly angry that he could express

himself fully and freely in a letter And the longer he put off

wilting home, the harder it must have become for him

“I cannot wiite letters, I must be present in peison to give

myself wholly and completely,” he wrote to Hedvig 111 1869,

when he had received the news of his mother’s death And fond

as he was of his mother, he waited almost four months before he

could make himself answer the message He wished by all means

to have his sister understand that he had never been ‘'silent
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through indifference” But, he wrote, “there is so much that

stands between us, between me and my home”, and it is clear

fiom his letter that he was thinkmg especially of the matter of

rehgion

When his father died, m 1877, he wrote to thank his “Uncle

Christian” Paus for the help his father had received "The chief

reason,” he said in this letter, “wHJr in all these years of struggle

I very seldom wrote hon^e, was that 1 could not be of any help

or support to my parents I tliought it was futile to write, when

1 could not help in any p;ractical way 1 continually hoped that

my arcumstances might improve, but this improvement came

very late and only recently ” In the same letter, however, he again

pointed to the religious differences It was these that prevented

him from going to Skien “I felt a strong disinclination to come

more closely in touch with certain spiritual tendenaes dominant

theie—tendencies with which I do not feel myself related, and

to clash with which might easily have resulted in unpleasantness,

or at least in a stmmed atmosphere which I pieferred to avoid ”

Life had thus opened a deep cleft between Ibsen and his

home, and as he could not wholeheartedly cross the gap, he

would never lay a bridge over it For him the issue was always

either for or against, nothing halfway In 1867, writing to

Bjomson about how seiiously he took his relations to other peo

pie, he brought as evidence this very thing “Do you Icnow that 1

have separated myself foi life from my paients—from all my
km—because I could not continue m a relation of incomplete

understanding

Fewer and fewer were the ties that might have bound him to

his native town His brothers left home, one after another The
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oldest of them, Johan, leaving as early as 1849, settled in

America, and never returned The two youngest tried their luck

as meichants, but were unfortunate, and the older of the two,

Nicolai, went off to America about 1870 He was never heard

from again When the busitiess failed, the youngest, Ole, wrote

( 18S7) to his famous brother, asking that he put in a good word

for him with Johan Sverdi uji, so that he might obtain a small

lighthouse post, and one sees how mu^h a stranger to his brother

Heniik Ibsen must have felt himself to be, foi he forwarded the

request with but a few dry words of explanation
^

It was only with Hedvig, who had mairied a ship’s officer,

Stousland, of Skien, that he maintained a connection, slight

though it was Ftom her he borrowed both tlie name and the

temperament of his little Hedvig in The Wtld Duck and when

they weie both old, she came to visit him in Oslo She had

a warm and sweet personality, and it was a I’emarkable thing

til her that, as she grew older, she gained a fuller and freer

tolerance, even in religious matters, and could therefore better

follow her brother who had broken away from what she con

sidcred true Christianity She always spoke tenderly of him and

insisted that he had a kind heart, she was sure that he loved his

fellowmen and worked foi their good It was no wonder that

^ The letter dated Copenhagen October 3 1887 reads as follows

Your Excellency]

My only living brother, Ole Pnus Ibsen resident at Tjom6 is applying for

1 lighthouse post and requests that 1 shall in this matter be liis ^okesman to Your
Lxcellciicy

May I on this account solicit Your Excellency s kindly reading of the en

closed letters and attestations p I myself have nothing further to add
With high esteem

Your Excellency s

respectfully indebted

Henrjk Ibsen ’
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Ibaen loved this fine and strong heart, and that Hedvig became

the tie between him and his home I stdl remember the time,

about a year before Ibsen died, when, though his spirit had al

ready begun to sink and weaken, a strong gleam of blue shot into

his half extinguished eyes as I bi^ought him a gieeting from

Hedvig

Although he had thus himselfblocked the way to his home

town, he often and in stjrong terms declared that he felt him

self deeply rooted in Skien, and that at bottom he seemed to

belong there He spoke 1;^e truth when he said that he had al

ways kept m touch with life at home, and his works, particularly

Brandf bear witness that he knew what was going on there But

the thing of prime importance was that there his childish soul

had first been nourished, theie his abilities had been given their

bent toward the path which as a grown man he would follow

Though he did not yet dream of becoming a poet, and had at

most but a faint dream of being a painter, he had begun to think

for himself and to form his thoughts into visible images

Among the things that lived most strongly m his memory of

childhood days in Skien was the roar of the waterhills and the

scream of the sawmills, which had filled the air from morning till

night By and by this sound m his ears came to hold a symbolic

meaning for him "Skien,” he once wrote in his old age, "is the

city of the roaring, rushing, seething waters All over town the

air seems filled with the song of its many cataracts ” He felt

that he had been m a sense consecrated by this roar of waters

—

had taken their turbulence into himself "It is not for nothing

that 1 was born in the city of roaring waterfalls ” Later, when he

read about the guillotine, he always had to think of the pene-
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trating scream from saws m the mills He seemed to have heard

revolution and unrest from hts very childhood

Had the sound of waterfalls hai bored such might, Skien should

have become filled with fighting insurgents But Henrik Ibsen

lemained the only levolutioAist He had the sound within him

seif Before he left Skien the storm had alieady begun, and

there was soon to be generated in him an explosive foice which

would bm-st the bounds of childhood
^



Cirapter iFour

YOUTH AND POETRY IN GRIMSTAD

** AS early as my fifteenth year/* Ibsen once wrote in an

jTX official applicatiorf “I was forced to take care of my
self’, and at a later time, in apology for the fact that he could

not help his aged father, he said that he had shifted for himself

Since his fourteenth year We may at least assume, therefore,

that he was below the age of sixteen when compelled to leave

home Presumably it was just after New Year m 1844 that he

came to Gnmstad (more correctly spelled Grbmstad) as ap

prentice m the chemist’s shop

In this town he was to spend fully six years, during that period

in youth which is usually most important to mental growth, and

It was to him m many respects a time of Sturm und Drang

It was here that he became a poet

When, twenty five years after leaving the place, he was pre

paring a new edition of his first drama, Catdme, he described

With a smile of tolerant supenonty these meager and yet rich

days in Gnmstad The picture that remained in his mind was

one of living in warfare against the httle community into which

life and acadent had forced him

Now what Ibsen himself relates from Gnmstad has reference

only to the last two years he was there, 1848-1849, while what

we know from others rarely goes back beyond the fall of 1847

The fact is that concerning the first three or four years of Ibsen’s

30
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life in Gnmstad we have practically no information We might

almost call it the darkest period m the history of his life

Certainly the period was dark for himself, too He had al

ready in his childhood years m Skien, at the time of his father’s

i^lure, known what it meaht to be excluded fi-om the upper

class into which he was born, but in Gnmstad it was ten times

worse He found heie a shipowners’ town, fai smaller than

Skien, but having an anstocracy of wealthy men and office holders

at least as clearly marked, and here he had no acquaintances who

could help him cross the barriers Non^ of the citizens in the town

paid any attention to the thin, pale chemist’s boy with his shock

of black hair

The cffemist’s shop was new, and the owner, being m narrow

arcumstances, could not afford to pay high wages for the help

he needed Indeed, the chemist’s boy was downright poor—

a

fact which must have become outwardly evident, especially in

his diess Possessing a strong sense of order, Ibsen always did

his woik with care and accuracy and also liked to keep himself

neat and trim, but he had no money to buy such clothes as

would place him, in the matter of appeal ance, on a level with

the upper class The servant girls in the house soon noticed it

(people of their station are often the first to give heed to such

things), and one of them said later *^One could easily see by

his clotlies what he woiked with during the day” Mixture

boiling and plaster making left then maiks, and theiefore he

would not eat m the dining room when the chemist’s family had

guests

He had not even his own bedchamber, but slept m a room

with the httle boys of the funily It was not easy to make use of
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his spare moments Nor were there many of them, for that mat

ter, for he was kept constantly busy m the shop It was really only

on Sundays that he was free, and then he often went out of

town, either rowing out to Maloya where he found herbs for the

chemist^s shop, or climbing up to ihe cairn where he would sit

and gaze out to sea, and perhaps woric at hia painting

Most often he was alone In ail this time, between the ages

of sixteen and nineteen, hp made no friends His chief companion

was a laborer from Telemark, Svein Mountaineer, who was em

ployed about the shop, an^ with whom he made frequent Sunday

trips to the Fjsere churchyard Then there were also the servant

girls in the house, but it was not to be expected that he would

derive much intellectual benefit from them He w& brought

low in the scale of society during these years, and became en

tangled in relations of which he was ashamed, and of which he

earned the consequences for many years When but eighteen

years old he had a child by one of the servant girls, who was

fully ten years older than himself, and for fourteen years he

had to support the child He undoubtedly remembered this when

he let the giant’s green-dad daughter appear with her bastard

before Peer Gynt, so that even Peer felt himself too soiled and

odious to return to Solveig “Thoughts will sneak stealthily in

at my heel ”

There was but one thing m which he could take comfort and

with which he could fill his thoughts during these first years in

Grimstad That was the thought of his future Never giving up

the hope that he would struggle through, he kept on with his

studies He had brought with him from home a case full of

books—his most important equipment, and when the others had
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gone to bed he sat down to his reading His plan was to pass at

least a preliminary examination, and later a ‘‘Norwegian” medt

cal examination, a lower examination by which one could still

in those days attain a degiee, but which was soon after aboLshed

He undoubtedly read many tilings besides those required for the

examination, but as to what they were, we can hardly do more

than guess

Grimstad possessed a reading society organized m 1835, and

from this he could presumably bonow rooks through the chemist

with whom he lived The library consisted chiefly of novels and

histoiical works in Danish or in Danish translations Ingemann,

Waltei Scott, Frednka Bremer, Fni Gyllembourg, Dickens, and

various otHlers, as well as the writings of Holberg We know that

Ibsen also borrowed books from an old English lady. Miss Craw

furd, though this was probably m his later years in Grimstad

Thiough her kindness he was able to read S&ren Kierkegaard,

Oehlenschlagcr, and Wergeland, and thus hod opportunity to

establish a contact with no small part of the world’s cultural

life, a fact which without a doubt gave zest to his aspirations

When he left Grimstad in 1 850 he owned a small booklet into

which he had copied, in handsome script, a collection of “Miscel

laneous Poetry from the Yeara 1848, 1849, and 1850 ” Theeaili

est of these poems is dated 1 847, and throws a glimmer of hght

backward over the preceding years In this little poem of twelve

lines, with the title “Resignation,” we see that Ibsen had begun to

feel new powers and cravings within his soul

—Gleams that from the dullness

Ofmy sold broke on the sky

With the Ughtnsn^s rapid fuUness-^
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That he had even earlier than this tried to write verse seems

evident from his question

Were my dreams a phantom tram?

Dfd I wrongly then aspre.

Was my wrttmg cold and vam?

He had felt a power in himself and had begun to dream of hft

mg himself to greater heights, yeC his way seemed blocked, and

he did not know if he could give life to the things that stirred

within him ^‘My longing Jill in vainl ” The same note is heard in

the firstpoem of 1 848, in^ich he compares himself with a billow

dashing against the cliff in turbulent joy of battle and then sinbng

back into the sea to lose itself among the other waves

There is m this poetry a note of some bitterness, and we may

well beheve that bitter feelings had grownm his soul during these

years A girl who was a servant at the chemist’s has related that he

more than once said “I shall never see the day when I am in my

right place,” and that he complained because his father was too

poor to help him When he could speak thus to the servant girls,

we may guess that things were far from well with him

Yet he was altogether too strong to let himself be broken

These years give evidence, not only of his tough tenaaty, but

also of the fact that he had not lost a powei which is most un

portant in maintaining the vital force of a man, and which was

fundamental in Ibsen—the power of indignation Neither did he

lose that other gift which helps to carry a man through troubled

times—a lively sense of whatever is droll and laughable Perhaps

he could still sit and laugh to himself, though more than formerly

he felt a desire to let others hear his laughter

Even from the first years it is reported that boys and gu-ls
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would gather round him on the green and listen to his humorous

or mocking verses about people of the town These rhymes, which

he could compose on the spur of the moment, afterwards traveled

from mouth to mouth, to the amusement of the crowd and the ir

ritation of the victims The vcraes were not always very danger

ous, nor very good either, but in so small a town no one liked to

be made the subject for common talk, and therefore many good

citizens looked askance at the poor chemist’s boy He was clever

also at drawing caricatures, a talent which was at least as dan

gerous

After 1847 the conditions of his life were brightened in various

ways The chemist’s shop was moved from the dark, crowded

house m tlie poor distiict where it had hitherto been, to a larger,

better building with a more attractive location in Ostregata, and

there was a new owner, a young Gnmstad man, who had more

means than the old one, and was more inclined to make things

agreeable for the young assistant Ibsen had passed an assistant’s

test and, earning higher wages, could afford lessons from a young

divine who came to the shop to tutoi him foi matriculation His

plans now went beyond the mere preliminary examination ( 1 849

was in fact the last yearm which it might be taken) He wanted to

enter the Univenaty

At this time he also began to find associates and friends The

first of these, a young clerk at the custom house, Chnstophei Due,

was barely a year older than Ibsen Coming to Gnmstad m 1845

and soon hearing that there was something remarkable about the

chemist’s boy, he became curious and invented mi errand to the

shop He never forgot the sharp gleam of Ibsen’s eyes, and al

though no acquaintance developed before the chemist brought
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them together, they kter became £nends In the same year, 1 847,

there arrived in town a student of Ibsen’s age, Ole Schulerud, son

of the new customs officer Due immediately brought him to the

chemist’s shop, and the three became intimate friends Almost

every evening they sat together in'*the watch room of the shop,

discussing every conceivable thing between heaven and earth

Due had a tender, lyric soul, and was shocked by Ibsen’s heret

ical opinions about everything that seemed holy—marriage, mor

als, and religion It seemM as if revolt suddenly broke loose in

Ibsen He had clearly tom himself smy from the teachings and

beliefs of his childhood, he would hear nothing of God, or at least

nothing of a personal communion with God, nothing could stand

before his cnticism, he was an out-and out radical, tearing at the

roots of things, in social and pohtical problems as well as in reli

gion ‘The times were deeply stirred,” he wrote in 1875 regard

mg these early days '^The February Revolution, the upnsmgs in

Hungary and elsewhere, the war in Slesvig—all these things had

a mighty and maturing effect on me ” His whole heart was in

every movement of revolt and change

Not finding any clear viewpoint at first, he was tossed back and

forth by all the new thoughts that came rushing in upon him

deism from Voltaire, pantheism from Goethe, pblosophical spec

ulations about the ongin of life on a natural basis Using the

strong language of inexperience, he descnbes in a poem of 184S

this wavering between “Doubt and Hope”

The wddness of the humcane

Doth rage wtthm my soulf

Nor u there 'path or pilot known

Upon the sea of doubt!
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He envied his own childhood

Alasj I am no child now,

Have not the childish mtnd >

He felt only the “darkness in his soul,” and wished that he

could believe

Yet theie was no possibility of retreat While he was swept

along by the tempest of the timfes, he found a new life and a new

hope bom within him and straining so violently for expicssion

that he could not keep them to himself^ He must speak out In

talking with his friends, therefore, he Hpng out bold and reckless

hypotheses, wild paradoxesm which he threw topsy turvy every

thing that had hitherto counted as truth He abused the govern

meat for refusing to interfcie firmly in the Danish Prussian war,

he spoke scornfully of the great world powers which tried to sup

press demociacy His cry was for freedom in all things, and he

himself longed to have a hand m the fight for liberty which was

shaping the world anew Each battle in the fight found an echo in

his soul Knowing that at this time he and his friends were read

ing Soren Kicikegaard and debating the ideas they found in him,

we may assume that Ibsen was at once seized by the burning in

dividualism of that writer His radicalism became at its inception

a cry for personal emancipation, a rebellion against every powei

that suppressed the individual

Before long people m town began to notice the young revolu

tionist at the chemist’s shop The good citizens shook their heads

at his audacity They found it, as he lumself wrote later, “in a high

degree remarkable that a young person in my inferior position

should presume to discuss matters on which they themselves daied

not hold an opinion ” They heard that he declared himself to
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be an "atheist” and a republican—he must be a dangerous fellow

Some of the young people found amusement in his gay scoffing,

and quite a group of comrades would gather on Sunday evenings

in the chemist’s shop Ibsen, as the center of the group, proclaimed

his radical opinions and either mside lampoons about people and

events of the town, or portrayed them in funny drawings The

comrades often sat together far nto the night, drinking punch

when they could afford it, and playing cards, and not too infre

quently they set out on^night frolics through the town There

seems but seldom to ha^c been any serious dissipation, for the

most part it was mere youthful fun To Ibsen it was as though his

bonds were broken, and he let himself go “It was not within my

power,” he wrote on a later occasion, “to give vent to«all the fer

ment within me, except through mischief and pranks which

brought upon me the ill will of all the respectable citizens who

could not understand the world in which I went about struggling,

alone ”

His new comrades, by the way, belonged to the soual class to

which earlier he had not been admitted While he did not regard

them so highly but that he could make fun of them in their gather

mgs, he and his two friends from the custom house would feel

bitterly enough the contrast between their own poverty and the

wealth of the others The association led to Ibsen’s being drawn

into the soaal life of the town During the summer of 1849 he

began to join other young people in boating parties and walking

toui-s, and the following winter he went to balls and learned how

to dance, an amusement which he had never practiced before, and

in which he never attained any great skill He was in the process
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ol being peacefully won by the society against which he had

declared war

Both the war and the peace can be traced in his works, for it was

at this time that he began in ealnest to write If he had previously

doubted his creative ability, his doubt was now overpowered by

hope and faith, and he intended by means of a literal y product to

throw himself into the struggles of the day Like many other

young revolutionary writers befoie hijn, he chose at once the

greatest of all litciary forms, the dramj. He wrote CattUne

It was in the very year of the revolution of 1848 that his Latin

teacher, the divinity candidate, read with him Cicero’s orations

against Catiline, arousing in Ibsen an involuntary spirit of opposi

tion The fierce denunciation of Ciccio, suggesting to him the

thought that there must be something dximonic m Catiline, made

him curious Soon after, he read Sallust, devouring the histone

account of the rebellion, undoubtedly with a renewal of harsh

judgment upon the ciirainal tendency in Catiline, but also with

glimpses of gi eat power os well as of some idealism in the revolt

It was the inner conflict in this that stirred Ibsen, and that m his

thought grew quite naturally into a drama

lie did not blow that many authors before him had wiitten

dramas with the same hcio, nor had any Norwegian newspaper

been informed that just at this time, October, 1848, a new drama

on Catiline, written by the elder Dumas, had been presented in

Pans This pointless diama of intrigue could not in any case have

meant much to Ibsen, for the power that attracted him to the old

Roman 1 evolutionist was something wholly personal He felt a

bnship With the ungoveinable impulse to rise against the old so*
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cial order and strike it down Still more he recognized the hot de

sire to burst the bonds which circumstances placed on a man’s will

and ability to act He knew what it was to desire and not attain,

and he felt within him the tragedr^ which lies in the fact that one

may himself be incapable of the high deeds which he is burning

to perform

This was the tragedy of Catiline The revolutiomst of Gnm
stad found in it an expression of his own struggle, and with hot

energy he threw himsel^mto the subject Without paying atten

tion to the soaal problems and class politics of Catiline’s re

volt, he turned to the conflict within the man, and the dramatic

issue became an ethical problem As the individual arose to fight

for the greatest of his dreams, old sins stepped forth as avengers,

and his own past led him to destruction

It appears that he formed the plan for this first dramatic work

at Christmas time in 1848, and that the wilting was completed

during the first three months of 1 849 We are still in possession of

the first manuscript, which was also the last, for he wrote it all at

white heat, putting it immediately mto final form He had to do

his writing at night, and later said jestingly that “this is the un

consaous reason why nearly all the action of the drama takes place

at mght ” It was indeed a tour de force to write the entire play in

so short a time under such conditions

Who had taught him how to construct a drama? He had seen

little of theaters, now and then a company of actors had passed

through Gnmstad in winter time, playing with such aocomraoda

tions as they could find there Though the peiformances were

neither many nor great, they gave food for the creative imagina

tion Most of his knowledge he probably had from reading,
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though that, too, was scant enough Many years later, when he

was asked about his knowledge of dramatic writing, he said that at

this time he had read no dramatist except Holberg and Oehlen

schlagcr Because of a strong similarity between some things in

Cattlme and Shakespeare’s JuSus Ctesar, one might easily believe

that he had Icained from Shakespeare too But Ibsen said that at

this time he knew Shakespearetmly by name

Such statements should not be taken too literally, however Ib

sen was always unwilling to acknowlcd Ic the influence of others,

and, because he was personally absorbed in his themes, it was not

easy for him to recognize his debt to earlier writings But he was

so intense in all his reading that notliing could come his way with

out leaving traces, and during these years at Gnmstad he read

much, with greater eagerness than at any later time Though the

problem of Cattlme sprang ti uly enough out of hts own soul, he

found the pattern for its artistic form outside himself

It would be folly to try to point out a single work as dominating

his mind while he wiote CattUtte Much of the influence may

have come to him indirectly We are led back even to the classical

drama of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, when in the

outline plan for Cattlme we And such a thought as this ^‘Struggle

between love and duty—the firat is victor ” In fact the entire

drama breathes the atmosphere created by the romanticists of

levolt fiom Schiller and Goethe to Victor Hugo, Byron, and

Wergeland

Yet many details of structure are inspired by individual works

Even the verse form used for the most part, the live foot iambic,

IS that which is familiar to usm Shakespeare, Ochlcnschlager, and

Weigeland, and, as in Ochlcnschlkger, the iambus may at the
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height of the tragic chmax be changed into long trochaic meas>

ures The dramatic structure of the play, with its free changes of

scene, had come down from Shakespeare to Schiller and Oehlen

schliger, and on the whole we may take Ibsen’s word for it that

Oehlenschlager was his most dire& teachei The very manner in

which the characters speak in CattUne points to Oehlenschlager

Nevertheless, we find influences from the works of other au

thors The way in which the hero is placed between two dissimilar

women reminds one of Death of StncUur by Henrik Werge-

land, though Ibsen’s tre.«tment is far more dramatic, while one

of the women, who carries nemesis in her very name, Furia, has

suggestions of Fr Paludan MUUer’s poem, “The Vestal ” Fur

thermore, the last act, the fall of Catiline with the appearance of

Sulla’s ghost, has a clear pi ototype in Shakespeare’s Julms Ctesar

Thus It IS no independent work that Ibsen created in Cattime

Even that part of it which should be personally his own, namely

the spiritual pioblem, he has by no means mastered The charac

ters are dolls rather than living persons The two women who

play such leading r61es finally become mere allegorical figures

Catiline himself declaims up and down, but his oration of

revolt consists merely of empty words about “corruption” and

“tyranny,” “liberty” and “honor”, and we can find nothing eithei

grand or wild in him The verse in a way runs smoothly enough,

though it IS not in any special degree exact Quite the contrary

There is no personal style, no fresh new image Despite the fire

which burned m the poet, his drama has become altogether liter

ary It is a piece of apprentice work

When Cattltne still takes its place in the cultural history of

Norway, it is for two reasons First, it is the only literary work in
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Norway which reflects the February Revolution, second, and this

IS more important, it stands at the entrance to the gieatcst dra

matic literature created m Norway Ibsen himself said twenty five

years afterwaids “Many things with which my liter writings

have been concerned—contr*idictions between ability and desire,

or between will and circumstance, the mingled tragedy and com

edy of humanity and the individual—are already dimly suggested

here ” The drama contains much that was to become true Ibsen

ism, there is a sense of inner dramatic^unity and, more especially,

that tendency to carry the tragic actio's into the soul which was to

characterize the new drama Nay, there is something else which

returns again and again m Ibsen’s dramatic construction the two

opposing women who stiuggle for the man and thus reveal the

duality within him

Ibsen did not himsUf immediately understand that he had now

consecrated himself foi life to dramatic composition He was not

at all clear about his poetic calling, or suie of himself, though per

haps his sclf-confidciicc increased os he felt the satisfaction of hav

ing completed such a piece of work as CatiUne His two most

intimate friends. Due and Schulcrud, were enthusiastic about the

dmma when he read it to them Due made a clean copy, and it

was agreed that when Schulcrud went to the capital 111 the fall he

should take the manusci ipt with him and ai range for both pi oduc

tion and printing Ibsen, not daring to put his own name to the

drama, signed it Bi^njolf Bjarme I do not know how he hit upon

this name, though it is likely that he felt himself attracted by the

romantic element in the journeys to Bjarmeland ^ and that he

added Brynjolf for the sake of euphony

} Ihesc were kno\in to lyim from 6rvfirodis by OehlenachUger
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His skill m verse making proved to be a great temptation to

him Words and images would flow all too easily from his pen

without being remolded and restamped within his soul Writing

had not yet become a matter of hfe and death to him

After finishing CmUne, he agai^ wrote controversial poems

By the spring of 1 849 he had finished a dozen sonnets which were

intended as a "Summons to Norwegian and Swedish Brothers” to

help Denmark m the struggle for Slesvig He was seized by the

idea of Scandinavian uniomwhich, from the Danish German war,

had spread among the upp[tr-class youth of Norway and Sweden,

and here, too, he felt the need of action He knew that the Norn

—vumts action for the thoughts you nourished.

And not the empty sound of mere tirades

He tried to rouse honor and faith in defense of the Danish

brothers Clearly regarding himself as a moral chastiser of his

people, of the type of Welhaven, he had evidently learned from

the latter’s poem, The Damn of Norway (JNorges Dsemrmg)

But Ibsen could put no power into his words They remained dry

and insipid, and the verse was pitifully poor When Hungary was

subdued in the fall of the same year, he could do no more than

comfort the fallen Magyars with the thought that some time m
the future their names would became a battle ay for the new

youth which would "overthrow the main pillars of tyranny ”

The "hurricane” of which he often spoke in his verse no longer

raged so mightily in his heart, and his writing had begun to arcle

about more peaceful subjects He had fallen in love with a young

lady, Clara Ebbell, who belonged to the new soaal group he had

entered, and through the fall of 1849 he wrote one poem after

another about his love She was an enthusiast for music and poetry.
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she loved Beethoven and Wcrgeland, she wrote poetry herself,

and she accepted poetry from Ibsen, but as she had no love to

give him in return, he lived on his dreams about her, and his

poems became filled with pi^urcd memones

It IS not peculiar to Ibsen thus to give memory an honored place

m poetry The romanticists had alteady noted it and sung about

It, making it one of the loveliest fioweis in the life of man, and

Ibsen’s poems fiom this period arc literary echoes even more than

had been the case with CattUne Again tve meet OchlcnschUgcr on

one page after another, besides woods and flowers from Werge

land, snatches from Welhaven, meters from Andreas Munch and

S O Wolff, and turns of phrase from Kierkegaard Indeed, in a

poem about “The Fountain of Memory,” presumably written as

early as m the days when he worked on CattUne, even the moon

and the “peacefully rolling waves” from the Balhd of Sinclair

may come unexpectedly upon us Nothing but worn out poetic

garments!

It IS ncithei the urge to act nor the will to fight that speaks to

us through these poems One seems to meet a poet who wishes

only to “sweetly dream,” to gather “meek flowers of memory”

and to “keep them as the heart’s best treasui e ” Thus he sang even

as late is New Year, 1850 He portraj cd life is though it were

summanzed in the words, “to wonder, to hope, to be disap

pointed ” Yet one must not take this too seriously In the midst of

dreams and sighs, courage and hope still lived in his young heait

At this time one of his poems, a truly “plaintive poem” about

the raging autumn wind, was pnnted in a newspaper Christopher

Due, one of his two intimate friends, had heard the poem, and

sent It to the paper for which ht had recently become corres-
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pondent from Gnmstad, Chnsttama-Posten Here it was printed

on September 28, 1849, over the signature of Biynjolf Bjarme

Due has said that Ibsen turned pale when he first saw it, and that

afterwards he flushed with joy ^bsen himself, in the poem,

^‘Building Plans,” written some years later, has told what a thrill

the inadent gave him

7 rememberi as clearly as if it were last mght,

The evening my first -poem appeared m black and whiter

I sat therem my den mti^ the smoke clouds rolhng free,

Sat smoking and sat dreammg tn blest complacency

I wdl hu4d me a cloud castle Two wmgs shall shape it forth,

A f^eat one and a small one It shell shone across the }^orth

The greater shall shelter a singer immortal

The smaller to a maiden shall open its portal

Both dreams remained ahve in him despite his disappointment

m his first love Not so many months had passed before he earned

a new young lady in his heart, and new ideas for poems shot up

within him Just in the days when his little poem had been pub

lished, while he was still waiting in suspense for a message from

Ole Schulerud as to whether the Chnstiania Theater would play

Catflme, and while he was sttU writing elegiac verses on the Hun
ganan revolution, he turned from the poetry of revolt and threw

himself into that of national romantiasm

In the middle of October, 1849, ficar that he has almost

completed the first act of a drama about Olav Trygvason, evi

dently meant to be a companion piece to Haakon Jarl by Oehlen

schlager At about the same time he wrote a shoit one act play

which he called The Normans, giving a picture from the period
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of conflict between heathenism and Chnstianity among the Nor

wcgian Vikings, and this, too, was inspired by Oehlcnschlager

Towaid the close of the yeai he made an outline foi a “national

historic novelette” m the manner of the Noi wegian 1 omanticisC,

Mauritz Hansen It was to dc<d with the peasant insunec

tiomst, Christian Lofthuus, and was entitled I he Prisoner at

Agershuus Finally he took tO putting legends and talcs of Tele

mark into veise foi well known folk tunes, following here the

precedent of Welhavcn and others

He was so filled with all these nefv plans that at New Year,

1850, he undertook to write a rallying poem “To Norway’s

Skalds,” with a program for national poetry—a counterpart to

the poci^ Weigclaiid had sent out twenty )ears earlier

Why long ye^ 0 facts, jot the fast and its distance

Lnshumng the old m its memories moldy?

With beauteous forms the fresent is teemmg,

From summer and winter, from valley and height.

Ah, see how among us the tteasure is gleaming,

A national foetry, nchly bedight

It was these dreams that filled his last months at Grimstad The

impulse which at this time forged its way ahead in Norwegian in

tellectual life—^the urge to express in poetry and ait whatever of

dreams and hidden talents lived in the Nonvcgian people

—

stirred the young Ibsen too If he had formerly wished to be n

poet<hieftain of revolt and battle, he now felt within him the call

to become a national poet of the people

I Tiondcr if he bad not heard legends of Tcleniark from Svein Mountaineer

—H K
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The same change is visible m his painting, with which he still

experimented If he had formerly used his pencil and brush for

caricatures, he now became a national romantic painter He later

wrote the year, 1 849, on a little painting of a pilot who sits gazing

thoughtfully out to sea There is m this painting the same spirit

as in the poetic program which he constructed

This abrupt change can be explamod only by the fact that Ibsen

still did not stand firmly on his own ground I do not know how

often, in the poetry fiom his daysm Grimstad, we hear of a "hoi

low booming ” Even m h^s own verse there is too much of this

“hollow boom ” The words are uniformly much stronger than the

life within He lived on strange forms, but only because he was

not yet sure of himself He sought, and he experimented, but he

still continued to serve Pharaoh in a strange land He himself felt

the misery of It
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«T> RYNJOLT BJARME’g” first poem was printed in Sep

>1-^ tcinber, 1849) and in February, 1850, his second, a

memoiial poem to OehlenschlSgci in imitation of the old Norse

Ell iksmal, a form which Oehlenschlslger himself had liked, ap

pcared in Chnstuma Poston It is doubtful whether these two

poems among so many others attracted particular attention, but

people wh^ followed closely the output of literature must at least

have noticed the new author when, soon after, he published

Catiline

Ole Schuleiud, arriving in the capital m September, 1849, met

with but little success in his attempt to introduce the new drama

by an unknown author Late in December he lecetved an answer

from the Chnstiama Theater the management considered the

play well written, but would not pioducc it Schulerud had too

firm a faith in hts friend to be daunted by such a lufusal Writing

to Ibsen, he declared that in reality it was no defeat at all Ibsen

agreed with this view Catthne was to be but a “forerunner,”

breaking the path foi the many dramatic compositions that were

to follow

Trying now to get the drama printed, Schulerud went from

one publisher to another, but without success The only one who

would consent to take it demanded money to meet the expenses

of prmting and would not give any royalty Schulerud, whose

faithful and courageous heart was not depressed by this second
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defeat, descnbed the arcumstances to Ibsen, as really fortunate,

for he would now print the book at his own expense, and they

would share the profits In his fair picture of the future, Schulerud

was to continue as publisher, while Ibsen was to write two or three

dramas a year, and soon they would be rich enough for a long

period of foreign travel

As It turned out, Schulerud was publisher of only one play,

Catiline^ but he has at least the honor of being the first person to

bnng a drama by Ibsen into print Catthm appeared in the book

sellers’ stalls on April 12, 1850

One would have expected the book to attract attention, for

dramas of this kind were rare in the country The new Norway,

which was determined to create an independent literature, had not

yet been able to foster a native drama Although the capital had

had a permanent theater since 1827, this had subsisted chiefiy on

foreign plays Of serious contemporary plays in Norwegian there

existed hardly more than a dozen, and Henrik Wergeland was

the only dramatist worth mentioning Since the publication of his

The Venettans {VeneHanerne) m 1843, “ot a single new drama

had appeared in print CahUne was therefore an event in Nor

wegtan literature

This factwas pointed out by the manwho wrote the first review

of the book, a cntiasm which did not come before the public, but

which addressed itself to the most interested group among the

young people of Norway, the University students It appeared in

the organ of the Students’ Association {Satnfmdsbladet) as early

as Apnl 13, and was lead to the Assoaation that evening There

can be no doubt that the review was written by a certain editor of

Semfundshladetf ayoung man who was more eagerly on the look
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out for all that was new in the world of literature than anyone else

in his time, and who was soon to play a part in Ibsen’s life This

man was Paul Bottcn Hansen In this instance he rejoiced 111 find

ing a writer who in no way catered to public taste, but who tiied

to win friends only by “true and sincere poetiy” which gave prom

ise of *'a certain Shakespearean power and earnestness ” While

Bottcn Hansen noted flaws m veme and weakness in dramatic

stioictui c, he gave more attention to the genuine tragic spirit evi

dent m the hict that Catiline’s downfall resulted from an inner

psychological conflict In this beginning he found great promise

for the future of the diamatist

More than a month later, the first and only review in the public

press appealed iii Chrtstiatm Poston for May 16 The leviewei

here was, I believe, the classical philologist. Headmaster F L
Vibe, and we are not surprised to And that in his opinion Catthno

departed too much fiom the historic tiuth It was a more senous

stiicture that the cntic could with justice point out “an occasion

ally conspicuous extravagance of pathos” which was somewhat

reminiscent of J H Wessel’s well known travesty. Love Without

Stockings On the other hand the reviewer had also words of

praise to offer “The author has an unusual ability to rise to tragic

height and power, as well as an tmusual ability to represent the

passions in then full intensity
,
and his diction has a degree of pu

rity which is rare ” Concluding, he laid the tragedy aside “with

satisfaction,” os “revealing unmistakable talents
”

Much later, in October, 1 850, the play was reviewed m the

leading Norwegian periodical of the time, Notsk Itdssknjt for

VtdoMskab og Literatur ij^orvsegutn Review of Science and Lit

erature) Again the reviewer was a classical philologist, Carl MQl
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ler, and he was even more ungraaous than the first one had been

With satiiic sharpness he laid bare the plot o£ the drama and could

thus easily expose mconsistenaes m the chaiactenzation intended

by the author It was only in the form of the drama he saw a clever

touch which promised that Brynjolf Bjarme might some day

“offer something more perfect ”

To this review the editor, Professor M J Monrad, added a

few words which placed the hope for Ibsen’s future on an alto

gether different basis While it seemed to him that the author had

poor command of form, he felt it to be more important that the

drama was borne by an idea and that this idea was “both clear and

beautiful” the conflict between “the individual’s dim longing for

liberation” and the lack of purity m his soul He believed that

an author who possessed ideas would ultimately And the nec

essary form to express them

One must say, therefore, that Brynjolf Bjaime was treated with

respect by the literary critics on his first appearance in the world

of letters, even if the greeting was not espeaally warm The stu

dents took notice of CattUne, but the sale of the book could not be

so great as Schulerud had dreamed Of the 250 copies sent to the

bookdealers, the commissioner had 205 left the next year The

business brought no fortune to eithei publisher or author

In the meantime Henrik Ibsen had come to the aty Giving up

his position at the chemist’s, he left Grimstad on April 15, 1S50,

spent some time in Skien on a last visit to his parents, and arrived

in Chnstiama on April 29, with the intention of being examined

for matriculation at the Umversity To get his final polishing for

the examination he entered the well known Heltberg “student

factory” which had then been recently founded
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At bottom, however, his intciest did not lie in his mitnculation

studies, his mind wis filled with very different things, ind the

new friends he made sei ved only to diaw him furthci awiy from

his school work

One of his fellow students at Hcltbcrg’s was an old bcaided

peasant from Telemark, A O Vinjc, who for a long time lud

been an assiduous newspaper wiitcr and who in May, 1 850, took

to writing verses for the radical polemic paper, Polkets Rost

(7 he Peofle^s Voice') Another student, Prithjof Toss, likewise

aspired to be a poet At Hcltbcrg’s he may perhaps also have met

the young Bjoinstjerne Bjhrnson, who came to Chiistiania the

same spring, though he was not admitted to the “factory” until

the next fall ’ He and Ibsen were but slightly acquainted in thtir

student days The one fi icnd who attained some power over Ibsen

at this time was Aasmund Vinjt, with whose satiric spirit of revolt

Ibsen felt himself akin

Something of the same spirit he foiuid also in the acquaintances

he made outside of school With Ok Schulciud he occupied a gai

rU m the house of a well known woman quack doctoi. Mother

Sa.tcr, in the Vil a distiict of Chiistiania, whcic lived also the

law student Theodor Abildgaaid, just then prcpaiing to go into

the new and revolutionary Labor moaemeiit It was probably

Abildgaard who introduced Ibsen to Paul Botten Hansen, in

whom he found a revolutionary spiiit of anothei kind, a spirit

* It hiu become a sort of tradition tlwt all our four grcit authors Ibsen

BJornson Vinje ind Jonis Lie went to tchool together it llcltbergs The

fact IS that onl> Ibsen and Vinje went togttlicr whilt Bjornson an I Lie w nt

later But BjSniton had utn Ibsen and Vinje tn school uiicc he came to town

early and watt d for hts class as he puts it in his pucin about old IlLltUrp-

rhe bouse still stands but is condemned to be dLinolished) it is bo 17

Vmkelgata on the comer of Filosafgangen
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inclined to look with a critical smile of contempt on every social

movement

Presumably it was Abildgaaid and Vmje who brought Ibsen to

a meeting of protest at Klingenberg, May 29, 1850, when the Eu

ropean revolutionist, Harro Harring, the editor of Folkets Rost,

had been driven, horn the countiy This protest was a cry for

freedom in which it must have been natural for Ibsen to join

Yet he had no intention of engaging in political endeavor, the

old dreams of writing engrossed his attention more and more

wholly

He presumably joined in the celebration of Norway’s Inde

pendence Day the Seventeenth of May, but the next few days,

being free from classes for the Whitsun holidays, he used for re

vising his little one act play, Tha Normans, which he now called

The Wamor^s harrow {Kjeemfehoten) He sent it at once to the

Christiania Theater, again using the pen name Brynjolf Bjaime

The play, which fell in with contemporary taste better than

Cattlme had done, was immediately accepted, and was staged in

the fall of the year

The Warrtor^s Barrow had none of the tragic power of Cati-

Une, indeed there was no tragedy at all, and hardly even a drama,

It was most nearly a poemm dramatic form, with a plot as wildly

romantic and unreasonable as one could well imagine Quite out

side of all reality are these vibngs who, coming to Valland, make

It then all important purpose to kill an old recluse and a young

girl, simply because their king once fell at the same place Simi

larly unreal is the old recluse himself, who at first is quietly will

mg to be killed, who then relates that it was he who killed the

viking king, and who still later reveals himself as that very king
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The intention ol the play, to pictuie the stiugglc between hen

thcnism and Chnstnnity, clenily has its origin in Ochlenschlager

,

but It IS a genuine Ibsen trait that this struggle is earned into the

soul of a single man, Gandalf, the son who comes to avenge the

fallen king The trouble is that the doubt and the storm which

aie supposed to ravage his heai t have altogether too little depth,

ind become haidly more than a rippling of the surface

Ibsen once said “Whatever 1 have pi oduced as a wi itci has had
^

Its oiigin in a vital feeling or situation I have ncvei wiittcn any

thing simply because I have *found a good subject ’ ” But when

he analyzed his woiks one by one according to this point of view,

he onyj^ed 1 heWamor's Barrow altogether This diama is even

more than Caiilttte a piece of appicntia woik, having its chief

source of inspiration in books Seeking in the play for something

that might have its oiigin in expenetiLc, one would pei haps guess

that the charactei of the young giil Blanka, who proclaims the

message of Christianity and love to Gandalf, is borrowed fi om

Claia Ebbcll, the young lady with whom Ibsen had been in love

while at Grimstad From oui knowledge of her it seems not im

probible that Claia Ebbcll had spoken to Ibsen about Christian

ity, and the charactei of Blanka has indeed been given the warmth

and ardoi of a living personality

Ibsen had thus after all made one step forward, and had at the

same time gamed a inasteiy of foim Thcie is still too much of

the “hollow boom,” but the sentiment is not so badly distoitcd as

in CattUne, and those who after its piesentation levicwcd the

drama in Chruttama Posun and Krydseren {2 he Ciutset), at

least praised it for the beauty ind music of its verse, some of which

had the genuine lyric note which piocecds from a poeFs heait
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Yet most o£ it is tinkling word music in the style of Oehlen

schlager, "tones of the past” which "tremble upon the harpstnngs

of the soul ” There is still too much of the style of Grimstad days

Ibsen took the University entrance examination m August,

1850, and could then designate himself “Student Ibsen,” though

in reality he never became a University student His failure in the

subjects of Greek and mathematics might have been made up, but

he lacked sufficient interest to go back to them, and was therefore

never matriculated at the University He was, however, admitted

as a member of the Students’ Association since it was a mere mat

ter of examination that held him back, and it was for this life

among the students that he really cared, not for matricula^n and

study He gave up all thought of medicine, studied only aesthetics

and literature, and played an enthusiastic part m the "literary so

aety” organi2ed among the studentsm 1 849 Here he read poetry

and even gave lectures At the University he attended lectures on

philosophy and literature, among them the lectures of Welhaven

on Ludvig Holberg m the spang of 1851 Besides this, he read

and wiote verses

This procedure could not bring him any fat income From Cat

time there was not a penny of profit—quite the contrary, and the

royalty from the three performances of The Wamor*s Barrow

would not amount to much Just before Chnstmas, 1850, Ole

Schulerud persuaded the bookdcaler Steensballe, commissioner

for Catikne, to buy the publishing rights for The Warrtot*s Bar

row and The GoldenHarf {Guldharfen) ,
an epic poem by Bryn

jolf Bjarme, for a sum of twenty five dollars Ten dollars of this

was paid down, but as the book was not printed at all, there was

no further profit from the venture
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Ibsen still lived with Schulerud They had moved away from

Mother Sseter and had secured a small parlor with kitchen and

alcove in the house of Miss Holt in Mollergata ’’—much finer liv

ing quartets than those in Vika They lived chiefly on Schulerud’s

monthly lemittance, Schulerud being a faithful friend who will

ingly made saci ifices At first they could afford to cat their dinners

at Miss Holt’s, and even to keep a servant who came m to wait on

them Ihis boy made up for his occasional sprees by being con

stantly jolly and happy, and he often invented subterfuges

when his two masters were in difficulty Howcvei
,
they were soon

compelled to pai t with him and to do as well as they could by

themsglvcs A young brother of Schulcrud’s who came to live

with them foi a time was of some service Finding it hard enough

to pay only the rent, they had to give up their dinners at Miss

1 lolt’s and indeed could not affoi d to cat dinner at all, a fact which

no one was permitted to know, as it might have proved d ingci ous

to both their honor and their credit When dinner time came, they

ceremoniously di essed and went out into tlie city, returning at

such an interval of time as to make the peoplem the house believe

that they had dined After their ictum they would have coffee

with bread and butter, and sometimes cheese or sausage One time

when they thus returned, it happened that the boy who served

them had neither coffee nor bicad on hand, the gi occr having re

fused to give him ci edit Aftei a deep consultation Ibsen went out,

and returned with two dollats He had evidently been compelled

to pawn something At another time he fetched from the attic a

supply of CatiUne which was sold to the gi ocer as wrapping paper

*1 he house wns No si Mollerg'ata just nt tlic end of Hammenborgbiikkeii

(Hospitilsgau) The old frame building itself hu now been demolished
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ever done before, holding in the summer of 1850 a great natioinl

githeiingm Christiania Things looked bad for official power and

class rule, new social groups reached out their hands for the very

government of the country

It IS worth noting that, although the demands of farmers

and workingmen for power were at the bottom of this movement,

It appeared first and foremost as a demand for freedom Freedom

m trades, ficedom 111 commerce, freedom in the sawmill industry,

these were some of the things to which the Farmers’ party gave

most of Its attention during these years The leadei of the work

ingmen’s upiising, Marcus Thranc, called himself a socialist, but

ther§ms little or nothing of socialism m the movement itself, the

great workingmen’s program of 1850 putting free trade and the

abolition of intcinal trade restrictions firet on its list of demands

The fanners wished to establish the government on a democratic

basis, and the workingmen wanted the State to inteifcrc against

exploitation by capitalists, but even in these demands the thought

of freedom lay uppermost—a demand for general as well as foi

pcisonal liberty It was the rising against all oppicssion and

enslavement that roused the will to fight

The same call to battle was heard from the great outside woi Id

Evei-ywhcrc the cry was '^Freedom ” The new capitalistic so

ciety, which was just at this time making its conquest all ovei the

world, chose freedom os its battle cry, and the fifties became the

very heyday of every kind of liberahsm All efforts toward piog

rcss, all faith m the future found their expression in this progiam

In the ficedom of each individual on his own responsibility lay the

salvation ofman and of society

A demand on such a basis must of course find a response m
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Henrik Ibsen He had in him the same spirit of revolt, he too

longed for freedom from all restraint His entire personality was

rooted in his own times, and in his writing he was to penetrate

deeper into the demand for freedom than any other poet in the

world

If the question of freedom was important in the political and

social world, he found it equally strong and still more personal in

the intel lectual world Even while he was in Gnmstad it had

forced itself on his attention thiough the great Danish philos

opher, Soren Kierkegaard, who in the forties had instigated a

bui ning struggle for personal liberty and for the emancipation of

the human spirit Now, in Christiania, the question met him_i]} the

philosophy of Hegel, which during these years made its trium

phant march through Europe and which had just now found its

spokesman in Norway, the new professor of philosophy, M J

Monrad This philosophy, the foremost aim of which was to make

personal thought master of the world, was introduced into Scan

dinavia by a treatise (1824) entitled 0» Huimn Ltberty, the

author of whicli was the Danish poet and cntic, Johan Ludvig

Heiberg He became the intellectual dictator of both Norway

and Denmark during the next yeai'S, more especially, as far as

Norway is concerned, after the death of Hennk Wergeland in

1845 In a special degree he became the great aesthetic teacher

for the generation of about 1850

Ibsen, who on an occasion about thirty years Uter ridiculed the

manner in which all Norwegian literary cntiasm during those

years was merely an imitation of Heibeig^, was himself at this time

undoubtedly a student and an ardent admirer of that author The

first artistic law in Heiberg was that the poet, instead of yielding
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himself to his inspiration, should, through power of intellect,

make himself its master It was a demand for self analysis and in

trospection which had been strong even m the romanticists, and

which later in Kierkegaard became an intellectual disease But by

means of it at least the individual raised himself above everything

that could bind him, and made himself mentally free Quite cei

tainly it was this inner freedom that more than anything else in

Heiberg attracted Ibsen to him

In his treatise. On Human Liberty^ Heiberg, trying to show

that freedom was identical with the craving which makes man hu

man, had analyzed the question in a manner that was at the same

timnJHegelian—and dramatic He hid shown that the desire for

freedom was of necessity a revolt against restraint, that it was born

in strife and could live only m strife This was ui accoidance with

Hegel’s pnnciple that everything in hfe called out its antithesis,

in which alone it really lived Oppression was thus a necessary

requisite to freedom, and thought and life became thus a continual

struggle, a drama

Ibsen, who possessed within himself a dramatic instinct, and

whose thought images weie naturally arrayed for conflict, met

here a philosophy which explained and solved for him his own

tendency Hegel and Heibeig helped him retain the drama as the

form for his self expression, and in this drama the struggle for

intellectual hberty and truth was to be the dynamic foice

He himself never became a philosopher The abstractions with

which the philosophy of his times dealt lay quite outside of his

mentahty No philosophical system was ever built by Ibsen, and

most likely none was ever adopted by him From the Hegel

Heiberg system he took only what suited his own temperament.
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and in so doing he departed from both Hegel and Heiberg Foi

while they both identified themselves with a ^tem which to

them became eternal truth, and which, once adopted, allowed

them to settle down as good conservative citizens, there was in

Ibsen a continual revolt It was the struggle for freedom which

became the all important thmg to him, a thought which Blanka

expresses to Gandalf in The Wamor's Barrow

In truth, th*s timer warfare of the soul,

The Ugh^s fatr conquest over realms of darkness,

Know that thts war ts all of hfe, O fagan

As it was primarily the warfare of the soul that mattered to

him, the struggle might take various forms according tojhgjxiood

he was in The form now was in no small measure determined by

two Chnstiania friends who for a time stood intellectually closer

to him than did anyone else One of them was Botten Hansen, a

Heine worshipper, critical and ironic in his mental attitude

Though there was warmth enough m him, it was restrained, and

he felt no desire to throw himself into the struggles of the world

Content with the freedom in his own mind, he rose with a smile

above the conflicts of his times Beside him stood Vinje, who found

his model in the Dane, M Goldschmidt The latter was a war

nor, but one who struck in every direction Like him, Vinje had

freed himself from party ties, having discovered that,m the strug

gle for a party, mind and freedom became a draft horse, slaving

foi the attainment of definite materialistic ends Knowing that

truth was not something finite and finished, but a thing constantly

growing and changing, and that “true liberahsm” consisted in see

mg the justice of both sides, he had won the double vision which

makes for intellectual independence But although he thus rose
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above party strife, he could not remain outside the conflict By an

inner love of battle he was driven to fight, while at the same time

he carried deep within his heart an immeasurable longing for

affection

Ibsei^ felt himself attracted to both of these friends His wor

ship of liberty, being directed toward an mner freedom, had the

same aristocratic touch as that of Botten Hansen But he added to

this something of Vinje’s need to let the demand for freedom flash

out like lightning over the heads of his fellowmen The ethical

indignation burned much more strongly in him than in Yinje, and

would never let him sit still in exalted peace Unlike Vinje he

found difficult to throw himself into the struggle, he had to

send his literary creations out to fight foi him In this respect he

somewhat resembled Kierkegaard, who constantly hid behind in

vented personalities On the whole there was almost certainly no

one in hts own times to whom Ibsen was so much akin as Kierke

gaard, the restless battler for intellectual truth and freedom

It IS worth remembering that this demand for intellectual

emanapation was deeply rooted in romanticism One of the

strongest elementsm lomantiasm was an attempt to penetiatc to

the inner life of the soul, to find and bnng to light the deepest

powers hidden there Romanticism was subjectivity Among the

things which it discovered m the human soul, one of the most

marked was nationalism, and that aspect of the movement which

more than any other gained power in Norway was a national

romantiasm By it Norwegian thought was dominated in the

decade about 1 850

Welhaven, who after the death of Wergeland was indisputably

the foremost of all Norwegian poets, and the one who set the
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standards of the literary world, wasm aesthetic theory a follower

of Heiberg, and in his writing he made romanticism national

Beside him stood the great national historian, P A Munch, who

in 1851 began to publish his work on Norwegian histoiy and who

was the leader m an impassioned search for every suggestion of

national life in poetry, music, art, language, and folk tales

No contemporary could remain entirely outside of this move

ment which was carried into the very heart of the Norwegian

people and, therefore, into the heart of each individual Botten

Hansen and Vinje might be as critical as they pleased, they must

yet feel that here was at least something of what they longed for,

and Ibsen had even earlier been impressed by national romanti

cism Instead of drawing him away from this set of ideas, the new

intellectual life into which he now entered served for a time to

establish him more firmly m them

In fact his most important undertaking at this time was a ^'na

tional dramam four acts” with a theme from Norwegian folk leg

ends, The Grcme of Jitstedd {Ryfen * Justedd), dated 1850

Whether or not he finished it, we do not know , at present we have

It only in a manuscript copy which ends m the middle of Act II

Beading this fragment, which is uniformly dry and uninteresting,

one can easily understandwhy Ibsen laid it aside half finished He
Cannot have been deeply engrossed by his theme The only thing

that makes the piece worth mentioning at all is the evidence it

gives that Ibsen was still working on national romantic drama

Further evidence that he had no intention of departing from this

form was given toward the close of 1850 when he decided to pub

lish The Wamor^s Barrow

Regarding the intended subject matter of The Golden Harfy
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which he wished to publish together with The Wamor*s Barrow,

we have no information, but we probably make no mistake m as-

suming that this, too, took its theme from Noiwegian folk tales

At the same time he was worbng on another epic poem, Helge

Hundmgsbane, for which he had chosen his theme from the old

heroic lays Again there is a lack of warm personal life, the poem,

in which especially Oehlenschl^geHs ghost stalks, is built on a bor

rowed model It is too clearly evident that Ibsen is following the

fashion and demand of his times, not a demand within himself
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Yet he was in revolt

AfterNew Year, 1 851, he engagedm various kinds of lit

erary woik which brought him more deadedly before the public,

and he tried moie earnestly than before to rouse people’s at

tention To be sure, he still concealed his name when he wrote,

preferring to be known as Btynjolf Bjarme, and as he had a true

horror of being personally pointed out, he was entirely unknown

aside from his authorship Of his presence at the theater during

the performance of The Wamor's Barrow he himself said “I hid

tn the daikcst corner~it was terrible

The only place where he was not anonymous was in the Stu

dents’ Association, where he was made editor of the Association’s

weekly paper at New Year, 1851, becoming the successor of

Botten Ebnsen, probably through the mfluence of Botten Hansen

himself For about nine months he was editor, but it must be con

fessed that he was never especially enthusiastic at hts task, and

that he became less and less interested as time went on In the

first quarter of the year he put out three issues, in the second one,

and in the third none

Within this same period Ibsen established a sort of connection

with the organ of the Labor Unions, Arhetder Foremngemes

Blady of which his friend, Theodor Abildgaard, became editor at

the beginning of 1851 While itwas Abildgaard’s intention to shift

66
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Labor politics from the revolutionary to the parliamentary field,

the paper was at the extreme left wing politically, and Ibsen, m
some degree identifying himself with it, did so in the consaous-

ness that he was a radical, at war with the powers that controlled

society Hewas not a soaalist, however, any more than Abildgaard

himself, and he had no wish to be involvedm the big scandal when

theLabor leaders were put in prison As there were manuscriptsm
his hand among the editors papers, he was undoubtedly full of

apprehension when on July 7, 1851, the police came to arrest

Thrane, Abildgaard, and others He was reassuied by the news

that the foreman in the printing room had been able to put all the

manuscr^s out of sight

This attack upon the Laboi movement terminated a bit of work

which Ibsen had undertaken to do for it Together with Abild

gaard he had during the last three months been a teacher in the

Sunday school at the Chnstiania Labor Union At the time of the

attack the school had to close '‘because Student Ibsen does not find

It possible to carry on the instruction alone ” When the school was

reopened in October, Ibsen was on the point of entering a new

field of work, and Vinje took his place

The July catastrophe, however, did not cut off Ibsen’s connec

tion with the Labor paper, which during the next few months was

edited by a biicklayer, Bernhard Hansen, at that time president

of the Christiania Labor Union His editorship came to an end

when he also was arrested toward the close of September

In his old age Bernhard Hansen related that Ibsen had helped

him in his attempts at writing verse, and there are still a few such

poems in which Ibsen seems to have had a hand It is not unlikely

that he had earlier wiitten similar ditties for Abildgaard Ibsen
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himself said later that he had wiitten only “insignificant things”

for the paper Though no work of his can be pointed out with cer

tainty, there was perhaps prose as well as verse, and he is probably

responsible for some of the political cartoons published At least

the supposition would harmomze well with what we know of his

woik on the third paper with which he was associated during this

period of his life

It IS this third paper which gives us most information about Ib

sen in the year 1851 With Botten Hansen and Vinje he entered

an agreement to edit a literary and political free lance paper,

patterned after Korsaren {The Corsatr), which Goldschmidt pub

lished in Denmark Presumably it was Botten Hansen who ini

tiatcd the venture, and it was mainly he who did tfiT editing

Vinjc also devoted himself largely to the paper, while Ibsen in all

of the first three months wrote httle else than a few lyric poems

From an announcement of the paper we see that it advertised

poems by “Brynjolf Bjaime ” The intention was that he should

also write dramatic cntiasms, having been given a free seat at the

theater after the piusentation oi The "Wamofs Barrow, but at

this task he did not really get started before Apnl Later he was

drawn mto pohbcs as well, andm the months from May to August

he wrote many political articles

The editors were anonymous, and to begin with even the paper

Itself had noname In place of a title there was a drawing of a man

who looked satirically out upon the world about him, and the pa

per was called simply TheMan Only after running for a full half

year was it properly christened with the name Andkmmer, and

then It did not maintain its existence for more than three months

longer Altogether the paper reached only thuty nine issues and
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never had as many as a hundred subscribers It became impossible

to make ends meet, and the printer would give little assistance to

a paper which was at odds with everybody It is this printer whom

Ibsen has later drawn for us m the character of Aslaksen in The

League of Youth

Under these circumstances The Man cannot have left any deep

impression on its contemporaries, but it is nevertheless a remark

able paper It introduced something new into Norwegian journal

DRAWING BY IBSEN IN TflO UAH

ism, and in it we meet both Ibsen and Vmje during a period of

intellectual ferment

Aspiring to be independent of all paities, both bterary and

political, The Man wanted freedom to strike to all sides, and its

first and foremost weapon was satire Botten Hansen turned a

heavy attack upon the unsound national romanticism by writing

two parodies designed to show what was truly national and ro-

mantic The first, in a sort ofHeme style, was a novelette entitled

Nomegion Mystertes, for which Ibsen drew illustrations, and

the second was a play in three acts, The Fatty Brtdal The latter

had a number of amusing verses and turns of thought, and the
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fnends, among themselves at least, found much pleasurem it It

left traces on Ibsen’s work, from Lovers Comedy to Peer Gynt

In politics, even more than m literature, The Man was a con

troversial paper After the opening of the Storthing in February,

almost every issue contained satiric notices of what went on there

The paper tuined against all parties, but especially attacked the

“democrats” who now, under the leadership of A B Stabell, de

serted the program of fieedom on which they had been elected

Through this attack The Man took on a strongly radical color

More important, however, than any party strife was the bitter

judgment it passed upon all who contented themselves with fair

words for which they would not vouch m action

I do not think that the particular measures before the Stor

thing marine pioblems, the management of the silver works, cot

tagets’ legislation, etc , could elicit any warm inteiest from Ibsen

When he wrote of these matters at all, he was impelled by some

thing quite different Driven by his demand for responsibility, for

agreement between life and doctrine, he became hotly indignant

when the majority m the Storthing proved too timid to put into

practice their own policies The very first of his political writings,

therefore, were slashing satires upon the leader of the deserters,

A B Stabell He attacked him in prose, he attacked him in draw

uigs, he even composed a drama about him and Ucland and other

“opposition” members—a piece of writing m which ceiiain epi

grammatic verses remind one of the master hand later shown in

Peer Gynt There is, for instance, this couplet put into the mouth

of Ueland as he is closing a speech for freedom

Thu frtnafle from childhood wp was everm my mmd,
To watch the tme and keep myself a horses length behind
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Ibsen’s anger was intensified by his feeling of natural sympathy

with the poor and common folk who longed for freedom, but

were deceived by the politicians Therefore he mocked savagely

those who insisted on securing for people “freedom” to be fleeced

by money lenders, and he ridiculed the bold warriors who beat

down the workingmen’s movement When Swedish papers

attacked the Norwegian struggle for independence, he foimd de

hght in showing that they but served “the mouldy Swedish ans

tocracy which still manages to cling to its existence in the midst of

enlightenment and libeialism, as a ridiculous anachronism from

the utter darkness of the Middle Ages ” His sympathy was never

with those in power From a maker of local satiric rhymes in

Gnrastad, Ibsen had now grown into “State Satirist,” and we find

in TheMan one of the strongest elements of his personality Here

at last he is seriously himself

There is less of himself in the dramatic cnticism which he was

at the same time writing for The Man and the Students’ Asso

ciation weekly Here more than elsewhere he is the disciple of

J L Heiberg, whose teaching is clearly evident both when he

explains the ideal intention of a student comedy and when he de

mands harmony between text and music m the opeia Yet here,

too, there is somethmg that leads us m to the leal Ibsen When

he reviews a frivolous French drama, his ethical sense is roused to

indignation by “something French m the moral tone” which he

finds there, and we feel how he mvoluntarily unites ait and

ethics when he points out that such presentations must “wound

the ethical and consequently also the aesthetic sensibilities of

many people ”

Another thought enters when in the same connection he points
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out that such dramas must also "weaken the element of nation

aLsm ” Yet when the Christiania Theatei a month later assumed

a national r51e by presenting the musical drama, The Home of

the Fa$ry by P A Jensen, no one was more meraless toward it

than Ibsen, for he found nothing national m it except superficial

finery—-no national spirit No, he says, “the national wnter is he

who can impart to his work that underlying tone which comes to

us from sea and mountain, shore and valley, and above all from

our own soul ”

He himself at this time wrote both drama and poetry, and in

the drama he, too, tried to be national, but we feel that he was

not satisfied with the national tone which he achieved, as he let

both The Warrior’s Bartow and The Grouse of Justedal remain

unfinished It was the tone from withm that was lacking

Failing here, he tried to express this tone in lyric poetry, again

making a hard struggle to find himself He gave up entirely the

poetry of sentiment with which he had experimented in Grim

stad, poetry which without any marked personal character had

given expression to common feelings of sorrow Instead he

wished now to create what he himself called "poetry of ideas ”

It once happened that Welhaven in his lectures on Holberg

let fall an uncomplimentary remark about the poor taste of the

"mythological” poems of the Danish poet, Faludan Mtkller,

and said that it was impossible to continue using the old myths

in this way Ibsen promptly appealed with a rejoinder m The

Man, maintainmg that mythological subject matter lent itself

well to the poetry of ideas, for "in mythology is revealed the

oiigmal content of the folk consciousness in a combination of

speculation and history ” He believed that in such poetry both
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the people and the poet would find themselves, and a few weeks

later he published in The Mm a poem which constituted his

declaration of poetic faith This poem, “Musicians,” he was

twenty years later to place first m his collection, giving it then

a wholly new significance In its first form the intention was to

show that

A ftmer tmkenned belongs

Unto the stnngs he touches

And to the Necf^s deef songs

But this power took quite another turn than that which the

musiaan himself expected He did not win his sweetheart, but

he did catch the deep national tone in his music

Into a nufgfc dreamng

My inmost self I flayed,

And tn my heart forever

The Neck*s deef smgs htme stayed

We have from this period some poems of ideas by Ibsen

which, while they do not find their imagery in the myths, show

clearly how the poet longed for the liberation of his talent,

and how difficult he felt the attainment to be Both “Bird and

Bifdcatcher” and "The Eider Duck” show how completely he

sometimes lost hope of ever finding the necessary power for

free and happy self-expression Even more than in any other

poem or any other line from this period his thought is revealed

in "The Miner ”

The imagery here was not new, being well known to the

romantiasts But what new content it received from Ibsen I In

order to measure the difference m emotional quality it is worth

while to make a comparison between this poem and one by
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Novalis which Oehlenschliger had translated for his collection

of 1803

In Novalis-Oehlenschldger we have a miner who finds him

self happy in “the darkness of the mine”, for everlasting fire

glows around him, so that he may read in the mountain all that

nature has to tell him

Its tnmost secret chamber

Is ofened at hss word

Ibsen has replaced this light iambic with heavy trochees and

spondees, and his poem has a sound of everlasting, tired, sledge

hammer strokes Hts miner is anything but “the glad king of

the earth”, he aspires and labors and struggles, he wants to

work his way out to “hfe’s unending riddle,” but he^can find

neither sun nor light His prayer is

Heavy hammer
^
burst as bidden^

To the heart nook of the hidden

But he cannot get through He cries

Hammer blow on hammer blow

Till the lamf of hfe ts low,

Not a ray of hofe^s forewarmng.

Not a ghmmer of the mormng

There is a strange blending of will and discouragement in

this poem, and it is exactly this mood that we must imagine for

Ibsen duiing his winter m Christiania He was seeking, and he

thought he saw a goal, yet everything was so dark before him

that he despaired of reaching it

At this time he wrote a poem about “Dreams of Youth” which

he sent to his old “Stella,” Gara Ebbell, repeating in many long

stanzas what he had said to his sister m Sben, that when he had
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attained the highest clarity he wished to die Now he could

formulate his thought after the philosophy of Hegel and Hei

beiig} and he called the flower happy if it might wither at the

moment of its opening

For then u fast the hjettme of tts sfrtn^t

Free has tt won from early fettenng

Withm the search for freedom ts the story

That ts the heart of ltfe*s tmtmfhant glory

His own soul yearned so strongly for the liberation of

thoughts and powers that he could not see any reason for living

when the struggle should be ended And yet he felt it a deep

torment that the struggle promised to be endless Of this inner

conflict was born the first of his poetry that possessed vital

power—because it arose out of a soul in strife

Botten Hansen has told us that Ibsen was at this time pre

paring a collection of poetry for print, but as he continued

workmg on it he discarded one after another of his earlier

poems until there was not enough left for a volume When,

finally, twenty years later, he made a small collection, he did not

think a single one of his Grimstad poems worth including, but

of the poems which he had wntten dunng this year in Chnstiama

there were at least five that he could still use, though he had

to revise them more or less completely This indicates that after

all he had come somewhat closer to finding himself He was

really becoming Henrik Ibsen
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The pen name Brynjolf Bjarme appeared for the last time

as signature to the ballad about Helge Hundingsbane in

Afdhnmner for July, 1851 By this time the name Henr

Ibsen had already made its first appearance with two songs for

the Scandinavian Students’ Convention m Christiania in June

of the same year These were graaful, firmly wrought verses,

quite worthy of their place beside those which came from the

older men, Welhaven, Andreas Munch, and Jdrgen Moe, and

many people turned their attention to the name of the new

poet Here was a voice from the nature of Norway and from

old Norwegian history, giving promise of a new national poet

In the realm of national literature Ibsen was just at this time

given a prominent place In September of the same year the

fiery souled, ardently patiiotic Ole Bull came to Christiania to

strike a blow for the Norwegian tlieater which he had estab*

bshed in Bergen the previous year But the Storthing refused

to give the finanaal support that he a^ed for his undertaking,

and Andhrmner devoted its final issue to ndicuLng such small

ness of spirit Botten Hansen acted as spokesman for the editors

of the paper, and at the same time Vinje published a poem to

Ole Bull in Morgenbladet It was he who introduced Ibsen to

Bull, and Bull immediately conceived the idea of attaching the

new dramatist to his theater

76
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Ibsen accepted the offer All the newspaper work in which

he had been engaged was finished at the end of September

Andhnmner had been compelled to close, Ibsen himself had

resigned his editorial position in the Students’ Assoaation, and

even the last connection with the Labor Unions’ organ was sev

ered when the paper came under a new management As all of

this woik had been done without pay, it should not in any case

have bound him, and the offer from Ole Bull, giving promise

of a suie income and hope of future achievement, must naturally

attract him Before the end of October, Bull leturned to Bergen

accompanied by Ibsen, and on November 6 Ibsen signed a con

tract to “assist the theater as dramatic author” at a salary of

twenty speae dollars ’ a month during the half year that the

theater was open

His work for the theater had in a way already begun with

the writing of a long prologue foi the concert given by the

Students’ Assoaation on October 15 for the benefit of the Bergen

theater When that theater responded on November 17 with an

evening performance for the benefit of the Students’ Association

building fund, he wrote another prologue, and soon after a

third for the first anniversary celebration of the theater on

January a, 1852 If he could not immediately produce a drama,

he was at least willing to put to use his ability to write verse,

and he furthermore undertook to defend the theater against

the hostile criticism which a certain umversity graduate, Paul

Stub, published in the Bergen papers (November and Decern

ber, 1851

)

^ A specie dollar of the old currency woa equal to four crowiu in modern
Norwegian com or $x o8 m American money
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Despite these services the management of the theater found

It expensive to keep an author without steady work Wishing to

put him to more practical service, they gave him, in February,

1852, 200 speae dollars for a trip abroad at the close of the season

He was to study the theaters of Denmark and Germany, and

was pledged to act on his return as stage manager and instructor

at the Bergen theater for five years at a yearly salary of 300

specie dollars

In this way Ibsen made his first trip abroad A foreign cntic

once said that Ibsen’s going from Bergen to Copenhagen cor

responded to a journey from Abdera to Athens Had this been

tiue, “the Northern Athens” should have given him some

impetus to growth, but the truth is that Copenhagen could offer

little that was new to him With Danish intellectual life he was

intimately allied before Whatever he learned that was new he

found chiefly in Germany

He set out from Bergen on April 15 accompanied by two of

the most talented young actors at the new theater, Johannes

and Lovise Biun, whose studies he was to direct As they were

all going to Copenhagen first, tliey took the steamer to Ham
burg and went on from there to the Danish capital, whence

Ibsen sent his fii*st report hack to the manager of the theater on

April 25

He was kindly received both by the author, J L Heiberg,

who was chief of the Royal Theater, and by its stage man

ager,Th Overskou He was given free admission to the Theater,

where Overskou helped him in his study of mechamcal apph

ances and of whatever else belonged to stagecraft “A small,
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close mouthed Norwegian with wideawake eyes,” Overskou

called him in a letter, and we may be sure that he made use

of his eyes

One would have expected the meeting with J L Heiberg to

be something of an event in Ibsen’s life, but he had little contact

with the distinguished man He was invited to dinner at Hei

berg’s once, just as he was about to leave Copenhagen It was

a very formal dinner, and Ibsen thought it a very great honor,

but he was surprised that after dinner Heiberg did not speak of

literature or politics, but rather of “questions of culinary inter

est ” He got nothing out of the meeting

The most important thing about his stay in Copenhagen was

the hict that he saw good theatrical art Though most of it

was undoubtedly in the academic idealistic style with which

he was familiar in Christiania, he also met indications of a

new realism and became deeply intcrestol in 1 new drama by

C Hostrup, Master atid Dtsctfle, m which a romantic national

theme was used in attacking the truth-evading press

In the beginning of June he set out from Copenhagen to

Dresden, this time alone A month earher a German theater

magazine had carried a small notice saying that “Student

H Ibsen” had been given a scholaiship by the theater in Bergen,

for travel and study His name had thus made its first appear

ance in Germany, but had been immediately forgotten, and it

was as a total stranga that he arrived in Diesden Here his

great countryman, the famous painter, Professoi J C Dahl,

took him in charge and secured permission for him to study the

equipment and machinery at the Court Opera What impressed
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him even more than the opera was the great art which he saw

in the royal gallery of paintings, where a new and rich woild

of beauty opened to him

Yet It was not these things so much as a new book which came

into his hands, that gave fresh impetus to the ferment within

him This book was the little pamphlet Das modeme Drama,

recently published by the gieat German literary scholar, Her

mann Hettner, then still a young man of only thirty years The

essay professed to be ^^asthettscha Untersuchungen** but was in

truth a challenge and an admonition to young German play

wrights to take their work seriously Hettner discussed one by

one the chief forms of the drama the historical tragedy, the

domestic drama, and the comedy, sternly demanding that all

of them should follow a high literaiy standard He refused to

lecognizc any historical tragedy except that which was also psy

chological tragedy of character The historical subject must of

necessity involve a struggle between opposite powers which we

of this age might feel in our own hearts In reality, then, there

was no difference between historical drama and present-day

drama except in the age and soaety fiom which they took their

themes In both, the slogan was away with chance, intrigue,

with everything that marred the great dramatic conflict Chance

and intrigue might be given a place in comedy, though even

there it was necessary to show dramatic conflict and character

Hettner’s aim was to encourage true dramatic composition

While Ibsen was in Dresden nothing else held his interest as

did this declaration of a program by Hettner He read and

studied It, and it latei seemed to him that he had been in the

city for four months, though in reality it was less than two, so
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nch was the summei to him because of this one book, in whose

strong idealistic demands he recognized his own spirit In Cat

flitie he had attempted to create a historical tragedy upon the

same principles, a drama m which catastrophe should come as

the inevitable consequence of choice and guilt Ibsen was aflame

with the desire to create such a psychological drama as Hettner

described, and in a sense he already earned it within him But

in experience he had not yet grown up to it The realities of

life had still not struck their claws deeply enough into him, and

he had not yet freed himself sufHaently from literary patterns

and the influence of others to express himself completely and

without reservation in his writing Life had to wound his soul

till It bled befoie his writing could proceed from bitter need,

from an inner strife which demanded dramatic expression

Nevertheless, Hettnei’s book helped to keep alive in him the

spiiit of revolt, and he went home from Dresden setting a

higher standard for himself and feeling dissatisfied because he

was unable to fulfill the new demand

The intention was that Ibsen should stay for a while in Berlin

and Hamburg as well, but the scholarship proved too small, and

he returned to Bergen toward the close of July to enter upon

his new work

As Ibsen was never given a position of authority at the theater

in Bergen, it is clear that one cannot judge his artistic taste by

the dramas presented there He could, of course, recommend

new plays, and now and then he made use of the privilege, but

his suggestions were certainly sometimes rejected The repertoire

was determined by the theater manager with the assistance of

the ^‘artistic director” or “inspector,” a man who was in fact in
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structor also, as he went through the parts with the actors and

taught them technique The man who held this position, a uni

versity graduate, Herman Laading, had begun his work m
October, 1851, just before Ibsen’s arrival in Bergen He was

most directly above Ibsen in authority, and it was with him that

the new stage manager was set to work

The distmction between their duties was not quite clear Ibsen,

too, was responsible for some of the instruction, and had to be

present nt rehearsals to correct the speech of the actors and to

assist in the stage directions, particularly by marking for each

actoi his places for entrance and exit and his position while on

the stage Sometimes there was disagreement between the two

instructors Laading, being a man of hteiary training, and

fifteen years older than Ibsen, insisted on his power to control,

and as he was violently quick tempered he probably flared up

at Ibsen on more than one occasion Ibsen, too, sensitive, self

consaous, and easily wounded, became angry when anyone

touched him too nearly We are told that once, in a fit of tem

per, he challenged Laading to a duel, a contest in which he

would have fared badly, as Laading was both a sbllful swords-

man and an excellent pistol shot Nothing came of the affair, as

the directors of the theater succeeded m leconahng the parties,

who went on workmg together as before There is no doubt that

Ibsen suffered in being thus under the command of another

Although he was called instructor, he was more nearly a stage

manager, acting as intermediary for the directors to see that

actors and other employees fulfilled their duties and, more

espeaally, taking charge of the costumes and decorations He
performed all this work conscientiously, and though poorly
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suited for the economic calculations that he had to make, he kept

his books with remarkable neatness From the first season,

i 852'-53, we have still one of these books Its dear handwriting

and a score of small drawings of decorations and st^e settings

give evidence of low seriously he took his work He undoubt

edly learned theater technique from the bottom during this pe

nod “Those years in Bergen were indeed my apprenticeship,”

he wrote to Landing in 1 875

Silent and solitary he went about hts work With nothing im

posing in his beanng he “pattered,” as they said in the theater,

about behind the wings, wrapped m a wide, somewhat thread

bare gown or doak, pale of face, and with tightly closed lips He
seldom spoke more than he had to, and no one spoke to him

Not even Lucie Johannesen (later Fru Wolf) dared to approach

him, fearless and flippant though she was, but in her flippant

way she made a remark that showed what awe he unconsciously

inspired “See how he creeps into his doak,” she said, “and see

how It swells out in every direction He is pregnant with gieat

thoughts, and they almost burst his doak, wanting to get out

into the world ”

He was shy when he had to correct or give instructions to the

actors, espeoally if they were women The criticisms themselves

showed a delicate sense for what was true and genuine He was

displeased if anyone took liberties with the text, and watched

closely to see that every word remained unchanged and that

eveiy direction of the author was followed to the last detail

Yet he was usually silent at the rehearsals

Soon after he had begun his work it happened that a young

woman, who had just left the stage because she married, met him
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on the street and said m her broadest Bergen dialect “Well,

Student Ibsen, so you are teaching Johannes and Lovise and

the others how to act May God help you, brother—and good

luck!”

Ibsen smiled a trifle sadly and answered “Yes, good lady, 1

need God’s help, for I am myself but learning But do not tell

the others, perhaps they will not notice it
”

Despite this hope, he knew that they noticed it, and was afiaid

to say much

To a new actress he whispered “Did you hear how badly that

speech was given^ Did you see how that gesture was untrue and

unnecessary?”

“But, Herr Ibsen,” she replied, “why don’t you tell her so?”

“Well, you might say it. Miss Jensen,” was aU his answer

On the whole, Ibsen spent much time alone during his life in

Bergen, especially the first three or four years To begin with he

lived at Madam Helene Sontum’s hotel on the custom house

square Later, beginning May, 1853, he rented two rooms m a

house beside the theater, though he still took his dinners at

Madam Sontum’s where he became almost as a son in the bouse,

establishing a friendship that lasted all his hfe He was invited

out to other homes also, among them some of the best homes in

town, and he was generally well liked for his neat appearance

and courteous manner But he was reluctant to accept invitations

and was not easily drawn from his shell

During all this time in Bergen he did not find a single fnend

with whom he felt any mtellectual kinship Sometimes the strain

within him was so great that he had to speak out to someone,

and at such times he cried that he was lonely—that he always
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would be lonely—^that no one in the world cared for him, and no

one believed m him

<‘I found myself at that time,” he wrote m 1875, “m a condi

tioii of ferment which did not permit me to affiliate openly and

fully with anyone ” Fighting with himself, he began to feel at

war with the world about him At times he broke out into wild

anger at the bonds of duty and convention which fettered him,

but most of the time he submitted and went silently his way As

well as he could, he adapted himself to good society in Bergen,

feeling often positively afraid that he was not sufficiently well

mannered

Uncertain and defenseless in the strange aty, he felt a con

stant concern lest he should be an object for ridicule The spir

ited lady who afterwards became his mother in law, Fi-u Magda

lene Thoresen, lemarked that when he first came to Bergen he

lesembled “a small, shy woodchuck,” and she found something

"amusing” in his effort to be on a level with the fine folks He
dressed much more elaborately than necessary, weaiing shirt

frills and lace cuiib, and even sporting yellow kid gloves on the

street

In some degree this may have meant, as the old proverb says,

that he “wore silk foi very poveity”, for his finery was usually

old and out of date He was poor His twenty five dollars a

month could not support him properly, and new debts were

added to those he already had before he came to Beigen This

fact was among the things that troubled him duimg these years,

but he concealed his woriies as much as possible and, not wishing

anyone to know the state of his affairs, tried to adhere to the

customs of the social Circle in which he was placed
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Sinularly, he felt that m his work he was under restraint, but

submitted to being bound hand and foot, for although there

arose m him by and by a powerful desire to strike out for him

self, he had not yet strength to make the bieak Furthermore, he

often persuaded himself that he was serving his own ends m the

work that he did, and so long as the struggle for freedom had

not become a flaming fire withm his own being he continued to

submit

The theater in Bergen was dedicated to one purpose that of

building up a native dramatic art m Norway While the Chris

bama theater might employ a Norwegian actor now and then,

Danes were generally dominant there, and when a Dane, Carl

Borgaard, in 1851 became manager of the theater, its character

grew even more strongly Danish than it was before Against this

Danish management all the enthusiasts who arrayed themselves

under the leadership of Hennk Wergeland were in open war

fare Yet many, even of those who had high hopes for the na-

bonal romantic movement, regarded it as natural that the Ian

guage of the stage should be ultra Danish, and saw nothmg

paradoxical in the hict that ‘‘national” Norwegian folk dramas,

such as A% the Suffer or The Home of the Fatry should be pie-

sented by Danish actors The Norwegian theater m Bergen was

a nabonal protest against such Danish dommabon m Norway

While m Chnsbania Ibsen had shown no disposition toward

such a protest Bather he had been inclined to scoff at it The

thing of chief importance to him was artisbc truth, a dramatic

art which should give a complete illusion of real life In his opm

ion the Christiania public placed its requirements of art so low

that the cry for a “national” theater was a mere exhibibon of
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folly The effect of such a theater would be to lower the stand

ards of drama, while m his thought the word national should be

intimately bound up with the elevation of art

At the same time Ibsen longed for a theater which might pre

sent Norwegian productions in such a way that the acting should

be in full harmony with the spirit of the drama, and when Ole

Bull broached his plan for the Norwegian theater m Bergen, Ib

sen was kindled by the enthusiasm of the founder When one of

the students in the literary society dealt somewhat harshly with

the management and acting there, Ibsen made a rejoinder far

more bitter than was customary within this friendly group “His

face spoke the unmistakable language of anger,” said one of

those who had been present

Immediately after this he went to Bergen with Ole Bull, to

assist in the work of the new theater There were both difficulties

and disappointments Bull, uncertain though he was m the mat

ter of detail, had still a strong central atm he wanted a theater

which should not only use Norwegian actoi'S, but be strongly

Norwegian in every way It was hts misfortune that those who

managed his theater for him did not understand this purpose

Herman Landing, the artistic director, held old aesthetic views,

he trained the actors to declaim, not to speak naturally, a method

with which Ibsen would certainly quarrel Moreover, in Landing’s

system, the actors spoke book language to the very letter, con

forming as exactly as possible to Banish spelling We do hear

that two or three times in the first five or six years a rSle was

phyed in the local vernacular, for instance, Johannes Brun

once used a Norwegian peasant dialect in Heiberg’s Jeffs of

the Hill But there was no plan m this procedure The “Nor
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wegian” pai t of the theater consisted merely in the accent and

tone quality of the speech ,
everything else was Danish

Nor was it easy to build a genuine Norwegian theater First

among many difficulties was the fact that there were no Nor

wegian dmmas to present Among playwrights Holberg came

closest to being Norwegian Nothing truly Norwegm could pro-

ceed from such things as TAe Home of the Fatry which Ibsen

had to assist in producing, contemptuous of it though he was

The productions that held sway at the theater in Bergen as well

as in Christiania were Danish vaudevilles by Heiberg or others,

and French dramas of intrigue by Sciibe or othei’s, the latter

being in Danish translation This was what Ibsen had to work

with

It was, indeed, what Ibsen had set out to change He was

gieeted by the Bergen Stiftstidende for November so, 1851,

with the following note appended to a theater announcement

‘^Herr Ibsen has been engaged as playwright, and now that he

knows and appreciates our theater, we hope to have from his

hand, in the course of the season, some national dramas suited

to the personnel of the theater, which might give to our stage

m this respect, as well as m others, its propet character
”

Ibsen himself regarded it clearly as his mission to write national

drama, and went at the task with a will, having laid out his own

program in the prologue to the benefit concert for the Bergen

theater in October, 1851 He wished to have a hand in the res-

toration of the old heroic times when the skald rented valiant

deeds to the people, and when life and poetry were one He
believed that poetry should strengthen the power of achieve-

ment m a people, for

—
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As m the soundboard of a harp there Ues

A power to make tts mustc rtch and strong,

So tn its art, a peoples strength will nse

To sound With fullness and to vibrate long

Therefore he wished to recall to the people “the rich imagery

of the distant past,” “the forgotten tales of childhood,” “the

melodies of wood and meadow,” “the fair scenes of mountain

and vale,” all “the vivid panorama of our people’s life and

action
”

This was the substance of that program for national romantic

drama which Ibsen presented in his first theater prologue and

which he repeated with slight vanations m prologue after pro

logue in Bergen Year after year, m terms that were often too

similar, he insisted that art and the people belong together, that

literature must express that which lives in the nation’s soul—

that which attaches a people to its home It was the very spirit

of the nation that he wanted to give life and substance on the

stage
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I
BSEN’S first attempt to realize his own ideal of a national

romantic drama was made during the trip abroad in 1852

when, with memories made more vivid by separation from

home, he wrote the fairy comedy St Johtfs Ntght {Sankthans

natten) His intention was to show that only the innocent and

confiding soul can come in touch with the secret natural powers

hidden in folk lore, and so arrive at a true interpretation of life,

while he who dabbles “poetically” with the question sees noth

mg of what stirs underneath the surface, and does not attain

tmth The play is purely romantic, and is intended to be na

tional, although the folk songs on which it is built are as much

Danish and Swedish as Norwegian It seeks to commend a true

romantiasm by disparaging the untrue, showing unmistakably

the same tendency as The Fatry Brtdal which Botten Hansen

had written foi Andhrmner, and which may, m fact, have been

the source of Ibsen’s idea For the rest, the sources of inspiration

were Shakespeare’s A Mtdsmmer Ntghfs Dreant, the romantic

comedy Day of the Seven Sleepers by J L Heiberg, and Mas

ter and Dtsafle by Hostrup The p^y, which is a literary satire,

IS Itself wholly literary, quite without life of its own

It was a failure for the author Presented as the celebration

drama on the third anmversary of the founding of the theater in

Bergen, January 2, 1853, it was played before a full house The

90
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theater had been furnished with new decorations for the festive

occasion, and people waited expectantly to see if the student

from Chnstiania "had anything to show ” But the play was re

ceived with hisses and hoots instead of with applause, and three

days later, when it was presented for the second bme, the seats

were empty The drama hod to be laid aside Since that time it

has never been staged, and Ibsen would never permit it to be

printed

Perhaps he had, even at the time of writing, something of the

feeling described in his poem "In the Pictuie Gallery,” printed

in 1859 The poem, looking back to the summer days of 1852

when he walked about in the Dresden gallery and "drank en

thusiasm as from a rich spring,” describes him as so completely

captivated by the great ai t about him that his own soul seemed

strong and brave and "the demon of doubt within me is

ciusbed,” yet as finding that he still harbored a "demon of

doubt,” “an elf of darkness” which whispered that when he

seemed to heai the living stream of poetry rippling within him

It was but the autumn wind rusthng the dry leaves His wiitmg

was after all but the fiying leaves of books, a literary echo

Though he might comfort himself with Hcibeig’s teaching that

in art there is no question of "what” but only of “how,” he felt

in his own heart that this was not enough, that a personal con

tent, an idea and an intention must fill the form if the work was

to attain life He was still but a servant to ideas and forces out

side of himself

Yet there are in St Johffs N*ght some things which point for

ward There is a short poem m folk song style, in which we hear

the tone that later sounds rich and full m Solveig’s song, and
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the satiric element in the play, espeaally, is later lecurrent in

Ibsen Julian Paulsen, the poet who pai'ades as a nationalist, and

who bedecks himself with wordy finery from the philosophy of

Heiberg and Kierkegaard, saying, for instance, that “love is the

yearmng after love,” is a caricatuie who is later given bone and

blood m the characters of Peer Gynt and Hjalmar Ekdal

The “dasmonic” element in his personality, the romantic self

contradiction within his soul, appears as a new caricature in the

divinity student, Molvig, in The Wtld Duck Further, the clos-

ing words about the difiFerence between love, betrothal, and mar

nage, are a sort of introduction to Lovers Comedy In all this

we see a trait which later strongly characterized Ibsen’s life as

author, namely, that old thoughts and images often reappear in

new forms Although he discarded St Johti?s Ntght, moods

from It long remained in his mind, where they little by little

grew back into life, and the strongest of these was his anger at

whatever was untrue and unreal, a mood which proves that after

all there was in St Johf^s Night something of the real Ibsen

We may well believe that the author felt his humiliation

deeply His first attempt to give the theater a Norwegian drama

had failed No new plan rose immediately within him, and

when pressed by the necessity of having a new play leady for the

New Year’s celebration m 1854, he could only revise the little

one-act play which had been presented at the Christiama theater

in 1850, The Wamof^s Barrow

The revision itself is interesting, for he rewrote the entire

play The plot remained as before, equally romantic and unrea

sonable, but of the old verses and dialogue hardly a hne was re

tamed The chief purpose of the revision was to carry the
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struggle between paganism and Chnstiamty more deeply into

the life of the individual and so make the drama moie psycho-

logical Also, the loud lyric tone of the play was subdued Of

Oehlenschlager we no longer see many traces, his dominance

over Ibsen was past Wnting was now a matter of finding, not the

most high-sounding woids, but those which deeply and inti

mately expressed the emotional life Thus the drama answered

better than before the demands both of dramatic art and of the

younger romantiasm

The production proved to be a new defeat In Oslo the play

had at least been given thiee performances, in Bergen it was

played only this once, if we except a single perfoimance two

years latei To compensate partly foi this failure, the drama ap

peaied as a serial in a city newspaper, Bergemke Blade^ and was

thus the second of Ibsen’s plays to appear in piint No one took

any notice of the piece, it was quite lost among contemporary

productions

It IS not unlikely that Ibsen had a personal 1 eason for return

ing to The Wamor^s Barrow I have already suggested that

Blanka, the heroine of the play, may have had her prototype in

the lady whom Ibsen had been ardently in love with during his

last year m Gnmstad In 1853, when he again let his fancy play

about Blanka, “the visionary,” there was a new love m his life,

born in spang and lasting throughout the summer months This

time

She ts a child of the meadows free

A child of but Sixteen sntntners

The young girl, whose name was Rikke Holst (she had been

christened Hennkke), was in fact no more than fifteen and a
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Nordnes, one of Rikke’s girl friends acting as g;uard, and Ibsen

feeling happy though somewhat afraid In spite of their precau

tions the father discovered them Rikke’s five year old brother,

later a well known journalist, once told me his recollection of the

occasion, when a raised arm and a clenched fist appeared threat

enmgly m the avenue, and his father rushed m *‘He was green

with rage,” said Rikke later Ibsen set out at a run, and at this

the girl’s love began to cool

Thiity years later, after both were married, Ibsen revisited

Bergen, and she went up to call on him

The old waimth arose in him anew, and he asked with a sort

of curious wonder "Why was it, really, that nothing came of

our affair?”

Then the lady laughed gaily as m olden days "But, my dear

Ibsen, don’t you remember that you ran away?”

"Yes, yes,” said Ibsen apologetically, "face to face I was never

a brave man ”

It was this "lapidly formed and violently terminated love

affair” that Ibsen in 1870 gave as background for the drama he

wrote in 1854, Lady Inger of Ostfit

This statement has given much trouble to Ibsen students,

some of whom have attempted to show that his memory was at

fault, and that he really meant a later drama, The Feast at Sol

houg Since Ibsen, however, mentions also this latter play in the

same exposition, saying that it, too, "had a personal back

ground,” we are compelled to rely on hts word in the matter,

and understand him as best we can

In Lady Inger there is hardly anything aside from the dream

of love that can have had its origin in his fondness for Kikke
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Holst Lady Ingcrt daughtei, Elina, who was peihaps inspired

by little Rikke, dreams of a knight whom no woman can with

stand, at the same time as she speaks proudly about revenge for

her dishonored sister and about redress foi her fatherland

When she meets the knight, although he is the man who has

dishonored her sister, and although he would fain keep Norway

under Damsh rule, she gives herself to him in a love which

knows no regret or hesitation This can be no true picture of the

gay and childish Fikke Holst, but it gives evidence that the mys-

terious power of love held Ibsen’s mind in its spell and enabled

him to describe the awakening of the emotion in a young girl’s

heart Being himself unhappy, he naturally gave to this love a

tragic outcome

As a matter of fact, it is not at all necessary that there be a

diiect connection between the experience of love and the dra

matic theme The point is that the emotion of love awakens and

exntes the poetic powers “It is the song time for the poet as for

the bird,” we read in a letter from Aasmund Vinje For Ibsen,

whose gemus had lain almost dormant during his first years in

Bergen, such an awakening was needful As love brought new

animation, poetry sprang up in him anew

Though the relation between Elina and the knight Nils

Lykke runs through all five acts of Lad/^ Inger of Qstr&ty it

seems hardly reasonable to believe that this was the thing of cen

tral importance to Ibsen when he wrote the drama, for it is not

Elina, but Lady Inger, who is the heroine of the play, and he

calls It an “historic drama” because it deals with the fate of Nor

way The question, aiises of how he came to choose preasely this

subject for his work
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Speculation as to how and why Norway had lost its mdepend

ence was becoming a more and more heated question duimg the

fifties In these years as never before there w is an effort to dis

cover everything that bound together the old Norway and the

new history, folk songs, fairy tales, legend, language, and

music, and as scholarship bridged the gap between medieval and

modern times it became clear that the nation had maintained its

identity during the dark intervening centuries Why had it then

succumbed to foieign domination? A few years later the answer

to this question became the mam interest m the life work of J £
Sars, a young man from Bergen who entered the University in

1853 The question was of profound significance to the entire

people, it concerned nothing less than the vital power of the

nation in the past and for the future

In seeking for an answer, thought must turn to the decisive

period at the close of the Middle Ages, in which two men stood

out as the last great chieftains in the struggle foi Norwegian in

dependence, the two knights, Knut Alvsson (treachciously mur

deied in 1502) and Heilog Hudfat (executed in 1508) Ibsen

had let these two appear in *'The Dream at Akershus,” his poem

of 1851, and had almost certainly read Andreas Munch’s recent

account of the murder of Knut Al^on, An Evetmg at Akers

huus Castle (1849) ‘*With a quiet shudder” Ibsen returned to

these old stories, a '‘golden harvest of memory” which was rc

called to him by Haakonshallen in Bergen as they had been by

Akershus in Oslo, and which naturally led him to consider the

relation between national greatness and decline In the spring of

1854 he had occasion to visit the third of the anaent Norwegian

capitals, Nidaros, as the Bergen actors gave theatrical perform
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amces there for a month It was probably during this visit that

his interest began to be occupied with the well known noble lady,

Ingerd Ottesdotter of Austritt

P A Munch, referring to her m the history text book which

he published in 1838, said that she might have, and indeed

should have, led the struggle for Norwegian independence, and,

in 1854, a Danish historical work, the second part of Th$

Count*s Feitd by C Paludan MUller, recorded how Lady In

gerd had at least once attempted a revolt Paludan Milllei’s

account from Norway dealt especially with the efforts of Vm
centius Lunge and the last Norwegian archbishop, Olav En

gelbnktsson, who had both tned, each in his turn, to uphold

Norway But it was a prelude to this struggle that Lady Ingerd

and the archbishop, in 1527, had attempted to suppoit the upris-

ing started in Sweden by Peder Chancellor and ^'the Dalecar

lian squire” who pretended to be the son of Sten Sture

Other Danish writings of the spring and summer of 1854

made more vivid than evei before the period of Norway’s down

faU, from 1520 to 1540, and the great national problems were

thus again made burmng issues It was in these that Ibsen found

an incentive for writing, and it was to the last struggle for Nor

wegian independence that he gave the form of drama.

He was compelled, as he himself has told us, to steep himself

in the history of medieval Norway, particularly in the latter part

of It tned as well as 1 could to enter into the life and customs

of those times, into the emotional life of the people, and into

their way of thinking and expressing themselves ” Something of

value for his purpose he foundm the books which 1 have named,

as well 08 in one or two new document collections, but hts mam
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source of information for the drama itself must have been the

documents about the Dalecarlian squire m Norway, which Gr F

Lundh had pnnted in the first volume of the first Norwegian

historical periodical, Magazine for the Language and History of

the Norwegian People, 1833

Commentators on the relation between the content of Ibsen’s

drama and histone truth have credited what later research has

brought to light about Lady Ingerd of Austr&tt, matter which

gives no evidence that she possessed ability for national leader

ship In the documents which Ibsen had before him the case

appeared different There the spint of levolt was stronger

m Lady Ingerd, and he involuntarily transferred to her some

part of the nobly conceived vision of the future which Andreas

Munch m 184.9 attiibuted to the widow of Knut Alvsson, 1

connection which is clear when we find that the dream of being

“a king’s mother” came to Herr Knut’s widow as well as to

Lady Ingerd

On the whole, a present day historic view cannot find much

of genuine national thought in Norway of tlie sixteenth century,

and almost nothing of national resistance to Danish rule But it

18 natural that an author writing at a time when the young Nor

way first arose s^nst the power of Danish tradition should

reflect some of his own enthusiasm for Norway back into the pe

nod of decadence, and should lay the blame chiefly on Danish

action It was this tendency that was brought out in the prelim

inary announcement of Lady Inger, which Ibsen peimitted the

theater management to publish in the Beigen pipers In it we

are told that the play "deals with that period in the history of

our country, during which the Danes were putting the last
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touches on the work of oppression— ” Such a statement reveals

the spirit from which the play proceeded

Twenty years later, after the flare up of an earnest contro-

versy about the Danish period and its relation to the present, an

histoiical scholar like Ludvig Daae, who did not wish to break

the line leading from Danish culture, regarded L«dy Inger

of Ojtrat most nearly as an encouragement to chauvimsm, and

when Ibsen in 1873 was about to prepare a new edition of his

work, Daae wrote to him that it behooved him as a Norwegian

author to think twice before he again presented to the public so

untrue an interpretation of the penod, for the very reason that

the understanding of this period in history had power to deter

mine, in large measure, questions of contemporary importance

Ibsen might as well have laid aside the entire drama as to sub-

mit to such a protest It was a part of his very nature as drama

tist that he felt the contest about Danish rule more deeply and

vitally than a purely historical scholar could approve, and it

is therefore less strange if he attributed to Lady Ingerd greater

national ambitions than she actually harbored

He perceived clearly, at any rate, that action did not corres-

pond to will, and found in this fact the very soul of tragedy

Li a remarkable degree, Ibsen here goes back to Cattlme

Though 1 do not know that he had already discarded this first

effort of his youth, it seems natural to think so, since he obvi

ously borrowed from it Especially is this evident in the relation

between Nils Lykke and the two sisters Elina and Lucia, which

has a clear counterpart in the relation between Catiline and the

vestal Furia and; her sister Both Nils Lykke and Catiline have
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seduced one of the sisters and dnvcn her to her death, in both

cases the other sister, harboring feelings of hatred and revenge

for the seducer, but not knowing his name, unwittingly comes to

love him Less intentional is the fact that Lady Inger, even more

than Catthne, became a night piece, all five acts taking place in

a single night The deepest similarity, aftei all, lies in the con

tradiction between ability and desire, between will and hope,

which Ibsen found to be the underlying theme of CattUne and

which was there given the form of two women who contend for

the hero Here, in the new play, the stiuggle is earned into the

very soul of Lady Inger

While It seems evident that Ibsen had adopted something

from the diseased will of Shakespcire’s Hamlet, there is also

something personal m the drama Ibsen, too, feeling himself

called to great deeds, is conscious of doubt

Lady Inger had sworn ovei the dead body of Knut AIvsson

that she would devote her life to revenge and to a struggle for

hei countiy’s freedom ^‘I felt God’s strength in me, and me

thought, as many have thought since, that the Lord himself bad

set his mark on me and chosen me to fight m the forefront for

my country’s cause ” But instead of taking up the stiuggle, she

was consumed by doubt "Woe, woe unto him who, hiving been

given a great mission m life, has not the power to accomplish it

We are told that a woman shall forsake her father and mother

and follow her husband, but she who is chosen to be the instru

ment of heaven dares not own anything that is dear to her—

neither mate nor child, neither kindred nor home, and therein,

you see, lies the curse of being chosen for glorious deeds ” Lady
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Inger could not live for her calling, she had to love, and she

bore children When Herlog Hudfat started a revolt, and there

was springtime and hope in the land, she had no part in it ‘<I

stood doubting^far from the stnfe—in my lonely castle At

times It seemed as though the Lord God himself were calling

me, but then would come the killing dread again to benumb my

will ‘Who will win?’—that was the question that was ever nng

ing in my ears ”

These are indeed words which have sprung directly from

thoughts and feelings that had tortured Ibsen himself This is

the most deeply personal thing in the entire play, and in making

It the basis of drama, Ibsen created a psychological tragedy of

character, of the sort demanded by Hermann Hettner Here

was a great histone struggle involving the problem of a people's

fate through a long future, and the conflict was earned deep into

the life of the individual, becoming a struggle between the most

preaous personal and the highest national mteiests It was grand

tragedy

Ibsen lessened its grandeur, however, when by entangling the

tragedy with a piece of intrigue he sinned against one of the

other chief demands laid down by Hettner The fact may be ex

plained by his attraction to the dramatic art of Scribe, and espe-

cially to one drama which left its traces too deeply on Lad^

Inger of Ostraij namely Les Contes de la Reme de Navarret an

histone drama of 1850, presented at the theater in Bergen in

October, 1854.

One must admit that this play of Scribe’s has something more

of histone spint than his other dramas, and the thing that just

at this time attracted Ibsen to it, was that it has also something
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ot a national tendency, being built about the theme of French

national honor as personified in the knightly king, Francis I

The events of the drama take place, strangely enough, at almost

exactly the same time as the events m Lady Inger Here as else

where, the thing of chief importance to Scribe was the intrigue

To him all drama was a game of chess, and in this very play he

symbolized the dramatic conflict in such a game between Em
peror Charles V and the king’s sister. Marguerite Similarly

Lady Inger remarks 'T am playing tonight for the whole of

Norway’s land,” and Nils Lykke compares the struggle with a

game of cards Other tncks of the mtrigue, such as letters which

are exchanged or fall into the wrong hands, Ibsen has learned,

one after another, from Scribe It is especially clear that the two

meetings m which Nils Lykke, attempting to ferret a secret out

of a stranger, pretends to know everything already, are copied

from Les Contes de la Retne de NavanSf and the thing which

finally gives Nils Lykke the upper hand, the fact that he senses

the secret love affair of Lady Inger, is boiTowed fiom another

historic play of intrigue by Senbe, Le Verre d^Eau (1840),

where it is m exactly this manner that Lord Bolingbroke has the

advantage over the Duchess of Mailborough

All this struggle of intrigue leads to the thing that Hettner

had warned against, the concealment of the great dramatic issue

The outcome, instead of proceedmg wholly from within, de

pends on who is most clever at tricks

Yet there is a great difference between La^ Inger and the

dramas of Senbe, for while Senbe builds an histone comedy m
which the intrigue is eveiything and tlie characters nothing, we

meet m Ibsen a serious struggle mvolving deep antitheses, and
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for the first time Ibsen succeeds m drawing living characters,

real men and women stand one against the other and in the

struggle unfold their very souls

He had good reason, therefore, to be proud of his work “My
best play,” he called hady Inger in i 857 i though I fear

that he was somewhat pioud even of that which we like least—

the clever tangle of intrigue—he did not at any later time fall

into the same technique m plot construction He never returned

to Scribe after proving here his skill in tying a dramatic knot

In this proof of skill, Lady Jnger is a piece of apprentice work

Later, when Ibsen was master of his art, his own dramatic gen

lus taught him to build his dramas on stronger, clearer hnes

After the humiliation he had suffered with his first two plays

in Bergen, Ibsen felt little confidence in this new venture The

president of the board of diiectors of the theater, the merchant

Peter Blytt, says that one day in the fall of 1854 Ibsen came to

his home with a thick package of manuscript under his arm,

seeming even more worried and strained than usual He man

aged to state, however, that this time he had been unable to

produce a new drama for the anmversary celebration, but that a

friend in Oslo, who wished to remain anonymous, had sent him

a play He dared not ventuie an opinion on the drama, but

wislied the president to read it through and see if it was worth

sending on to the management This was Lady Inger oj Ostr&t

Blytt became enthusiastic as he read it, and the drama was im

mediately accepted, but he was deeply puzzled as to its author

ship, until it happened at one of the last rehearsals that Ibsen

came teanng angnly out upon the stage from the Wings, inter

rupted the play, snatched the prompter’s copy, and demon
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stnted to one of the acton how a long passage must be read As

soon as his anger subsided, he apologized and “pattered” out

again, but Blytt had noticed that he read the passage from mem
ory Ibsen was caught and forced to admit his authorship, but

still he refused to have his name appear on the bill

Thus Lady Inger became the anmversary play on January 2,

1855, the best actors in the theater carrying its mam roles But

again the author met with defeat The play failed to hold the

audience, and could be presented only twice Then Ibsen laid it

aside, not even attempting to have it printed
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BALLAD DRAMA

At bottom Ibsen believed m hie play, and, knowing in his

y own mind that he had made very considerable progress,

he found courage for new effort Furthermore, his intimate

study of the early history of Norway had been something of a

revelation to him, and he was impelled to acquire a closer knowl

edge of the age

He could not much longer, however, concern himself with the

period from which he had taken Ijtdy Inger “This period,” he

wrote later, “is not especially attractive to dwell on at great

length, nor does it provide much material that lends itself to

dramatic treatment” It was really meager in subject matter

Forced to find other sources, he turned now to the days of the

old saga, reading first the Sagas of the Norwegian Kings and

presumably the volumes which had then appeared of The Hu
tory of the Norwegwn Nation by P A Mimch (the third vol

ume, which earned the history as far as the second half of the

twelfth century, was published m 1855) ^ut he found nothing

here that held lus attention or thatm bis mind took on the form of

drama “Rather,” he said later, “1 found in the Icelandic family

saga a rich supply of what I needed as human form for the moods,

images, and thoughts which at that time filled, or atUeast more

or less clearly hovered about in my mind ”

It gives a remarkable proof of the un national spirit of educa

v4
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tion and higher culture m the country at this time that a man

like Henrik Ibsen could live until he was twenty-seven years old

without the slightest acquaintance with the Icelandic family

sagas And his own admission that he had never even heard of

these sagas before gives the best possible evidence that his in

spiration for the Viking drama, Tlte Wamor^s with

which he had worked for several years, had come from quite an

other source, namely from the Danish poet, Oehlenschlkger

Even now, when he discovered the Icelandic sagas, it was in a

Danish translation that he read them, a four volume Htstone

Tales of She Deeds of the Icelanders at Home and Abroad^

which N M Petersen had published in the years 1839-44,

which in fact held the first place in Norwegian saga reading down

toward the close of the nineteenth century

In this Danish version Ibsen now read the great sagas of Egil

Skallagrimsson and Nj41 Torgeirsson, of the Eyrbyggja, Lax

dxla and Vatsdxla people, of Gisle Sursson, Gunnlaug Snake’s-

tongue, and Grettir the Strong The only saga style with which

he was previously familiar was that of OehlenschUger, and so

Danish was hts linguistic background that in his opinion the trans-

lations of N M Petersen, at least as far as the language was con

cerned, were "excellent ’’ And one must admit that they departed

widely from the language of Oehlenschldger, having retained

the concise pithiness of the Norse saga style, and having sought

strength in good Danish vernacular The thing, however, that

struck Ibsen most forcibly was the vital dramatic content of the

sagas, the trenchant character portrayal, and the mighty contests

between man and man, woman and woman

The reading kindled drama m himself, gatheiing his thoughts
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espeaally about a new woman charactei, whose prototype he

found m Hallgerd of the Nj&lssaga and m Gudrun of the Lax

dselasaga—^the hard valkyne with a wounded spint, who incited

men to strife and brought death to him she loved In contrast to

her Ibsen created a woman who hated strife and who was wholly

meek and submissive As a setting for these characters he im

agined a noble feast during which sharp words goaded men into

a quarrel which in turn grew into mortal combat He wanted to

gather into this combat the whole spirit of the ancient times

This drama, however, was not the first one that he wrote

Various things intervened, “most of which,” he said later, “were

of a personal nature and presumably stronger and more decisive

than the rest” What this personal element was, we unfortu

nately do not know It has been suggested that his love affair with

Rikke Holst attracted him to milder and more lyric moods than

those for which he found expression m the sagas, but there can

hardly be any doubt that by the summer of 1855, when he wrote

his new play, The Peatt at Solhougy his affair with Rikke was

already over, and though it may be true that some warmth of

the old emotion still kindled a desire for poetic writing, it was

at least not directly about himself and little Rikke that he wrote

We are perhaps more inchned at present to stress a factor to

which he himself gave secondary importance “I believe,” he

wrote, “that it was not entirely without significance when I con

cerned myself at this time with a thorough study of Landstad’s

collection of Norwegian ballads, which had appeared a couple

of years earlier ” “My prevalent mood at the time,” he added,

“was more closely alhed to the literary romantiasm of the Mid

die Ages than to the facts of the saga, more to verse form than
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to prose style, more to the element of musical language in the

heroic ballad than to the element of character drawing m the

epic saga
”

While we would gladly take his woid for the mood of the

fair summer months during which he employed the romantic

style, we cannot help remembering also that this exposition was

written (1883) with the definite aim of defending himself

against criticism He wished to “assert and establish that the

drama in question, like all my othei dramatic works, is the

nature! and necessary expression of my life at a certain period

It has arisen from withm, and is not the lesult of any outward

prompting or influence ” Yet some years earlier, in 1870, when

he was still warm from the effort of bicabng with his early

wilting, he had described The Feast at Solhoug as “a study

which 1 no longer acknowledge ” At that time it certainly ap

peared to him that the drama was precisely a result of “outward

prompting,” of reading and the dictates of foshion

It was the ballad that thrust aside the family saga, and

fortunately we can trace at least one of the reasons why this

came about Some time after completing The Feast at Solhoug^

Ibsen wrote a shoit treatise About the Anaent Ballad and Its

Stgntficance to the Art of Poetry^ in which he made a comparison

between the ballad and the saga for dramatic use, finding that

“the ballad in a much greater degree than the saga adapts itself

to dramatic treatment ” He regarded the saga as “a great, cold

epic, finished and closed, in its innermost nature objective and

foieign to all lynasm ” He felt that he could not use the saga

for diamatic purposes unless he himself put the lyiiasm, the

emotional life into it, a procedure which made him feel as if
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he disturbed the very temper of the saga The ballad appeared

altogether different Here the lync element was interwoven with

the epic, "and the dramatist who finds his material in the ballad

need not subject it to such modifications as must he who takes

it from the saga ”

The theoretical basis for this opinion Ibsen probably had from

the treatise of the Danish author, Carsten Hauch, on the

Njalssaga (1855), but certainly it was something personal that

determined his choice in the matter of a basis for his own writ

mg The dramatic material which he had gathered from the

sagas gave nse to drama only after he had gone into the study

of the ballad The two women characters, foster sisters, who had

grown out of the sagas, followed him into the ballad drama,

the viking chief who was to have stood between them became

a young poet musiaan who had wandered far and wide, the

feast which was to have opened the conflict now became the

background for the entire new drama, and the wild tragedy

which belonged to Viking times was subdued to a milder lyri

cism This whole process of reconstrucbon Ibsen has explained to

us, with intent to show that The Feast at Solhoug had grown

naturally from his own experience

It always irritated him that critics called this drama an irai

tation of the popular romantic drama Svend Dyrmg’j House

by the Danish poet, Henrik Hertz "This critical assertion,” he

wrote, "is unsound and false”, and he went so far as to say

that there was no suggestion of mffuence "Henrik Hertz has

never in any considerable degree attracted me as a dramatic

writer I can therefore not understand how he would, without

my knowledge, influence my own dramatic composition ” He
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points out the difference m language between himself and

Hertz “The diction of my drama has an entirely different color

note, the rhythm in mine is ^ncd by a light summer breeze,

while over the rhythm m Hertz broods the haze of autumn ”

In reality the difference in language is not very great, though

Ibsen builds on Norwegian ballads and Hertz on Danish Ibsen

has carried the Norwegian ballad entn ely over into Danish Ian

guage, even the poetic form corresponds more closely to Danish

ballad style than to Norwegian, and the versification has become

exactly the same as in Hertz It was not strange if people

thought that he had taken Hertz as his modeL

I do not believe this supposition to be coirect, for in almost

everything except outward form there is a deep difference be

tween the two plays Nevertheless I think that without Svend

Dyrtn^s House Ibsen might not have written The Feast at

Solhoug In his reading of the Norwegian ballads it must have

struck him that one might as well build a drama on them as

Hertz had built one on the Danish, and the play may thus have

been written m competition or rivalry with Svend Dynn^s

House

Ibsen's subject matter is widely different from that of Hertz

True enough, theie is in each drama a young woman who is be

witched by mad love for a man who will have none of her,

but the dramatic struggle resulting from the circumstance is al

together different in Ibsen Here the woman has mained an

other while she carried the love of hei youth in her heart, and

her love therefore becomes not only an uncontiollable power

which drives her to crime but also an inner conflict which makes

of the play a spiritual drama As for the lover, he has returned
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her passion until he meets her younger sister who then suddenly

fills ail his thought and desire

There can be no doubt that the plot m this form has been

influenced by Scribe’s comedy, Vne Chatne, of 1 841, m which the

love for a married woman binds a young musiaan even after

he has, quite as suddenly as Ibsen’s hero, been seized with love

for a younger woman But though Ibsen has again learned from

Scribe, he has freed himself entiiely from the technique of in

trigue, and lets the dramatic contrasts stand clearly and singly

against each other

Comparing, then, the teduuque of Ibsen with that of Svend

Dyrm^s House of 1837, one notes immediately in The Feast at

Solhoug the progress m dmmatic realism There is no longer

any witchcraft, any ghost, any chorus of angels, eveiything is

human, everything is born of the impulse of human emotion

While no one can deny that wild, recldess love is described m
Hertz with a power and dread much stronger than we find m
Ibsen, this love in Hertz’s drama is born of witchcraft, and the

theme of the play lies m the words

Ye know not what secret fower ts Uttd

In the mysuc charms wtth whtch we flayed

How far deeper is the content of the lines in which Ibsen

states his theme, giving it a form which seems intended as a

direct contrast to Hertz

Wtth what a magic resistless might

Sm masters us tn our own despte f

Here deep spiritual powers are brought to light, not foixed

by artifiqal meansj but revealed the dramatic impulse The
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contrast is typical of the dissimilar ways in which Hertz and

Ibsen treated the ballad

It IS Hertz’s theme, taken from two old Danish songs, one

about magic love charms and one about a mother who returns

to defend hei childien against an evil stepmother, which more

than anything else binds his drama to the ballad Aside from

this there is hardly a trace of ballad style

Ibsen’s method is just the opposite While one can, like

Margit in the play, compare the theme with that of various

ballads sucli as the one about little Kjersti or the one about

Margit Hjukse who was conjured into a mountain, the lesem

blance IS puiely symbolic, the subject itself is not taken from the

ballad Ibsen has invented his own theme, and the songs seem

born of the theme

In this connection we might notice a remarkable bit of intui

tion in Ibsen From the treatise that he wrote soon after on the

heroic ballads of Scandinavia it is clear tliat he considered them,

espeaally the Norwegian ones, as extremely ancient—that is,

as going back even to the pagan period Yet when he was to

give the ballad dramatic form, he instinctively placed it about

the year 1300, the period m which, as later study has shown,

ballad poetry was virtually bom Instinctively Ibsen felt the

relationship between the ballad and this period which he knew

only through folk legends

The ballad surges through the entire drama, almost every

line being reminiscent of some old song of one kind or an

other While it is excellently done and bears witness of an in

tensely intimate knowledge of all ballad writing, it shows what
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a danger Ibsen was laid open to It is altogether too well done

It IS like meeting a Proteus who transforms himself in appear

ance and nature Ibsen is lost We enjoy these pleasant verses

on which, lulled into dreams as by an opiate, we glide far away

into the anaent realm of the ballad, but the whole is after all

an imitation, a trial of artistry

For this veiy reason it took the public by storm When it

was presented as the anniversary play at the Bergen theater on

January 2, 1856, Ibsen experienced his first theatncal tnumph

He has himself told about the performance “It was given a

superb, an unusually spirited presentation, was acted with de

light and abandon, and was received in the same spirit ‘The

Bergen lyricism’ ran high in the well filled theater that night

The performance closed with numerous curtain calls for the

author and the actors Later m the evening the orchestra, ac

companied by a large crowd, gave a serenade outside my win

dows I almost believe that I let myself be earned away into

mabng a sort of speech, at least I know that I felt extremely

happy ” Once he even said that this was his only happy day m
Bergen The encouraging effect of his success is evident m one

madent which he has not related in his reminiscences, the ova

tion which was given him by the actors immediately after the

play was over, and the reply he made to their speech of thanb

“Your appreaation,” he said, “shall strengthen me in my work

toward the aim for which I am striving, and which”—these

words he spoke with particular emphasis and power—“/ shdl

attfun ” His indomitable will won its way forward, and he took a

new gnp on the ground under his feet

Six times the drama was presented ui Bergen during the first
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{ew months, an unusual occurrence in so small a city Hardly

anything except the little national music drama, At the Steter by

Claus Pavels Riis, had been a greater popular success It would

have provoked Ibsen heartily if he could have seen this com

panson, but it may serve to remind us that his victory was not

won on the basis of the best public taste

The triumph was not limited to Bergen Ibsen immediately

sent his drama to the Christiania Theater, where it was presented

on March 13 and, here too becoming populai, was given six

performances during the spring At the STme time Ibsen had

ari*anged with the national publisher m Oslo, Chr Tonsberg, to

print the play in book form It came on the book market on

March 19 as the hrst play he had published after Cattime

With this new play, Ibsen for the first time became known

beyond the boundaries of Norway Translated into Swedish by

the well known Swedish vernacular poet, F A Dahlgrcn

—

teacher of Gustaf FrSding—The Feast at Solhoug was played at

the Royal Dramatic Theater in Stockholm for the Union Day

celebration on November 4, 1857 As far as I have discoveied,

there was but one modern Norwegian drama which had previ

ously been played on the Swedish stage, this being again At the

Smter by C P Riis, which F A Dahlgren had adapted for

Swedish acting, November 4, 1856 Now The Feast at Solhoug

sailed into its wake, drawing Lady Jnger of Ostrit after it,

the latter play being taken about in Sweden by a company of

actors early in the sixties

Through The Feast at Solhoug Ibsen, and theieby also the

new Norwegian drama, was brought into Denmark as well

When the Danish actor, Vilhelm Wielie, who had played Gud
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mund at the Christiania Theater, left this theater to return to

his own country in i860, he took The Feast at Solhoug with

him and had it presented at the Casino m Copenhagen m 1861

It proved to be many years, however, before another play of

Ibsen’s was performed in Copenhagen, and it was BjSrnson,

rather than Ibsen, who paved the way for modern Norwegian

dramatic art in Denmark To Damsh critics there seemed to be

no reason for presenting among them The Feast at Solhoug after

Svettd Dynn^s House

Nor did the critics in Oslo take too kindly to the new Nor

wegian drama Hartvig Lassen in ijtenhladet was especially

severe, critiaxing it as simply an imitation of Henrik Hertz To

be sure, Bjornstjerne Bjornson defended it in Morgenhladetf and

Botten Hansen did likewise m Hlustreret Nyhedsblad, praising

chiefly the lyric quality in the play, but Ibsen long harbored a

bitter rancor towards “the real criticism, written by the real

critics
”

In the book market, too, this play met with little success, and

It was at least fifteen years before the first edition was sold out

As for Lady Inger of Ostrit, the publisher did not dare to take

It on, and when Ibsen still made bold to send it to the Christiania

Theater, he met with lefusal The Danish manager, Borgaard,

recognized that it was “poetical, nch in good charactenzation

and powerful dramatic moments,” but he wished to have certain

things omitted Since Ibsen could not agree to this. Lady Inger

continued to be laid aside

Thus Ibsen met with both fair weather and foul in the first

year after The Feast at Solhoug, but at bottom he still felt, as

on the great triumphal day, “e»;eedingly happy ”
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He had also to some extent emerged, just at this time, from

the lonely life vrhich he had usually led before, and something

more of brightness had entered into his circumstances Indu

enced by the president of the board of diiectors, the merchant

Blytt, he had in the fall of 1855 joined a small “literary-soaal”

club, the Soaety of DecemberTwenty second, and one may judge

his accession of courage by the fact that he immediately gave a

lecture heie On November 27 he spoke on ^'Shakespeaie and

His Influence on Scandinavian Litcratuie,” a subject which, even

though we do not know the lectuie, gives suffiaent evidence that

Ibsen at this time studied Shakespeare and was influenced by

him Ibsen gave other lectures before the society, wrote poems

for Its anniversary festivals, and on the whole found enjoyment

in the companionship of men who were in sympathy with his

work and who had faith in his talents

TA^ Teast at Solhoug had given a new joy to his mood

My little book ts to me a flower

Dear indeed to my very heart

he wrote in some verses to a lady to whom he sent the play He
felt that his writing, like the flowers, needed *‘light and sun

shine” for the attainment of its true life And now the sun

light had come Foi a time, at least, it must hive seemed to him

that he had found the propei sphere for his poetic genius,

and his intention was to continue building dramas on the folk

balhd

It pioved true, however, as Bjbrnson had said, that the tn

umph could not be repeated In The Feast at Solhoug the ballad

had been so perfectly cai ried over into dramatic form that further

progress in that direction was not possible Even if Ibsen under
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stood clearly that he must use the ballad m a difEerent way next

time, the attempt failed, as it must inevitably do

In 1856 he wrote the new ballad drama, Olaf Ltljekrans^

choosing a theme that lay much farther from Svend Dyrmg'j

House than The Feast at Solhoug had done, but in reality fol

lowing much more closely the method of Hertz This time the

subject itself was taken from the ballad of Olaf Liljekrans, but

the ballad melody no longer ran through the entire drama Olaf

Liljekrans in the song was a kmght whom the elves charmed out

of his right mind, so that he forgot his affianced bride and per

ished in his trance Wishing now as before to make everything

human, Ibsen changed the elf maiden who seduced the knight

into that Alfhild of whom in 1850 he had wished to write a

play In thus making her “the Grouse of Justedal” Ibsen com

btned legend and ballad, but did not succeed m properly merging

them There is in the drama a peculiar shifting between dieam

and reahty, a contrast even worse than that m St Jokn^s Ntght,

because it has no correspondmg motive Further, he tried to give

the theme background in a family feud after the manner of the

saga, and even included a little intrigue of deceits and raisunder

standings, altogether making the play the least artistic thing that

Ibsen has written Even the language shifts from saga style to

ballad form or to modern realism The last act is an almost

parodic mixture

Yet It IS from this act that we remember at least six lines

which half a century later fell into the hands of Thorvald Lam

mers and were given life m his song “Sorrow like Silver”

They are verses which strike some of the deepest notes found

anywhere m Ibsen’s writings
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The fleasures of life are Uke autmm hay

And sorrow Uke stiver that glitters alway

Despite such fine single images, the play was a hopeless

failure Before its presentation at tlie next annual festival of the

theater, January 2, 1857, people fought in their eagerness for

a place at the ticket window, and every seat was sold by noon,

so expectantly did the public await a new Feast at Solhoug But

the play fell helplessly to the ground and was laid aside after

two performances Ibsen himself put it away without trying to

have It printed

In the hill of the same year Olaf Shavian wrote the gay paiody

The Feast at Mare Htll {Gtldet paa M<errahaug)y bringing to

a close all imitative writing in ballad style, from Henrik Hertz

to Hennk Ibsen National romantiasm died m caricature
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SUSANNAH THORESEN AND THE VIKINGS

WITH The Feast at Solhoug Ibsen had stepped into the

front rank among Norwegian playwiights as the first of

a new generation of writers to become famous in Norway, and the

play Itself proved to be a final amtnbution to that national ro

mantic movementm which the age since 1 840 had labored so dili

gently

In his personal life the drama marked a change at least equally

great, by winning for him the strong spirited woman who was

to be his companion to the end of his life

On the happy evening when The Feast at Solhoug made its

biilhant success, Fru Magdalene Thoresen walked home from

the theater with her husband, the worthy pastor of the Cross

Church in Bergen Having done some translating as well as some

writing of oiiginal plays for the theater, she had often had

occasion to speak to Ibsen on theatncal matters, but had never

thought it worth her while to invite the young instructor to the

parsonage, where so many of the best national minded men of

Bergen met On this evening she expressed to her husband a

wish to invite the new playwright to her home for an evenmg,

and he immediately gave his good natured assent

Five days later, January 7, 1856, Ibsen was for the first time

a guestm the Thoresen home After tea in the evemng he found

ISO
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himself chatting with one of the young ladies of the family,

Susannah Thoresen, a daughter of the pastor’s first marriage

She was then a little past nineteen years old, a fresh and fearless

girl, tremendously interested in the theater, and she won the

author’s heart instantly by telling him how she had been at

tracted, the previous year, by a play which few others liked,

Lady Iftger of Ostr&t As she was speaking of this, the words

somehow burst out of Ibsen “Now, Miss, you are Elma, but

there is in you the making of Lady Inger!”

Neither of them forgot these words More than twenty years

later, when the book was first published in German, he presented

It to Susannah as a Christmas present with the inscription

Youy indeed, nghtfitlly own th$s book,

Who in sprit descend from the Ostrit folk

Ibsen was immediately struck by a quality of great mmdedness,

a chieftain spirit in the girl Her playmates could have testified

to the strong and manly stuff of which she was made In their

theater games in childhood they often used plays of their own

making, in which Susannah always wished to take men’s roles

Among these was a highly romantic play called The Bngmds,

with Susannah as a brigand chief They played it so realistically

that blood fiowed, and one of the boys began to cry, but Susan

nah said “If I have the honor of wearing a beaid, I will not

cry either'” And she bore her wound without a whimper She

loved whatever was gieat and brave, and she wished that she

herself might take a part m glorious deeds

Ibsen was afiame with love from the very first meeting, and

before the end of January sent her a wntten offer of marriage,

a poem entitled “To the Only One” {Til Den Lneste) She
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seemed to him the only woman he had met who took hfe sen

ously In her eyes he read of "dreaming thoughts” and

A heart that longs and throbs upwards

And finds m thfs world no feace

Therefore he called to her

Dared I but rede thee, thou rtddle

Of youth and deef dreammgs wrought

Dared I but choose thee boldly

To he the hrtde of my thought,

Dared I but flunge my sprtt

Deepm thy sprites tide,

Dared I but gaze on the vtstons

In thy innocent soul that htde.

Ah, then what fair songs ufsfrmgyng

Should soar from my breast on htgh,

Ah, then how free Vd go satUng

lake a hurd toward the coasts of the sky!

Ah, then should my scattered vtstons

To one smgle harmony throng.

For all of Uf^s fairest vtstons

Would mirror themselves tn my song

Ibsen came m person to receive his answer, attired in his very

best for the momentous occasion, and was shown into the parlor

to wait for Susannah But time went on, and no Susannah came

Ibsen walked up and down the room, sat down and stood up,

more and more perplexed and hopeless At last, in despair, he

made for the door Then all at once he heard a girPs ringing

laughter, and a gay curly head emerged from under the sofe
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It was Susannah, and the room was instantly filled with joy, foi

Ibsen was accepted and became engaged

"Only after I was married,” he wrote in 1870, "did my life

attain a more serious content ” But there can be no doubt that this

influence began as soon as he was engaged to Susannah Ihoresen

"She IS,” he wrote later, "exactly such a character as I need

—

illogical, but with a strong poetic instinct, large minded m her

way of thinking, and almost violent in hei hatred of all petty

considerations” These are certainly characteristics that would

appear moie importantly when marriage had bought the two

into intimate companionship, but there was in Susannah There

sen a stiength that could not but make an impression on Ibsen’s

hfe as soon as they had bound themselves to each other

Many years latei, in 1894, when Magdalene Thoresen cele

brated her seventy fifth birthday m Oslo, she said in her re

spouse to Ibsen’s speech "It was easy for you, Ibsen While we

others had to woik and study for yeais on whatcvei we would

take from the sagas, you had Susannah, the living spring from

whom you could take evei7thing ”

“You are right,” replied Ibsen

Susannah Thoresen’s true leolm was in the sagas and in what

ever possessed their spirit Durii^ her childhood she lived in

the sure conviction that she would some day become queen of

Iceland She read sagas and fairy tales to her youngei brothers

and sisters, she felt at home in the heroic hfe

It IS not unhkely that she was the one to lead Ibsen back from

the ballads to the sagas again and who was therefore responsible

foi the cropping out of the saga style in Olaf Jjljekram Also,

her own temperament may be partly recognized in the char
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acter of Ingeboig, who bfings her lover into feverish anxiety

by letting him wait for her final answer, but who afterwards

manages both the elopement and the marriage At least it is cer

tarn, according to Ibsen’s own testimony, that it is she who ap

pears in the proud women with saga names, Hiordis in Th«

Viktngs and Svanhild in Lovers Comedy She is the valkyne

who fights through life at his side

Half m teasing, Ibsen gave her the pet name, “my cat ” He
used this name in many little verses to her, which she kept and

referied to as “cat poems ” When in 1871 he pubbshed a col

lection of verse, she asked him if he had included any of the

cat poems He asked her to see for herself, adding that one of

the titles, if read backwards, would reveal a cat poem Thus

she lead for the first time the poem “Thanks” which he

had just then wntten in acknowledgement of what she had given

him

Halj hers ate the glancmg

Creations that throng

With fageant and danctng

The ways of my song

It was neithei sagacious thinkmg nor a suie literary taste that

made her such a helper in his work It was her temperament,

her strength of will, the mvolimtary poetry in her, that inspired

and supported him She might well have borne the surname of

the saga queen “Stoiraade ”

Daily companionship with a young woman of this cahber

would naturally strike fire from a poet’s soul As she made de

mands on Ibsen, hts demands on himself grew stronger All his

emobonal life took on a richer movement, and he tried to break
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away from the environment to which he had so long been bound,

and to find a new basis for both wilting and action

Early m 1857 he wrote a treatise on the heroic ballad which

was designed to give the theoretical background for his recent

dramas In this he condemned the Old Norse sagas for dramatic

use on the ground that they were void of all lyricism He did

not forget that Oehlenschldger, using saga subjects for drama,

had foi his purpose invested them with a lyric quality, but this

seemed to him to ‘^distoit the meaning of the original material

m the eyes of the beholder ” The saga lost something by it

On the second of February he had given his lectuie on the bal

lad before the Soaety of December Twenty second, and on

Apiil 17 he sent his finished treatise to Botten Hansen Yet in

a letter of April 28 he wntes “I have already in hand a new

dramatic work, which will m content and tone be quite differ

ent from my earher ones ” The remarkable thing is that this

new play was piecisely a saga diama which burst the bonds of

the theoiy he had just stated It was this play that grew into

The Vtkmgs at UelgeUmd

It had become clear to him in the intervening time that the

old sagas had enough of lyricism, of surging life and vigor, to

make them well suited to dramatic form, that they possessed

not merely “abstract, plastic beauty of form,” but that they were

at least equally much “a painting, with color, light, and shade ”

Undoubtedly it was Susannah Thoresen, the embodiment of

saga womanhood, warm and strong at the same time, who made

him see all this, and who enabled him to write the dinma which

had dimly aiisen m his thought when he first read the old sagas

—the drama of the courageous woman who instigated stiife, even
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to the point of death, for the man she loved Thus Hiordis vras

created, a nature much wilder and deeper than that of the proud

Margit in The Feast at Solhoug

At first he was not able to break entirely away from his theory

His treatise on the ballad had pointed out that the poetry of the

saga was ''mainly pagan,” that it was Christianity which brought

lynasm and romance into literature and created the dramatic

ballad poetry, and that therefore the saga subjects might be

"far better suited to treatment m the anaent Greek style,” as

the Greek tragedy was also pagan But discovering befoie long

that no deep similanty existed between Greek and Norse pagan

ism, he suddenly threw ovci board the verse foim which he had

first tried, and wrote his play in prose The saga style was nece^

saiy to the saga drama

It has been suggested that Bjfirnson’s one act play Between

the Battles influenced Ibsen to adopt a prose style, but the

fallacy of this supposition is proved by the fact that Bjornson’s

play did not come to Ibsen’s notice before he had finished The

Vtkmgs

One finds also, upon closer examination, that there is a great

and fundamental difference m style between the two plays

Bjdrnson’s intention was not to write saga style at all, but to

employ a living, spoken language which bore some faint trace

of the saga tone only because it was descended fiom Old Norse

In fact he later regretted that he had not written his play in the

pure Norwegian vernacular, and of The Vtktngs he remarked

as soon as he had read it "But it will not do to speak saga Ian

guage m our day Language must take hold at the point of its

latest present development, and if possible make some forward
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progress, but it must not settle outside of our country, in the

middle of the great sea, on as miny islands as there are kinds

of material—here the ballad language, there the saga language,

there igain the language of transition ”

Ibsen’s procedure had been quite different from Bjbrnson’s

“In The Feast at Solhoug,** wiote Bjornson in the letter quoted

above, “he built on the ballad until at last he seemed to me a

living ballad, until he had verily absorbed its language Then he

leapt over into the saga, fiom which he now emerges with its

expressions, its language word for word, its slightest turns of

style, and all its ready made poetic content ” Bjornson was forced

to recognize and praise the skill with which it was done, yet he

could not but “snort with anger” because such art was mutation,

virtuoso playing “Thus, I tbnk, do the gods in Valhall speak'”

cned the German poet, Paul Heyse, m warm enthusiasm when

he had seen The Vtktngs But the language of gods hardly formed

the most suitable dialogue in a drama of human beings

To our cars the Ibsen saga language docs not sound so genuine

as It did to an audience of two generations ago We now demand

an altogether different Norwegian tone While we can point out

all the words and turns of phrase which Ibsen had boi rowed

from the sagas, we also see too clearly that they had not come

to him directly from the sagas, but through Danish translation

Therefore it is not the saga style itself that we meet, but the

saga style which was in use m the middle of the first half of the

nineteenth century, a style confined to a definite period from

which the development of the Norwegian language has earned

us farther and brther away

Consequently, when the drama is played at the present time.
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too much of It becomes mere declamation It is conceivable that

the powerful tragic genius of Laura Gundersen could at one

time give life to Hiordis, but the drama loses its hold on us

more and more, chiefly for the reason that it is inspired by read

mg' rather than by life Again, Ibsen has not written fully and

freely out of his own spiritual need, but has let himself drift

with the tide of his times Since those times demanded that he

should be national, he felt himself to be in league with them

when he giasped at new national subjects Both he and his con

tempoiaries still thought it enough that he gave a reflection of

the past He did not fulfill the demand of Hermann Hettner

that the historic drama should support a conflict of vital interest

also to the present day, or, to be more nearly accurate, he per

mitted the psychological problem which he had taken from the

old sagas to lie too deeply buned under the historic forms He
tried too earnestly to retain the old national style

The main theme of his drama was taken from the Volsung

Saga In giving it an historic framcwoik he showed the same re-

markable intuitive power which had been evident in The Feast

at Solhoug In direct contradiction to the histone theory of the

day, in which he himself beheved, he had instinctively placed

The Feastm that peiiod to which later research has assigned the

birth of the ballad Similarly, while all contemporary learning

placed the Volsung legends away off in prehistonc times,

Ibsen drew the legendary theme down to the historic Vikuig

period, in which more recent study has given it a rightful

place Feeling instinctively this relationship of his theme to the

later sagas, he afterwards said truly that the Icelandic family

sagas formed the chief b^ground for his wnting With perfect
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justice, therefore, he transforms legendary giants and valkyries

to historic characters, and furtheimore finds room in his drama

for the struggle which he wished to describe 111 The Wamot^s

Barrow, the conflict between heathemsm and Christianity This

time It IS carried deeper into the personality and underlies rather

than expresses itself in the action Only at the very last, in the

hour of death, Sigurd reveals the fact that he is a Christian

It IS a remarkable coinadence that just at the time when Ibsen

was beginmng his framework for The Vtkmgs at Helgoland,

Bjhrnson was working on Lame Hulda, remarkable not so much

for the fact that both dramas breathe the spirit of the old sagas

—

which was only too natural, given the mtellectual tastes of the

day—as for the fact that both authoi-s built their dramas about

the words of Gudnm in the Laxdsela Saga ''To him whom I

most loved, I was most unkind ”

It may not be a matter of mere accident Ibsen has told us that

The Vtkmgs had its beginning in The Feast at Solhoug in which

there is something of the same theme, and it seems probable that

Lame Hulda, too, has a special relation to this carLer play

Bjornson’s theme, that of a man who, seized by a new love, still

feels bound by the old, has a far greater similarity to The Feast

at Solhoug than has the new Ibsen drama, and Bjbrnson hns

chosen to deal with the same period as does The Feast at Solhoug,

almost as if he intended to show us, in contrast to the lync ballad

style of Ibsen, a proper psychological drama of that peiiod I

believe that The Feast at Solhoug was partly mstiumental in

making Bjornson write Lame Hulda

The very probability of a common origin gives a reason for

noticing the difference between Lama Hulda and The Vtktngs
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1 am not now thinking pnmarily of what has caught the attention

of many others, namely that Bjdrnson shifted to verse, Ibsen to

prose For Bjdrnson, who, whether he wrote in verse or in prose,

strove to use the current language rather than an imitation of the

old saga style, this marks no deep cleavage It is ratherm spiritual

portrayal that the two dramatists differ Though Bjornson has

pei mitted the inner life of his characters to find expression in

ways suited to their historical period, his concern is with prob

lems that are qmte universal The drama may be clumsily built

and lacbng in the quality of suspense, but it deals with live pei

sons, and it shows the psychological results of the double impulse

in the man’s love, and of the morbidity of repressed love m the

woman Everything is human In Ibsen, on the other hand,

everything, or almost everything, mental life as well as acbon,

has an historic source, and is brought into the drama from the

sagas Hibidis, like Lame Hulda, kills herself and her lover,

but the background for her action lies in a temperament and emo

tional life which is lifted out of the human She is a witch, she

belongs to the cavalcade of evil spints, Aasgaardsrfitm Similarly,

the many thmgs which may seem unreasonable in the behavior

of other characters, such as Siguid, Gunnar, and Ornulf, can be

explained only by reference to what is told in the sagas In short,

the literary backgiound is stronger than the author’s insight into

human nature

Yet the dramatic impulse of the work has been given an ex

position in which there is something genumely Ibsenesque, and

which despite all elements of imitation shows that the play had

a deep hold m Ibsen’s spiritual and dramatic development

Besides Brynhild in the Volsung Saga, two other women,
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Gudrunm the Laxdida Saga and Hallgerd in the Njilssaga, have

provided him with material for his Hidrdis It was these two

that helped him make a human being out of the valkyiie Bryn

hild From Gudrun he bonowed single traits and sti iking words,

though for the rest she was, asm Hans E Kinck’s interpretation

of her, hardly more than “the lovely female for whom Eros is

all, and in whose nature there is not a vestige of the valkyne,”

and whose character, furthermore, was so completely finished in

the Icelandic saga that there was hardly anything further to do

with her

The psychological problem m Hallgeid was much greater

Kinck places her among the first of “the pemonalities which the

saga did not undemtand,” regarding her as the great proof of

“the saga’s failure to penetrate into feminine psychology ” And

with the poet’s insight he perceived that with just such char

acters “there is a field for saga imitators in modern literature
”

Kinck has tned to give a psychological explanation of Flallgcrd,

and Ibsen before him struggled hard in his attempt to explain

this enigmatic woman in whom are strangely commingled gran

deur and pettiness—^in whom, according to the old saga, dwelt

memories of Sigurd Fafnirsbane and Biynhild Kmck’s conclusion

IS that Hallgerd was neither dnven to her misdeeds by a low

tendency to thieving, as the saga has it, nor led by mere blind

erotiasm, as was Gudrun, but that there burned in her soul a

longing for partnership with a gieat minded man, something

which to a woman of her nature must be the gieat adventure of

life, or, to borrow an Ibsen word, “the miracle ”

Something of the same spirit has been caught by Ibsen m his

Hibrdis, who longs to follow Sigurd “not in dalliance,” but “to
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to Its tragic conclusion Ibsen had thus, after all, put something

of his own soul into the saga play

Various as is the matenal from many sagas which Ibsen has

brought together in Th« VtkngSy we may yet feel puzzled by the

incident which he has introduced from the Egilssaga Ornulf

sitting down to sing EgiPs own poem, “The Son Burial ” But

there is something in the incident which arose directly out of

Ibsen’s own soul Egil’s singing himself fiee of soriow, regaining

his life through song, appealed to Ibsen He felt that writing

should be a struggle for freedom from whatever threatened to

weigh the spirit down, but at the same time he knew that his

own writing had not yet attained to this

A few months after he had written The Vthngs, he said in a

letter to a friend “I have fervently longed, and almost prayed

for a gi eat sorrow which might fill out my existence and give con

tent to my life ” The previous year he had written the few lines

of Olaf Ldjekrans which still live “Sorrow like silver, that glit

ters alway ” He recognized clearly that his writing lacked the

light power because he had not yet come to grips with life, its

sorrow and anguish had not yet stirred deeply enough the foun

dations of his being to shake the “hterature” out of him He had

need of “the gift of soirow,” a spiritual suifering which could

and must spur him to battle But he had first to feel that life was

at stake and that he must defend himself against destructive

forces which threatened his very existence Only under such

duress could he find in wnting the struggle of hfc itself, and so

become m truth a creative artist

This is what the character of Ornulf reveals to us Ibsen was
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himself writhing utidei the sense that he lacked a wholly per

sonal content in his writing, the sense that he was still not free,

not himself He wrote chiefly for others, and he felt happy when

others were touched, but at bottom he longed to give what was

exclusively his own

J he Viktngs proved to be a splendid piece of dramatic art, m
Bjornson’s opinion the most strongly dramatic that had up to

that time appeared in Norway, but it was no more than The

Feast at Solhoug an impetus to literary progress, being—so

Bjflrnson again pionounced—so perfect in its kind that it was

impossible to produce anything new in the same style Ibsen still

faced the necessity for a new foundation on which to build his

work
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A FEW days before Ibsen began writing The Vtktngs at

Helgeland he signed a new agreement with the Bergen

theater The five year penod for which he had bound himself

in 1852 was over on April r, lZs^ On April ii he agiced to re

main for anothei year at the same salary During the last years

he had been permitted to work a trifle more independently than

before, at least 111 the matter of instruction, but the position he

held was still a subordinate one

Then there was an unexpected tuin of afi^airs Somewhat later

in the spring of 1857 it happened that one of the Bergen actors

received a letter from a trustee of the “Christiania Norwegian

Theater” inquiring whether there might be in Bergen a man

able and willing to become ^^artistic director” for this theater

The actor took the letter to Ibsen, who promptly answered that

he would come if the terms were reasonable and if he could be

released from his position in Bergen His enthusiasm was so

kindled by the hope of getting away fiom Bergen that he took

the trouble of going to Oslo immediately for more information

about the Norwegian Theater there On the very day that he was

to set out, in the middle of July, he received from the manage

ment a formal offer of the position as diicctor with a salary of

600 specie-dollars a year, twice as much as he had in Bergen, and a

hope of incieased pay if the theater was successful More detci

135
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rained than ever to take the new position, he went to Oslo, and,

after making a few inquiries there, he wrote to the trustees of

the theater in Bergen, asking to be released from his contract

^^The personal advantages to me of living in the capital I do

not need to emphasize, they are preponderate And much as it

would grieve me to leave Bergen and the Bergen Theater, I

wonder if it would not be indefensible m me to reject the present

opportumty to secure a somewhat remunerative position Though

1 am speaking here of salary and advantages, I am in truth neither

selfish nor ungrateful Whit I owe to the Bergen Theater I shall

never forget, but I have also duties to myself, and conditions at

the Bergen Theater have long weighed oppressively on me In

every direction in which I might work, the way has been blocked

I have never been given free hands, and I have therefore felt

myself constantly weighed down by the thought of having to

labor without pioduang ”

Reading the letter, one understands what a deliverance it must

have been to him to get away from the tasks at which he had

labored for five years, and how he "awaited with longing” the

reply from the trustees The trustees understood the situation as

well as he did, and immediately granted his request On August

II he was able to make a final agreement with the Christiania

Norwegian Theater, whereafter he hastened across the moun

tains back to Bergen to make preparations for moving On

September 3, 1857, be took over the work as director in Oslo

He was now in his thirtieth year, and life had perhaps never

seemed so bright to him before Never had he set out on a journey

With so much courage and hope m his heart as now when he

looked forward to his new work in Oslo During the same sum
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mer he had finally succeeded m pnnting what up to that time

he considered his best work. Lady Inger of Qstr&t His old

friend Botten Hansen had accepted the play for his paper, IlUts

treret NyhedsbUd and as a repnnt from this papei it was put on

sale that fall The same summer, also, he had written most of a

new drama which he rated still higher, The Vtkmgs M Helge

land He seemed to carry in him a sense of victory

A fresh, youthful, national ^int was in the air It was no

longer merely the somewhat subdued national tone of Wei

haven and Andreas Munch, nor the merely decorative folk set

tings of Rolf Olsen or P A Jensen Asbjornsen, Jdigen Moe,

Ostgaaid, Landstad, and Aasen had created a taste for a much

deeper nationalism, and it was just at this time that Bjornstjerne

Bjornson appeared In the summer of 1857 published his

first book, the peasant story Synnove Solbakken, which spoke

more warmly to the heart of the Norwegian people than any

book had done before

When Ibsen arrived in Oslo m July of the same year, Bjorn

son vms one of the firat persons whose acquaintance he made, and

they both felt at once that they were brothers m battle for the

same cause Bjdrnson, in a lettei written early in August, said

that ''the playwright from Bergen” was in the city, and he was

already able to add "I love him”, and Ibsen, having been

given Synnove for travel reading as he set out on the overland

jouiney thiough Valdres back to Betgen, became devoted to

BjSrnson Two months later the two sat side by side in the Chris

tnma Theater to see the first performance of Between the Bat

ties, and soon after each of them sent a saga play, The Viiings

and Latne Hulda respectively, to the trustees of the same theater
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Again, oaly tvro weeks after that, Bjornson, who had been called

to the assistance of Ole Bull, set out for Bergen to take charge o(

the theater which Ibsen had just left Each was now director o(

hi8 own Norwegian theater It seemed propitious, and they both

found strength and joy in the thought

For hve years Ibsen remained director of the Christiania Nor

wegian Theater, beginning his work with energy and enthusiasm,

and undoubtedly finding, in his life and work in Oslo, many a

happy hour More and more, however, his courage gave way to

a sense of defeat and broken hopes, until at last he found himseU

in the unhappiest period of his life, a time more deeply unhappy

than even the first dark years in Grjmstad

At the time when Ibsen took over the management of the

Norwegian Theater m Oslo, it had just gone through a serious

crisis Applications to the Storthing, first for an annual subsidy

and later for a loan for building purposes, had both been re*

jccted, though by a majority of only fifty-seven votes against

forty nine This was m the latter part of June, 1857, and the

theater, compelled to reorgamze on a new basis, did so on the

very day (July at) that Ibsen came to the aty to make arrange*

ments for his new position, and did so with precisely the purpose

of placmg the management m the hands of a director Ibsen was

thus put there to save the theater

The Christiama Nomegian Theater was founded in the fall of

1852, modestly calling itself at first merely “a dramatic school
”

Despite this modesty it had a bold national program, inspired

by the Norwegian theater m Bergen, and given impetus by

chagnn over the fact that the Bergen theater was so mldly na-

tional Here it was the intention to establish a truly Norwegian
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theater in which the literary language should be given a fully

Norwegian pronunaation, and m which it was planned to grad

ually bring even the Norwegian vernacular on the stage

The success of the first managers in approaching their aim

compels surprise and admiration, yet they were unable to pre

vent the new theater fiom taking a second place Actors and

audience were both second rate, and the stage loom in M5l

leigata was small and inconvenient The theater was forced to

subsist on Danish vaudevilles and French farces, and to make it

a chief requirement of its actors that they have good voices for

singing Despite these compromises, Ibsen found the theater deep

in debt when he ariived Was it reasonable to expect that he

should be able to lift it out of the mirem which it was sunk^

He possessed determination and a progrim, some of which he

already announced in September, 1857, m his prologue to The

Mountom Aivenlure {Fjeldeventyret) He paid tiibute to the

poet and the composer for being the first to release “the native

voice,” to awaken tones from “the world of common life,” from

“the peasant’s lays,” and from “the sound of the lur ” It was the

national progiam which he had time and again outlined for the

theatei in Bergen, and which he now had opportunity to carry

into practice in Oslo We may assume that he \vas partly respon

sible for the fact that the theater, in November of the same year,

offered a pnze for the best dnma, prefeiubly a music drama,

sent in to it, with the stipulation that the “subject must be taken

from the life of our own people, or from our own histoiy
”

Further indications of his plan we may gather fi om the theater

notes which he wrote throughout the fall of 1857 lUwtreret

Nyhedsblad The practice of the editor, Botten Hansen, m using
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the director of one of the aty theaters as critic of the presentar

tions at the other, may seem to us strange at the outset, and be-

foie many months the situation became impossible But at first

there "was no such enmity between Ibsen and the Christiania

Theater as developed in the early part of 1858, and there is at

least one permanent value in these reports they clearly reveal

what standard Ibsen set for both drama and presentation

Even more strongly than he had already done it m The Mm
m 1851, he condemned the whole of the French dramatic school

which only created roles and dialogue without offenng any mtel

lectual content Insisting that national character should be evi

dent in the inner life of the drama, not merely in outward action,

he returned time and again to the general underlying prmaple

that art should attain to something far beyond the mere imita

tion of nature or actual life, that it should strive for intdicctual

truth, for that “higher symbolic representation of life” which

could “clarify the people’s fermenting thoughts ” He ridiculed

a public which wanted only photographic art, and which failed

to understand that in true art there must be an “uplifting

power ”

Wishing to build up his repertoiie on the basis of such ideals,

he also required that the actors, in presenting it, should adhere

to the same pnnaples Among his dramatic criticisms we find one

which deals at length with the whole mattei of stage instruc

tion, and here we see how he wanted the instructor to strive for

the expression of the author’s innermost thoughts, so that even

luxes which on the surface did not seem to say much, might

acquire dramatic content and intellectual meaning

Thus he made high demands on the director of a theater But
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his own opportunities for trying to advance by any new plan were

small duiing the first year, the season being already m prog

ress when he began, and his knowledge of his own actors being

but slight Things went on pretty much m the accustomed way,

and such new plays as he presented were for the most part bor

rowed from his experience m Bergen He worked carefully at

the staging and made sure that the ensemble was good Other

wise there was but small evidence of a change in management

That he still regarded the Norwegian Theater as second in

rank was shown when, at the beginning of Noverabei, 1857, b®

proffered his own play. The Vtktftgs at Helgoland, to the old

Danish Christiania Theater It was through this action that he

came into conflict with the rival theater, whereby m turn he was

dnven into an ever sharper battle for national principles both

within and outside of the theater

The play was accepted by the Christiania Theater for presenta

tion m the spring of 1858 But when, as the time approached,

Ibsen wished to inquire about some matter of staging, he nas in

formed thit since the theater could not afford to pay his royalty

at this time, the trustees had decided to postpone the production

for another year Ibsen became furiously angiy, and on the very

next day, March 10, he appeared m Ajtenbladet, which might be

called the national liberal paper of Oslo, with a sharp contro

versial article against the Christiania Theater He interpreted the

communication which had been sent him to mean that this theater

would, for the immediate future, %e unable to support, en

coumge, or on the whole concern itself with Nomegion diainatic

literature,” in fact that it had “broken down the bndge” between

Itself and this literature Now, he declared, there must inevitably
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be open Wat fare m tlie theatrical world, a gathering in defense of

either a Norwegian or a Danish theater in Norway, for the

Christiania Theater had shown its true face and proved itself to

be no more national now than it was twenty years ago

It may appear that Ibsen struck harder than the occasion de

manded, and it was soon thrown in his teeth that only his “un

bounded vanity” induced him to carry on in this manner Surely

he could not identify all of “Norwegian dramatic literature” with

himself alone

His vigorous angel, however, had not misinterpreted the con

temptuous tone of superiority which the theater management

found it permissible to use towaid an insignificant Norwegian

author Of this there was clear enough evidence in the writer

who was delegated to open a defense of the theater in Chmttanuh

Fasten He undeitook to show Ibsen his proper place, to point

out that since “he belonged with the insignificant writers” he

could not speak on behalf of national literature “As a dramatic

author,” wrote this man, “Herr Ibsen is a great nonentity, about

whom the nation cannot with any ardor set up a piotecting hedge

The Feast at Solhoug is altogether too lacking m the freshness

of originality to inspire any hopes for his future, and his next

clramatic work, luody Inger of Cstrit, is to an astonishing degree

shorn of idealism and poetry Every character in the plays bears

the stamp of baseness—^Herr Ibsen must be able to understand

that under these circumstances the public cannot look forward

With longing to his VthtngSy and that the present times are not aus-

picious for putting on the stage a drama which is probably but

mediocre ” The writer was further of the opinion that Ibsen’s

plays could not be consideied national merely because they were
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written by a Norwegian “That national feeling which is content

with feeding on native weeds, is not worth much consideration ”

On the othei hand, the writer knew where our people should find

satisfaction for their national needs “InA Munch lies the interest

of the nation But Herr Ibsen may not compare himself with

him ” Nor did he hesitate to add “H 0 Blom’s Tordenskpld is

indisputably the best among Norwegian plays ”

Such rough sarcasm could not but act as venom to the wound,

and others besides Ibsen were angry Bjonison came out in

Bergensfosten with the opinion that The Vtkmgs at Helgeland

was in the dramatic field the foremost thing that had yet been

written in Norway “It wll prove, when once acted, to be more

effective on the stage than any drama of oui-s has ever been be

fore ”

The drama was published in the midst of the contioversy,

printed toward the close of April as a supplement to Ulnttreret

Nyhedsblady and the reviewer J Licblein, writing in Mo\gen~

bladet, hailed it at once as “a genuinely national drama ” Not

everyone shaicd his enthusiasm, and various opinions were ex

pressed, but generally people thought that the drama repre

senCed the days of the anaent saga in a more strongly Norwegian

manner than any earlier play had done—that it bi ought us home

from Oehlenschlager

In February Ibsen had ventured to send his play to the Royal

Theater in Copenhagen, but the new saga style led to its abrupt

rejection In five days J Lw Heiberg had lus veidict ready, and

It IS of curious interest to know that he condemned 7 he Vilangs

upon the same fundamental pnnciples that Ibsen himself had

stated as recently as in the spring of 1857 “The Icelandic sagas
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have so marked an epic character that they can only be damanged

by the dramatic form The wildness and coarseness which they

portray are in the original form softened by the epic presenta

tion, but when they aie dramatized the subject matter stands out

in all Its crudity ” Seven weeks earlier he had similarly i ejected

Bjdrnson’s Lame Hidda, and he now gave his judgment of both

plays in the form of a prophecy “A Norwegian theater will

hardly proceed from the laboratory of these experiments, and

the Damsh is fortunately in no need of them ”

Though Heiberg failed to appreciate the tiemendous dramatic

power evident m The Vtkmgs, his cntiasm, at least m the case

of Ibsen, proved true The Vtktttgs did not become the basis of the

new Ibsen dtama Yet Ibsen still believed that he should continue

as he had begun Just as he had written Olaj Zeljekrans after The

Feast at Solhoug, so he now laid his plans for a new saga drams

to follow The VtkmgSy taking his subject from the latest volume

of P A Munch’s Hutory of the Norwe^n Nation, published

m 1857 and dealing with the civil war period m Norway Ibsen’s

dramatic imagination was stirred by the last of the 1 evolutionary

throne pretenders, Skule B&rdsson, in whom he discovered the

inner conflict which gave psychological interest to the struggle

At the same time he wished to present to his own times the de

mand for national unity which rose out of the civil wars

For some time the new drama remained a mere plan, Ibsen

being unable to And the proper dramatic form for his subject, and

before he had tune to attain his end, both his plan and his subject

were deeply transformed in his own mind

The thing of importani^ at the time was the fact that the con
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troversy about The Vikings had indeed developed into a question

of choosing between Norwegian and Danish drama in Norway,

a contest in which Ibsen succeeded in making it clear both to him

self and to others that it was precisely in the interests of Scandi

navian and general European harmony of effort that he wished

to further the growth of national culture in Norway “Culture is

unthinkable apait from national life” and “the gieat dream of

Scandinavian union” for which he, too, was enthusiastic could

never be realized unless Norway achieved equality with the

other countries as being “absolutely and in every respect inde

pendent ”

With this thought in mind he made it his purpose to raise his

own theater, the Norwegian, to a place of hrst rank in Norwegian

dramatic art, and dunng no other year did he throw himself so

completely into hts theater work as he did m the season that had

just begun, 1858-59 He produced almost twice as many new

dramas as in any other year, and by general admission they were

uniformly well acted Realizing that if he would make of the

second theater a truly national institution, he must depend chiefly

on his own plays, he ventured, despite the small stage and mdif

ferent actors at his command, to present The Vtkmgs in Novem

ber, 1858, and Lady Inger in April, 1859

The Vtktngs was greeted with approval The theater had gone

to a considerable expense foi settings, everything was done in

piopcr style, and the entire production was, as one of the icvicws

put It, “free from every positive fault ” But this counted for but

little since the actors themselves had too little wing power to lift

the drama into the realm of great art Though the play attracted
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a good house at first, and was performed eight times, it was never

a finonaal success BjSrnson produced it at the theater m Bergen,

but with even poorer results,

With the appearance of Lady Inger in the spring, Ibsen’s

failure was made complete The actors were in no way adequate,

and the play could be given only twice

Ibsen had failed entuely in the program that he had laid out

for himself While the income of the theater had in some degree

increased, expenditures had inci eased much more, and the season

closed with a large deficit That it survived as well as it did must

be attributed to the farces and vaudevilles, which were almost as

numerous as before Ibsen himself, balanang the accounts at the

end of the year, admitted his defeat “In theater work one learns

to be practical, one grows accustomed to admit the power of cir

cumstances and temporarily to renounce higher considerations

when It cannot be otherwise "

There must have been a sting of humiliation in thus giving up,

and deferring to a public taste which he disdained, as was, for in

stance, the case when Lady Inger vns mplaced by two “neat”

English dancers who kept the house filled evemng after evening

throughout the spring

He opened the new season of with The Vtkwgs at

Helgeland accompanied by a prologue which, while it had the

form of a memorial poem to King Oscar 1, was really a plea for

the national hterature, which had come into existence during the

years of his reign

Native foetry and drama

Under km made hold advance
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The poet asked

What makes a people rtch and strong.

As its hill and mountain story,

As Its olden days of glory.

Pictured forthm flay and song?

He held hopes that at least “once, perchance in the distant

future,’* such a literature should come into bloom

But for the present things did not look promising The Vikings

was played only once and was followed by the return of entert-un

mg pieces which by means of singing, farcical acting, and pretty

ladies appealed to the large public The great drawing card at this

partiailar time was a “dramatic diversion with singing and danc

mg” imported from Copenhagen and wntten for the gieat

Spanish dancer, Fepita, though Oslo had to content itself with

a local Danish dancer instead A part of the entertainment

consisted m ridiculing the eifoits toward nationalism m Nor

way, as personified by the “Noiwegian Norseman,” Herr

Bjerkebsck of Drammen He was the only character in the play

who spoke Norwegian—the dialect of Vika, Oslo’s East Side All

the other actors at this Norwegian theater spoke Danish or Ger

man

The newspapers expressed their disgust at such “empty tiash,”

such ‘^nuhtswurdtge bagatelles,” and wondered what had become

of the Norwepan theater “It is incomprehensible to us that

the whole theater, in undisturbed and genial indolence, is per

mitted to go on its way toward the beaten tracks of Danish inanity

—under the leadership of a Norwegian dramatist ”

Ibsen, too, was ill at ease He had thrown himself with fciwent
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energy into the cause oi nationalism and had never felt mom
strongly national in his interests than he did just now During

these two years that he had lived in Oslo he had become a sort

of national festival poet to whom one might turn on every

occasion—^ i emorial celebrations, May Seventeenth celebra

tioiis, ir 1 4,8 of Turnvereins and rifle corps, picture mottoes,

or whatever else one might want He was ready at all times to

produce national festival lyrics, almost none of which were later

included in his poetry collections

Nor was it only upon encouragement from others that he

wi ote on national subjects In the fall of 1 858 he tried his hand at

a long narrative poem from the same period as that in which he

had placed The Feast at Solhoug The subject of the poem, which

he called King Haakorfs Guild Halit was Audun of Hegranes,

who dreamed of winning the kingdom of Noiway The poem was

never finished, and Ibsen was unable, for all his effort and all his

Norwegian phraseology, to give it any genuine national tone

However, the intention was clear enough

At New Year, 1859, he uttered his sharp “Gull’s Cry” m an

swer to a Damsh request that Norwegians should cease their

separatist efforts to develop a distinct Norwegian language While

he admitted that there was but little beauty in the Norwegian

gull’s cry over the sea, he pointed out that by its very nature

the gull was unable to cry otherwise Quite as “bitterly angry”

as the Danes whom he attacked, Ibsen suggested that they had

better look out foi themselves and their own Danish language

instead of carping at the Norwegians

YoUy Damsh man, yourself are •poor

In power and puh of word
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In Danish poetry he found altogether too much of the German

spint

To hero sons ye gave your frasse,

But Germanvm the song

Your daughters* weeptng, bardic lays,

Were m that stranger tongue

In tales aboui your saga-folk

The German run^s your best

The times demand now break that yoke.

And if yed^e not—then invoke.

Worthless, the gravels duU rest

During this time, the winter of 1 858-59, there raged the gieat

est and most heated language controversy that had ever taken

place in Norway Vinje had touched a match to the question with

his organ, The Dalesman Bjornson m Bergen was charmed and

attracted by the new Nonvegiaii vernaculat, and Ibsen also felt

toward it something of sympathetic relationship, a feeling which

IS evident in his use of Norwegian words and expressions in “The

GulPs Cry,” and other poems of the same period Writing a

poem for a tableau at the theater, he used so many Norwegian

words that the Danish actor who was to reatc it became angiy

and said that he would have nothing to do with it Ibsen, how

ever, wrote things that weie even worse than this

In 1859, tuidertaking to provide his own theater with the na

tional music drama for which it had during the two previous years

vainly offered a prize, he set about to change Olaj Ltl^ekrans

into an opera called The Mountain Bird, in which he used a

much broader Norwegian language than he had evei employed

earlier It is clearly a part of the language controversy One must
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adnut that the tone is somewhat labored, and that this is not

Ibsen’s natural speech He was unable to complete the work

but he really wished to be Norwegian

Another attempt to stake a blow for Norwegian art was

in October, 1 859, when he entered a petition to the new Storthing

for a yearly contribution toward the expenses of the Chnstiania

Noi-wegian Theater The amount was set at two thousand specie

dollars, twice as much as the entire defiat for the pieceding sea

son In his application Ibsen explained “the importance of

national feeling in the intellectual life and development of a

people,” and especially “the high significance of national art”

Pointing out the value of dramatic art in the life of the people,

he showed how disastrous it would be if this art were “forced

by circumstances and adverse conditions to take a false direction ”

“Under sucli advei*se conditions a theater, instead of leadtng its

public, IS too often forced to follow it, and to permit itself in mat

ters of detail to be earned away by the prevalent, often corrupted,

taste ” Now if the Norwegian theater should be free to properly

fulfill Its national mission, a considerable State appropiiation was

necessary

We see that Ibsen had not yet given up all hope of retrieving

himself and the theater from their “mistaken course,” and just st

this tune he gained a powerful ally m the battle, when Bjfirn

stjerne BjSrnson leturned to Oslo in the ^1 of 1859 to be part

editor of Aftenhladet The brief fnendship of 1857 was renewed,

and the faith and courage that dwelt in Bjdmson became a source

of strength to Ibsen Of their personal assoaation during the

Winter that followed, we have external evidence in the l^t that

Bjdmson was sponsor to the son, Siguid, who was born to Ibsen
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at Christmas time, 1859 Espeaally were the two bound together

m their efforts for the cause of national literature and art

The same Hennk Ibsen who was later an enemy of all union

and amalgamation, at this time, November, 1859, persuaded

Bjornson to assist him in the founding of the Norwegian Society

for '^the encouragement of nationalism in literature and ait,”

and espeaally for the support of Norwegian dramatic art

Bjfirnsoii became president of the society—^Ibsen did not feel

equal to the position—and throughout the entiie winter it served

as a gathering place for all sorts of people with national interests

members of the Storthing, journalists, scientists, artists They

met on Tuesday evenings and entertained each othei with

speeches, conversation, and music In December both Ibsen and

Bjornson were included m a speaal committee which had the ob

ject of gathenng Norwegian actors from the thiec Oslo and

Bcigen theaters for united presentations at the Christiania Thea

ter the next summer It was a thought which Ibsen had suggested

as early as in the theater controvert of 1858 But again one dis

appointment followed upon another

In a way, it is amusing to recall that forty years later, when

Ibsen was a guest of the Swedish Authors’ Association, he said

^'It has been a remarkable expenence for me to be present here

I do not remember that I have ever belonged to any society,

and I almost believe that it is the first time 1 have been piesent

in one ” As a rule Ibsen had a distinct memory foi incidents both

great and small in his own life, but this time he was indeed mis

taken One might think that he had tried to strike out all mcm
ory of his youth before he became the great lonely one The facts

are that at one time he had for more than a year ( 1 850-5 1 ) been
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active in the Students’ Assoaation and in the Literary Society,

that during the last two winters in Bergen, 1855-57, he had been

an active member of the Society of Decembei Twenty-'Second,

that m 1858 when a Norwegian Carl Johan Association was

formed, he became a member and remained so until after 1880

He was also a member of the Christiania rifle corps from the

time of Its organization in 1859 And now in 1859 he even made

the first move in organizing a society

Perhaps it was this last expeiience that later kept him away

from societies and assoaations of every sort, for the Norwegian

Soaety became too large and too political for his taste He did

not feel at home where so itmny people were gathered, and he

had little mteiest in the politics which filled the winter of 1859-

60, struggles about the new reform party and about the relation

to Sweden Furthermore, the Storthing again, on May 18, i860,

declined a request for an appropnation to the Norwegian Thca

ter, only a small minority of twenty eight votingm its favor Not

even all the Storthing members who belonged to the Norwegian

Society voted for the appropnation At the same time the Chris-

tiania Theater refused to admit the plays which the committee

of the Norwegian Soaety wished to present The way seemed

closed in every direction, and aside from words and fine phiases,

Ibsen saw no apparent lesults of the association he had started

Toward the close of 1859 burst into a “national” fit of an

ger similar to that of the spnng of 1858, an evidence of the m
tolerable mood which prevailed in him A certain poet of the old

Wergeland school, H 0 Blom, published in Morg$nbladet a

farewell poem upon the departure of the Danish actor Vilhelm
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Wiehe, from Oslo to Copenhagen Blom, who had at one time

been a nationalist, now thought that if the Danes left the Nor

wegian stage, it would be impossible to properly maintain a

theater m the countiy, and that the event would clearly be the

Ragnarok of Norwegian dramatic art As an example he pointed

to the Christiania Noi*wegian Theater

In Mollergaten ts a house of ‘players

Where I have douitfiUly been enterUuned

There is a btt of verve, and there are ladies

Whom one may look at vnthout being pained,

But ah, the language f lady sweet of heaven

Who proudly guards the sacred Fhaliers door,

If unto us the same hodgepodge is pven

I swear that we will call the fare too poor

On that stage, he went on to say, one heard all kinds of vul

garisms which showed that the Norwegians had not mastered

dramatic art On the contrary, he proclaimed,

The -pattern for the Northern art of drama

In Copenhagen yet will long remain

Ibsen’s anger boiled over This was an attack, not only on

things he believed in, but on the very work to which he had

dedicated his life, and thiec days later, December 10, there ap

peared in Aftenbladet a “Letter to H 0 Blom” seventeen

stanzas long Altogether unsparing toward his opponent, he

berated him for poor verses as well as foi currish thoughts,

and compared him to an “embalmed corpse ” The thing of m
teiest in the poem is its lively anger and its assurance of the

“dawn of a new born day beyond the ridge ” The young poet
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IS quite willing to believe that a Ragnar&k is due to descend

upon the Valhall to which H 0 Blom adhered, the Banish

Christiania Theater But he declares that

—to heaven ktghest

Is not ValhalUf but young Gtmle mghest

The native Norwegian language he defends against all

charges, wishing only that it may become a purer Norwegian

Read, inhere you wtlly and you shall -find tt truey

We use the wording of our Damsh neighbors,

And even Vmje^s thought m bondage labors

This disparagement of the use of Danish in Norway was de-

leted twelve years later when Ibsen included the poem m his

collection, but at the time of writing it was filled with the spirit

of national indignation which inspired the writer

Blom retorted promptly m Morgenhladet of December 13

with a poem as long and coarse as it was meager in content He,

being a poet ten years older, pointed out to the impertinent young

ster his proper place

But 1 am H G Blom, that makes a difference!

And you are Henrtk Ibsen—nothing morel

Considering that the rest of the poem was merely coarse abuse

without any point, there was really nothing to answer, but Ibsen,

at least as angry as he had been before, rushed to Aftenbladet with

a rhymed letter, “Lmes in Haste to H 0 Blom,” fourteen

stanzas long Bjbrnson stuck the poem in his pocket without pnnt

ing it, and quite propeily, for it was a mere collection of abusive

terms m rhyme—“old garrison fellow,” “broken windfall,”

“humbug whole,” “Tyboe,” etc While the rhymes are often

amusing, and while there is an abundance of ultra Norw^an
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words, the thing of mam interest is again the reckless anger of the

poem Clearly, Ibsen must have been struck in a tender spot, to

cry out sol

It did no good to become angry He knew only too well that

he was htcing defeat m his work, and one wonders if he did not

secretly feel that he had permitted himself to be drawn into

the Norwegian movement more deeply than his convictions ap

proved He must sometimes have asked himself if at bottom his

effort for nationalism was thoroughly genuine



CDapter Ctoeltoe

A MIND DIVIDED

I
BSEN Jived with a divided mind dunng these years While

his work at the Norwegian Theater, his friendship vnth

Bjornson, and many other things prodded him to the fight for

Norwegian nationalism and filled him with warmth and enthusi

asm, other influences within himself and in his surroundings

sowed in his mind the seeds of doubt and kept his critical sense

awake

During the very same wmter (1859-60) that he was most

closely assoaated with Bjornson, whom he even persuaded to

help him form the Norwegian Soaety, he moved more frequently

than ever before m a circle of friends who were imbued with an

altogether difi^erent spirit, a group which gathered under the

insignia “the learned Holland ”

The name was really an affectionate appellation for the book

filled work room of Paul Botten Hansen, and had been invented

at a time when he had made an especially fortunate find as a

book collectoi When Ludvig Daae, one of his friends, who

was also an enthusiastic collector, heard of it, he burst out “Shame

on the Hollander, his spies are everywhere ” It was a quotation

from Holberg’s Jacoi von Tyboe which was thus applied to

Botten Hansen and his home, and later also to his friends, among

whom he was called the “ancestral Hollander” Those who

made themselves at home in his “Holland” shared the name

156
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Botten Hansen was the best informed literary critic in Noi

way at the time, and an ardent lover of books, fond of the rate

and old and unusual, but just as much or more inteiested m
things that were unknown because they were new Having given

up his own youthful dream of becoming a poet, he paid close

attention to the pi oduction of new books, and regarded them with

the feeling of a soit of foster father The weekly paper which he

edited, llUutrsret Nyhedsbladi wis a treasure trove of mforma

tion about contemporary literature, and his work room in Raad

stugata became a favorite gathering place for lovers of books

and literary art

Needless to say, Ibsen, on his return from Beigen to Oslo,

immediately became a regular visitor at the quarters of his old

fiiend The acquaintance had been maintained while Ibsen was

in Bergen, and recently Botten Hansen had defended The Feast

at Solhoug against unfriendly criticism, and had printed Lady

Inger of Ostr^ in his paper Still later he published also The

Vtkmgs at Helgelatid Though Botten Hansen was not given to

flattery, and employed a strongly ironic tone in conversation,

Ibsen knew that he could invariably rely on his fnendship, and

he felt safe and at home ui the narrow room crowded with

books While he could contribute nothing to the creation of a

learned Holland, he loved literature, and he met heie new

friends who weie among the best scholars in the land

First of all there was M Biikeland, later director of the Pub

lie Record office, “the great vicar” of the learned Holland, who

had been associated with Botten Hansen longer and more closely

than anyone else Though his interest lay in history and politics

rather than in literature, he possessed a wealth of knowledge
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with an unusually clear intellect, and was independent in thought

and judgment

Secondly, theie was another historical scholar, Ludvig Daae,

who although he held Biikeland as his great ideal, had an aito

gether different temperament While Birkeland was quiet and

unobtrusive, Daae was fiery and vivacious, easily moved to anger

or joy, and quite capable, when exated, of performing a sohtary

war dance among the book shelves When iiritated, he did not,

like Botten Hansen, resort to an ironic smile, but to a great

store of abusive terms, Latin or Norwegian In historical out

look he lacked the breadth of Birkeland, and in his studies he

was more the antiquarian, sharing with Botten Hansen the col

lector’s passion All three were alike in their delight upon dis-

covering the human element in books and m history

Daae had a speaal connection with Ibsen, being a relative ol

Susannah Thoresen, who on her mother’s side belonged to the

Daae family Ludvig Daae and Susannah were second cousins

He left Oslo soon after Ibsen’s arrival and moved to Dtammcn,

where he lived during the years 1859-63, making quite regular

journeys back to the capital After 1859 Botten Hansen, Birke-

land, and Ibsen composed the hierarchy of Holland, and the

three met almost every day, either at Botten Hansen’s or at

some cafd Subject matter foi conversation was always supphed

by old 01 new books belonging to the “ancestral Hollander,”

or by the events of the day, particularly in politics

Many otliers visited Botten Hansen more or less fiequently

dunng these years About i860 the historical scholar, Oluf

Rygh, and the jurist, O A Bachke, were piactically regular

members of Holland, and m 1861 an old fnend of Botten
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Hansen’s, the philologist Jakob Lokke, moved to the aty and

becnme as good a Hollander as Birkeland and Ibsen themselves,

though mabng a study of language rather than books He w-is

a steady going, dependable fellow, more dogmatic in his think

ing than the others, with the possible exception of Biikeland,

who on his side was perhaps equally immovable

Many members of this group—such men as Biikeland, Daae,

Bachke, and Lokke—^were later among the leaders m conserva

tive politics, but It was not until toward Che close of the sixties

that political divisions haidened m clear lines Similarly, other

contrasts which later became sharp weie still somewhat indis

tinct Thus one finds associated with Botten Hansen many who

in our opinion would seem to belong to quite othei gioups, such

IS A O Yinje, J £ Sars, and, during the winter of 1 859-60,

even Bjornstjeine Bjdrnson They had national, historical, and

literary inteiests to bind them together

Yet the learned Holland was governed by a spirit quite dif

ferent from that of the Norwegian Society For Ibsen the great

cst attraction to his Hollander friends lay in their sober sense

for the real, for fact and actual conditions They cared much

more for the past than foi the future and wcie inclined to be

siapictous oi any idealistic faith in progress They judged every

thing by whit they observed close at hand, and feared what

might be in any way strained or unnatural—^whatever was de

signed to shape society or intellectual life according to ready

made plans Thus they were opposed to all language agitation,

including Bjbrnson’s attempt to introduce Norwegian words and

phrases into the prevailing Danish literary language, as well as

Vmje’s attempt to build up a new Norwegian litcrai-y language
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from the dialects Also, democratic politics seemed to them

affected and spurious The critical power in these men was

stionger than the impulse to action

Quite naturally, Ludvig Holbcrg was their favorite author

Theie were people amohg them who knew his comedies almost

by heart, and quotations from Holberg spiced all their con

versatioii Ibsen had loved Holberg even in his Grimstad days,

finding in him much of the love of irony, the sense of the lu

dicrous, which he himself possessed, and after his six lonely

years in Bergen it was a joy to him to give free reign to his

satire in Holbeig’s spirit In the Hollander circle he was even

given the nickname “Gert Westphaler,” taken from one of

Holbeig’s comedies

It may seem strange that he who was usually so silent and

unapproachable, should have anything in common with Gert

‘^the talkative barber,’* but in a circle of good fnends he would

sometimes be quite voluble, and especially if goaded by anger or

mitation Then he cracked his whip m Holberg’s manner at

current hypoensy and smallness of spirit At such times he

spared no one, he was absolutely reckless At other times hn

chief delight would be to sit in his corner of the sofa and utter

tremendous paradoxes or argue propositions that appeared self

contradictoiy on the face of them What would happen, he sug

gested, to an owl that was afraid of the dark, or to a fish that

could not bear the water, or to a man who was lowered to the

center of the earth and did not know the difference between up

and down^ Was there not a possibility that the axiom that two

and two are four might be mvalid on Sinus? Ibsen’s fnends,

considermg this a strange sort of talk, compared it to the bab-
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blmgs o£ Gert Westphaler m Holbeig Ibsen himself derived

from It practice in dialectics and an opportunity to try the strength

of his thought, as well as an outlet for his criticism and doubt,

which thus assailed old truths

We can be fairly certain that as long as be harbored these

critical thoughts, he never yielded himself wholly to the influ

ence of Bjornstjerne Bjdinson The other Hollanders could

never quite like Bjdrnson, and would not at all submit to his

leadership While they considered him a great poet, perhaps the

greatest in Norway, they really cared little for lyric quality and

were therefoie unable to appreaate him fully Aside from his

poetry, they thought he showed but small ability, especially in

his attempts to dominate politics In the fall of 1859,

time he moved back to Oslo, an eager Bjbrnson enthusiast de

dared that Birkeland, Botten Hansen, and Ibsen had '‘deter

mined not to recognize Bjornson ” It is true, many members of

the group were amused by Vmje’s rough treatment of Bjorn

son’s peasant story Ame, and an echo of their judgment of

Bjornson appears m a letter from Vmjc to Botten Hansen, m
which Bjornson is described as a "poor ignoramus ”

At other times, Vmje expresses thoughts that might equally

well have come from Ibsen, for instance, in a letter of i860 we

read "Good Lord, if one could be as happy as for example

B Bjornson, who believes himself to be a gieat man and so rests

on his laurels'” And some months later "I have not the happy

nature of, for instance, B Bjbrnson, who can sail on the advanc

mg current without once thinking of the receding bde ” Ibsen

had undoubtedly harboied similar thoughts, wishing to believe

thus happily m himself and m the future, even while he dis-
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paraged the childishness of such belief The two impulses con

tended within him

A feeling of happiness seemed uppermost during the first pe-

riod in Oslo He found pleasure and hope in his work he had

plans foi new dramas, he wrote strong and courageous songs

In the spring of 1858 he published among other things the poem

“Building Plans,” recalling the fiiat time he had anything

printed, and the dreams which had then filled his mind—of the

cloud castle with its two wings

The greater shall shelter a smger immortal

The smaller to a matden shall ofen its fortal

Now, however, the proportions were reversed “The great

became too little, the httle one was all ” He looked forward now

to mairicd happiness, and m the month of June went to Bergen

for his bride A few days after his ai rival there, her fithei, the

old Pastor Thoresen, died, and the marriage ceremony was

very quietly performed just after the funeral (June 18, 1858

)

So now he was married, and had established his own home in

Oslo, living at first m the fine new apartment Maltheby in

Akersgata

From this penod we have the most courageous, we might

almost say the most arrogant, poem that he ever wrote, “The

Springtime of Life” The general joy of life expressed m hu

“Traveler’s Song” of 1853 is nothing compared to the bold,

personal exultation in this new poem of 1858

I tmist out and away to God*s nature free.

To the shmmg deltght of sfrtngf

For my heart beats htghy from my cage I fiee^

For the ftght I have courage and wtng
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1 kffoe courage to fight *gamst a world of woe,

It has held me too long a slave,

Now I exult as I laugh and go

To meet wtth the sfrmgtime brave

My mtnd ts a shtf with *ts satis all set,

I am strong m my youth and free

My fath leads upward, and I shall yet

Strom fast you all, you shall seel

Overboard wtth the ballast of care and eark^

Set the last white shroud wtth a cheer!

And what tf I shatter my roaming bark,

I sail not m the rear I

This IS so youthfully unrestrained that one wonders how

Ibsen can have written it Furthermore, he looks back with dis-

approval upon the poetry of discouragement which he had writ

ten in his earliest youth

Elegiac nme flowers I breathed ufon

My window panels frosty mght

A single beam from the hearths warm sun

Has put that chslJy stuff to fitght

He felt a new poetry welling up within him He sang ‘‘joyous

songs of spnng for spring lived m his own heart

Yet the poem ends abruptly and was never finished Spnng

time died within him, and he broke off m the middle of a stanza

in which we wonderingly hear a new and bitter tone As he looks

out upon a hillside set with straight young pines, the thought

which stnkes him is this
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Under these the way goes forward^

Never tnmd where to—
Never mtnd, if btu not homeward—

No longer satisfied to simply commune with nature, he wants

to get £ar, far away His homeland has become a cage where his

flight IS restrained and his wings are clipped

The poem itself proves the truth of his later statement that

he began even m 1858 to think of the subject which developed

into iMVtfs Comedy, and which thrust aside the historical drama

about Earl Skule The phrase “if I shatter my roaming bark"

has been retained in this new drama, though with a changed

meaning, an undertone of irony which leads into discourage-

ment and loss of hope “Life’s spiingtimc” ended in shipwredt

A contrast between life and poetry began to be evident to

him Though life had certainly now attained, as he said later,

“a more weighty content,” he did not know how to give the new

content a poetic form Recently he had longed for a great sor

row which might awaken his soul For a while he thought that

he had struggled through his difficulty, but the thought re-

turned, and he found no peace Strained tightly by the cords of

life about him, he felt that he could not cry out as he longed

to do

Ibsen was a feale verse-maker, and all the world came to ins

door to demand poems He promised generously, but internally

he shrank from this work and was likely not to have the poems

finished before the printer’s boy stood in the room He felt

that his mind was depleted by such production, but much as he

longed to break away, he knew no way of escape
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Even the work in which he was engaged became more and

more irksome to him For one thing, he was compelled, at the

Christiania Norwegian Theater, to work lot a nationalism which

seemed increasingly unnatural to him Tired of being compelled

to be Norwegian, he began to protest against the homespun Ian

guage which was required of his actors, and to try instead to

create a freer, easier form of “polite speech”, but he ivas not

permitted to do as he pleased, and his giowing anger had to be

confined within him

While in the actual management of the theater he had much

more freedom here than he had as mere instructor in Bergen,

the routine work demanded his attention so completely that he

was still bound, and even m a worse way than foimerly In

Beigcn It had been a part of his work to write, here he simply

had no leisure to do so He frittered away his creative talent in

the writing of inconsequential verses, but not a single dramatic

work did he manage to complete m all the five years that he was

theater director

He fdt this bitterly It was of this period in Oslo that he was

thinking when he advised Bjornson m i86j not to undertake the

work at a theater “One might stand the woik, if a waste of time

were the only ill effect—^if poetic visions, moods, and images

were but shoved aside to return later But it is not so Notv vi

sions will appear, but the mteivening ones die unborn, and thea

tei work becomes to a dramatist a repeated act of abortion

Civil law prescribes punishment for this crime, but I do not

know if the Lord is more liberal ” To this he added “Talent is

no privilege, it is a duty ” He had some fedtng that he was
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betraying his highest duty dunng these years, and expresses his

regret m a line m TAa Pretenders “Songs unsung are ever the

fairest
”

Returning dunng this period to the painter’s art, which he had

never quite laid aside, he studied oil painting under Magnus

Bagge, and at least until i86i had always some painting or other

on his sketching stool Though he found in this a kind of out

let for his creative energy, he was consaous that it was no more

than a makeshift

In the meantime, while Ibsen kept silent, Bjornstjerne Bj6rn

son became the great poet of young Norway Though he had ap

peared much later than Ibsen and had written but little, he

loomed much greater m the Norwegian woild of letters His

writings were in a far, far greater degree the true children of his

own desire With Synnove Solbakken he had won the hearts of

all his readers, and now m 1859 there appeared first Ame, then

A Haffy Boy, and the other peasant stories, new and personal in

artistic form, nch in heart felt warmth

About his personality there was always a certain breezincss

He was boi n to be a chieftain—as he himself knew, and as every

one else understood Even his tall, commanding physique bore

witness of the fact While in Bergen he had become a political

leader on a national piogram, and though he was less fortunate

when he tried to carry the same piogram into effect in Oslo, he

did attain the position of a national chieftain His patriotic songs,

one after the other, took people by stoim

Agamst such a figure Ibsen was thrown wholly in the shade.

He was small of stature; timid m public appearance, and altO'
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gether incapable of creating any sensation about himself He was

helplessly shoved aside He even had to see that his friend,

A O Vinje, was at this time given a much greater share of atten

tion than he himself, Vmje having discovered, after 1858, a

poetic form which suited his gift, and being in addition a vigorous

jouinalist who made the town, and even the country, talk about

him Ibsen, it is true, had wiitten a few national dramas which

were certainly appieciated by a great many people, but none of

his work was deeply and powerfully distinguished fiom what

others had done before, and no one expected him to attain new

heights beyond and above his eailier writings

In the spring of i8do Ibsen, Bjdtnson, and Vinje all applied

to the State for traveling stipends Bjbrnson asked straight out

for support as a poet, which neithci Vinje nor Ibsen dared to

do Vinjc applied foi money to study jurisprudence in England

and Scotland, Ibsen wanted an opportunity to study the thea

ters more closely, and asked funds for a tour of six months to

I ondon, Fans, the chief cities of Germany, Copenhagen, and

Stockholm Bjornson would not be content with less than 1000

specie dollars, Vinje applied for 500, Ibsen for 400 Ihe Uni

versity included only Vmje in its list of recommendatioiu, and

the Government gave 500 specie dollars to Bjoinson and 250 to

Vmje No one thought it necessary to gi ant Ibsen’s 1 equest

Worse than such disappointment, however, was the fact that

he was tormented by doubts about his own creative talent In

the summer of 1859, he wrote the poem *‘In the Picture Gal

lery,” harking back to the doubts which had attacked him in

Dresden, seven years earlier The “loathsome black elf” now
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work, and who knows so little of hope that he seems to subsist

on the very doubt which he expi'esses

Even deeper and more bitter is the self judgment in the longer

poem, On the Fells, which he wrote some months later, toward

the close of the year 1859 Here he is in the midst of the crisis,

divided between two basic tendencies of his mind, in the conflict

between the aesthetic and the ethical view of hfe As he himself

formulated the contrast, we And the question most clearly and

fully expressed in the life philosophy of Soren Kierkegaard,

and it IS undoubtedly from Kieikegaard that Ibsen has learned

to raise the question m this form This does not mean, however,

that It is to Ibsen a mere philosophical theory On the contrary.

It goes down to the deepest depths of his soul, raising a con

flict which year after year filled his mner life until the victory

was finally won by the strongei element in him, the ethical de

mnnd And still the question recurred in his old age, whether

the xsthetic had not after all conquered the ethical

The poem. On the Fells, is an exposition of aestheticism as

a power that captivates and makes itself master of the mind

A^sthetiusm is a philosophic view which makes of life a drama,

a subject matter foi art, while the artist himself remains outside

as a mere spectator, or—like the ‘^Seducei” in Kierkegaard’s

Either Or^gives impetus to intellectual and emotional conflict,

always, be it noted, in others, so that he can himself enjoy the

drama fully The assthetic view thus robs romantiasm of all

manly vigor, makes it what the Danish philosopher, Sibbern,

desenbes as "hollow eyed”—a way of thinking by which evei-y

thing IS seen as in a mirror and i caches the mmd only by rcflec

tion It IS this that J L Heiberg made the principle of writing
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when he demanded “reflectiveness” rathei than inspiration,
it

IS a constant self analysis, by which the freshly natural impulses

in man are destroyed

That “I” who relates the histoiy of his inner life in the

poem On t/tfi Pfills, has fled fiom mother and bride and hves

in the wilds with nothing but his dreams and his longing The

power which has driven him thither away from life is given the

form of the Strange Hunter who teaches him the “freedom”

of the fells, who strengthens his desire to live with his own

thoughts, and who robs him of “the power to will ” From out

of this freedom, however, he looks with heartache and anguish

upon the Are which on Christmas Eve destroys his home, and

with It hia old mother The Strange Huntei, on the other hand,

comments coldly on the artistic effect of combined flame and

moonlight, and

Ha feared through hfs hollowed hand below

To get the fersfecttve rtght—
until the man who at first had thought only of his own loss had

to admit

—that contrast m Ughtmg, tt must be satd,

*Twas a wonderful effect!

At midsummer time he is able “self-steeled” to look calmly on

while his bride rides to her wedding with another man, and to

say m his own behalf

7 held to my eye my hollowed hand

To get the fersfecttve rtght

With artistic appreoation he sees

—her dress f what a fine effect.

Seen red through the white btrch trees!
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and feels that he is free, lifted high above the people of the

parish

The last of my lowland -path is trod,

Up here on the fells must be freedom and God,

Men do but grope, tn the valley

Ten yean later, Ibsen, writing of this poem, describes it as

the first fi*uits of the new life content he had then found, and

says that it is sustained by an earnest ^'craving for freedom ” He
seems through this poem to release himself from sorrow and

spintual suffering and the defeats of hfe, and to place about his

heart a shield, as it were, of steel like thought as a defense against

the world

There is hardly another poem in all literature which pene

trates so deeply into the aesthetic view of hfe as On the Fells,

and It expiessed a vital need in Ibsen to arm himself with

assthetiasm, so that he might view life from a distance How
deeply this poem was rooted in his own soul may be seen by a

small but unmistakable bit of evidence it was the first which

he could include in his later collections without any change

whatever In thought as well as in form, the poem was perfect

at Its conception

Yet all this does not mean that he was leady to accept ses*

theticism as his life philosophy On the contmiy, the poem was

born of a hot inner conffict m which the deepest impulse is the

desire to free himself from aestheticism With all his might he

battles agamst the danger of becoming, like the Strange Hunter,

a cold devotee of art—against the disaster, which to him would

be torture, of losing his ability to act With a sense of (error he

feels that
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Parched are the vems where a flood Hde ran,

Af$d I surely find, when my heart I scan.

All symptoms of fetrtfactum

We may be sure that “petrifaction” of the heart was no ideal

to Ibsen, it would be death to him Therefore he could be no

aesthete, and when in spite of this he felt himself in danger of

becoming one, he summoned all his strength in opposition Years

were to pass before he saw the end of the struggle

“The desiie for freedom,” he wrote m 1870, which permeated

On the Fells, “was after all not completely expressed before the

writing of LovPs Comedy ” The relation between the poem and

the drama, both psychologically and chronologically, is as close

as It well cai\ be The aesthetic view of life is the very subject of

Lovers Comedy, and though the play was not hmshed before

1862, It was fully planned and even partly written in i860, just

after the poem On the Fells At that time it was a prose drama

called Svanhild, of which only a fragment remains, sufficient,

however, to prove that in thought and scene arrangement it was

on the whole the same as the later poetic drama. Lovers Comedy

In the history of Ibsen’s development, then, it belongs to the

year 1 860, and tlie words which he wrote about the drama m

1865 must refer to this year “If it was ever a necessity for an

author to free himself of a mood and a subject matter, it was

so for me when I set out to write this work ”

In the Svanhdd fragment we meet the poet Falk at the xa^

thetic stage of his development Like Ibsen, formerly, he “asb

of Heaven a great sorrow,” that he may have something to wnte

about He kills a starling with a stone, that he may write a
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poem about it, he requests Svanhtld to sing for him until he has

had enough, then he will give back the song in poem after

poem, life means nothing to him except m so far as it gives

subject matter for poetry Svanhild, who is here still hnrdly

more than a child, says of him that he is “really a wicked man,”

and instinctively he knows that this, put in childish form, is the

truth Even in this first version of the drama, Ibsen allowed

Falk to burst the aesthetic chrysalis m his desire to discard paper

poetry and parlor poetty to come to grips with life itself, but

the end is after all a loss of courage, a loss of faith in the possi

bility that life and art may be harmonized He gives up Svan

hild, but through the loss his soul becomes filled with song and

with a desire to sing it freely on the mountain heights

Thus the struggle between the aesthetic and the etliicai con

tiiiues in Ibsen, and though aestheticism still has the stronger

hold on him, he cm never completely submit to it

The thing which gives impulse to the dramatic struggle in

Svanli4d had moved in his thoughts since he first di earned of

beconung a poet We hear it in lyncs that he wrote ten years

earlier, at the time when he had to give up his first dream of

love Then, in agreement with Heiberg’s philosophy, he de

dared that happiness was not in attainment, but in longing and

aspiration, and he asked that the young girl he loved would

sing to him

2 houghts tmthtn thy sprtt hnght,

I mil hear jrom height to height

,

Weave my lovely fantojies

Out of all thy melodies
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That which was once a consolation had now become a cnnft
itt

within his own soul from which he found no rest He was com

polled to fight the battle out within himself

In the summer of i860, upon the death of J L Heiberg,

Ibsen wrote a memorial poem to which, m a later revised and

shortened form, he gave the title “To the Survivors ” The sur

pnsmg thing m this po«n is that Heiberg, who through many

years had been the great dictator in Danish intellectual arcles,

suddenly becomes a “thorn-crowned sower” who is “borne down

’twuct traitor shields,” and who in his bfetime has met only

lack of appreaation The explanation lies in the verses refeinng

to others in the Scandinavian countries of whom one might say

that they bore

—on ihetr breasts the brand

Of the torch themselves had handled

Ibsen, filled with the thought of his own straggle, feeling

lonely and “borne down ’twixt shields,” involuntarily trans

ferred his own expenence to Heiberg

He was in the middle of a period of heaviness, despondency,

and hopelessness, such as he had never expenenced in all his

life after he grew to manhood The Storthing had lefused him

a subsidy for his theater, and the Government refused to give

him mon^ for travel He was uncertain about his calhng as a

poet, he could not make of Svmhtld what he wished, he had

not found opportunity to write a drama in three years, and he

began to doubt that he would be able to produce another-—to

doubt even that he had any spiritual basis foi writing

He grew careless about himself He no longer kept himself

as neat and attractive in outward appearance as he had formerly
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taken pride in doing He began to haunt cheap caf£s, and peo-

pie would see him sitting alone with his hand under his chin

and a careworn expression about his mouth He wore an old

dented hat, his beard grew untended, and his hair was a tousled

mine He seemed on the point o£ letting himself go, as if he

hid quite surrendered

Of the depths to which he had fallen we find the clearest

evidence in the fact that he, who had formeily bent all his

energies on the fulfillment of his duties, now began to shirk

them, and to be slovenly about his work

The Norwegian Theater building had been remodeled in

the summer of i860, and with the aid of contributions collected

by the trustees from all over the country, it was finally to have

a proper stage But the changes had cost much more than had

been expected, and the theater, having acquired a new burden

of debt, entered upon the new theatrical season with economic

difficulties All the more it was necessary that the director put

forth his best effort

But this he failed to d(o Rather, he gave up the struggle

There is something tiagic m the fact that he opened the new

theater with such ^'national” plays as he himself despised, first

the vaudeville Tordemkjold by H 0 Blom, then the musical

comedy The Home of the Fmry by P A Jensen, and later

Gudbrandsdolerne by Chi Monsen

His own national masterpiece, The Vtkmgs at HelgeUmd^ he

submitted to the Chiistiama Theater, where it was presented in

Apnl, 1861 The play was no tnumph for the author, although

Laui-a Svendsen (Fru Gundersen), creating at this time her

HiOrdis, made it something of a new victory for herself She
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had worked out the role more thoroughly than was her custom,

and trusted less to the momentary inspiration of her genius If

she still did not attain the highest dramatic power, it may be

attributed to the fact that she did not have fellow actors of suf

fiaent talent We are told that at its first presentation the play

^'succeeded in arousing m the public a quite unusual interest”,

but there was only one single paper in the city, Morgenbladet,

which thought it worth while to comment on whaf would nov

be regarded as a great theatrical event The other papers re

mained silent, and as the public would not come, the play was

laid aside after five performances

Ibsen had been discouraged beforehand, and his own theater

suffercd He, who ordinarily found it easy to dash off verses,

could not force himself to write even so much as a prologue for

the opening night of the season, and, what was worse, he

slackened his efforts m the matters of rehearsal and staging,

and no longer upheld disaplme among his actors and orchestra

As the season progressed the repertoire grew more and more

meager, while the Christiania Theater drew crowds with the

same Danish vaudeville on which the Norwegian Theater had

made profits during the previous year

The trustees weie more and more dissatisfied, and whenever

Ibsen was not present, most of the five members of the Board

spoke only ill of him, declaring that his lack of enterprise had

ruined the theater Sometimes he was even compelled to listen

to abuse m their meetings One of the trustees stamped his foot

on the floor at him, and another, Assistant Headmaster Knud

Knudsen, has told us that he once '‘gave him a terrible scolding,

th$ hk^ p£ y^hich he probably never had, before or after ” The
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chairman of the Board of Trustees thought that Ibsen had been

given rather rough treatment, and one of the other members re-

marked, says Knudsen with evident satisfaction, '‘that I treated

Ibsen almost as if he were a schoolboy ” It was probably not

very pleasant to be so treated by Knudsen, whom the boys at

the Cathedral School called the “growler”, but Ibsen met the

abuse sdently At other times he had tried to defend him

self, but Knudsen, at least, had then made no attempt to

conceal his anger Knudsen, by the way, found additional occa»-

Sion for offense m the thought that Ibsen had deserted the

national language program of the theater Naturally Ibsen pre

ferrcd to stay away from the trustees’ meetings, so that he might

escape “the confessional”, but this, too, was sometimes meffec

tive, as the trustees actually did, on occasion, seek him out m a

down town caf£ and, to preclude the possibility of his escape,

held their meeting there

Cntiasm, unfortunately, was not kept within these meetings

In the fall of i860 the papers already began to complain of the

lack of instruction at the theater, and Ibsen angrily wrote an arti

cle in self defense When, m the early part of 1861, there was

another round of such cnticism, Ibsen, trying to take the bull

by the horns, appeared in Morgenbladet (March and April)

with a senes of articles about “The Two Theaters of Christiania,”

m which he tned to show that the important thing was the

creation of a genuine national spirit in the art of drama, a prob-

lem which the old Danish Christiania Theater hod nevet

dreamed of solving, but which the Norwegian Theater, now that

It had been equipped with a new stage, could at last attack sen

ously In this connection Ibsen defended the repertoire of the
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last year, maintaining that what mattered was not what m
played but how it was played

His lack of ambition at this time is sigmficantly shown by the

fact that he never managed to complete this senes of articles

Time and again he was urged to continue, but did nothing

further Contrary to his intention, he had provoked new cnti

asm, which in the next two months, May and June, burst upon

him m one article after another, in both Chmtmm-Posten and

Morgenbladet His attention was called to the contrast between

the ideal he proclaimed and the work he performed, and he was

cntiazed for neglect of duty, for his choice of plays, and for his

methods of staging He was openly judged to be un6t for the

position of theater director, and there was a demand that Bjfirn

son be called to the city to take his place

He sent an answer to Ajtenbladety but confined his discussion

to the matter of repertoire, and the tone of his answer was more

angry than convinang Botten Hansen opened a defense in 11

Utstreret Nyhedshladf but could haidly do more than show what

great difficulties Ibsen had labored under He was forced to

recognize that the director should have been more energetic in

his work and admitted, though unwillingly, that “opinion was

against” Ibsen

The truth of the admision may be judged by the fact that

even one of the actors at the Norwegian Theater ventured, in a

lecture to the Norwegian Society, to cntiaze Ibsen’s careles^

ness as director of the theater At the annual meeting in August,

the president of the Board of Trustees announced to the pubhc

“that there had not been such driving energy m the artistic di

rector as might be desired ” This was at least as humiliating to
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Ibsen as being treated like a schoolboy by the Trustees in the

Board meetings

He pulled himself together His inner power of resistance

was after all too great to permit him to give way completely

Of his victory over himself we have some record in the glorious

poem which he wrote m the latter part of i86i, “Terje Vigen ”

If it is true that all of Ibsen’s best work is born of a deep

inner need, of an intensely vivid experience, this must apply m
the fullest sense to “Terje Vigen ” Pew of his other writings

have shown such vitality as this, and among his nairative poems

It IS the only one with which he was sufficiently well satisfied to

include it in his final collections Later it has been given a place

in all sorts of school readers and anthologies, and one cannot,

however often one hears or reads the poem, fail to be deeply

moved by it It is straightforward, compact, and vigorous in

language and choice of words, and it is a joy to hear the echo

of the ballad, here where it no longer dominates every line but

simply gives richness and strength to the lync tone At the same

time the poem rises to such moments of tenseness in both ina

dent and spiritual crises that the reader is swept along from

stanza to stanza, and it is instinct with a pathos in which there

is both a national and an intensely personal tone But that strong

pulse beat which goes surging thiough all of the long poem,

proceeds fiom Ibsen’s own expenence His own heart’s blood

has gone into the lonely islandei, Terje, and into his conquest

over himself

I do not know what circumstances just at this time brought

back to Ibsen’s mind his days m Grimstad Pci haps his hard

ships reminded him, more strongly than before, of the difficulties
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of those years during which he had despaiied of his future In

the spring of i86i he had written a poem of pilot

Agder, of pilot boys who, though fighting with the Danes, en

dangcred their own lives to rescue a Danish ship The mnflpnt

was to the poet an example in proof of how the most patriotic

Norwegian would, when danger threatened, be foremost m de-

fense of Denmark Now the old pilot, Terje Vigen, had become

a symbol of his own inner, personal conflict He had felt

The years m the frtson?s chohng mghty

They stcken twy heart and hofe,

Ltke wheat that roots on the shelving height,

1 leaned to a dreadful slofe

But the sick mind was healed, the crisis safely passed

Bm on Terje‘s forehead was clearness and feace,

Hu bosom was free and at rest

He breathed like a captnve loosed from hu cham,

And calmly he turned to sfeak

‘Wow u Terje Vigen himself agam

Till now there was fever m every vem—
There was vengeance, vengeance to wreak!

**But now we are quit *tts the end of it
"

He ^ew ofen-browed, for the bodmg cloud

Had burst in one mght of wreck

Once more he carried erect and fraud

The neck that had grown so bent and bowed

Stnee he knelt on the war shifts deck
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It IS a fact that Ibsen was seriously ill duiing the months when

“Teije Vigen” was written He suffered from daik periods of

despondency and a high fever that kept him in bed and even

threatened his life Fru Susannah watched over him One time,

chanang to be alone, he rushed out into the streets as if mad,

irresistibly diiven by an impulse toward self destruction His

wife managed to subdue him She bore these trying times with

out complaint, without a word There was want and poverty in

the home, but erect and proud she went about her household

duties With little Sigurd on her arm Perhaps at times Ibsen him

self had felt the meaning of the words that he put into Terjc

Vigen’s mouth

^^The one ye should thank stands there^* he satd,

**You were saved by the Utile child ”

One thing is certain he saved both his life and his courage

With all the power his soul possessed he fought against the doubt

and discouragement which threatened to overwhelm him

His renewed hold on hfe is clearly evident in his work In the

winter of 1861-62 he centered his energy on the theater as never

before In all this time he was persuaded to write but one single

festival poem, and the new season at the Nomegian Theater was

in sharp contrast to the pievious yeai The icpcrtoirc was unusual

and of high quality One of the first things to appear was a national

histone drama, Niels Lykke, by an anonymous author, which m
certain respects was almost a continuation of Lady Inger of

Ostrkt^ though it did not at all measure up in psychological por

trayal or in thought content In these respects there was far greatci

depth m Bjornson’s new drama, Ktng Sverre, which followed

directly after Members of the Government and Storthing were
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invited to see the latter, and Ibsen wrote for it the only one of his

piologues which he later consideied deserving of a place in his

poetry collection, a poem weighty in thought and image, dealing

with the Norwegian flag and entitled “The Storthing ” Later, m
the spring of 1862, Ibsen pioduccd Lame Hvlda, another drama

by Bjornson, which the Christiania Theater had held for more

than four years Between these events he attained the distinction

of being the first to present a lyrical drama by Musset on a Nor

wegian stage It was the earliest of them all, Un Cafrtce^ of 1847

The rest of the season showed a nch and varied choice of plays,

and the theater was now genei ally praised for its fine performances

and espeaally foi its thoroughly finished ensemble There could

be no doubt now that Ibsen was worbng energetically and that

the theater was no longer allowed to drift Ibsen had struggled

to his feet again

Then, after all, came the heavy blow The theater had to give

up At the time that Ibsen had become artistic director, it had

a debt of 1800 specie dollars Later, by purchasing the house m

which it played, and by makmg expensive improvements, it had

acquired property worth about 14,000 specie dollars At the same

time the debt had increased to 28,000 speae-dollais, and the

creditors pressed more and more relentlessly for money In the

summer of 1862 the theater had to give up its budding to the

bankruptcy court All salaries had been reduced by one sixth at

New Year, 1861, and now it was no longer possible to draw any

salaries whatever Directors and actors were discharged from

June I, 1862 The actors continued to play on their own re-

sponsibility, but Ibsen, left without his position, had no longer

any source of income
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drama of indignation lovers comedy

There followed a period of want and privation such as

Ibsen had experienced only duiing his first year in Oslo

For two years he had to struggle along from day to day without

any assured income

In March, 1862, he had hit upon the idea, or rather, his “Hoi

lander” friends had suggested to him the idea, of applying to the

University foi some part of the appropiiation set aside for travels

of scholarly research within the country Hts intention was to use

two summer months in collecting folk songs and legends through

out the coast districts from Hardanger to Romsdalcn, a work

which fell in quite naturally with his national romantic writing

The apphcation, therefore, was not at all unreasonable, and m
the latter part of May he was granted 1 10 specie-dollars foi his

purpose, which he set out to accomplish the same summer His

route was somewhat changed from the omginal plan He traveled

up Gudbruidsdalen, over the mountains to Sogn, then northward

to Romsdalcn and thence back to Oslo, gathenng his best harvest,

espcaally of legends, at Nordfjord and SunnmBre He returned

with plans to publish a collection of Norwegian legends, but never

finished the work, and never printed more than four sample

legends in IlUutreret Nyhedsblad All of his notations have been

lost Still the journey was to have a visible effect on his writings

He had received fresh, new impiessions of both nature and the life

183
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of the people throughout the country, impressions which were

revived and reanimated when he broke away from the restraint

and compulsion of these years

For the present his problem was to be or not to be He was

fighting, at one and the same time, for his existence and his life

work, and he would not yield Though outwardly he might sink

low under the pressure of poverty and discouragement, there was

in his spirit an invmable determination to retrieve himself and

conquer

Immediately aftei his leturn from his summer journey, toward

the close of August, he wrote two newspaper articles dealing with

the ‘'crisis” brought about at the Christiania Theater by the fart

that the actors refused to do any chorus work In one of these ar

tides he admonished the actors to show a devotion ready to sacrifice

personal considerations for art’s sake As he wrote of this, there

burst from him an observation which gives a direct insight into the

great problems with which he was himself confronted He pointed

out that all other artist groups had been forced to suffer want and

hardships, and had often been compelled to fiee from their coun

try, yet they had not forsaken their duty or their art In con

trast to them the actors “have heretofore lacked the blessing of

renunaation, a lack from which no one escapes with impunity

That man of ideas who is dented an opportunity to suffer or go

hungry has thereby one less wuy of becoming great ”

To himself it was indeed given to know the blessings of hunger

and hardships His spirit was tempered by it As he closed Jus

article, Ibsen reminded the actors of the Roman guard at Pompeii

who, refusing to ffee from the ash rain of Vesuvius until he should

be relieved, died at his post “Such a deed is the work of the spint,
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the revelation of that spirit which should rule m art as well as in

the army 01 the Church ” Ibsen, feeling that he stood at such a

post, would reimin under the falling ashes, certain that the will

to do so would carry him and his work to greatei heights than if he

fled to “more comfortable workmg conditions ”

Ibsen’s lofty demands for sacrifice were met only with den

Sion The newspaper writer with whom he had taken issue retorted

by calling him “the sentimental and aesthetically unbalanced

writer m NyhedsbUdet^* assuming that nothing more was to be

expected of “one whose brain was befogged by misapprehended

ideas of beauty,” and adding the deliberately ambiguous thrust

that “it was presumably diflicult to bnng such a person to any sober

icflection ” Morgenbladet found the occasion opportune to recall

that there were some theater directors who were lacking in “enter

pnse and industry ”

Without answering the criticism, Ibsen bit his teeth together

and showed now, at any rate, both enterpnse and willingness to

work He secuied a position as theatneal reporter to Morgeth

bladet for a period of two or three months and contributed various

minor writings to Illustieret Nykedsbladf legends, other reminis*

cences of his summer travels, and book announcements for Christ

mas There was little money m such journalism, and he sank

deeper and deeper into debt, but he performed all his work with

extreme care, and his reports of both plays and books are incisive

and well reasoned, vigorous and temperate at the same time

He had a sense of standing alone in his work “The spirit of

fault finding in our literal y world” seemed to him much stronger

than the cntical sense, and he was iriitated because the public, un

willing to hear of anything new oi unusual, peisisted m judging
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everything according to old custom Thus when Bjornson pub-

lished Stgurd Slembe, Ibsen was compelled to write what was al

most a defense of the new artistic form he employed Yet the

thing that irritated him most was the pievading indifference with

regard to the fundamental questions of art It is quite characteristic

that his outbursts m both the first and the last of his theatrics]

articles in Morgeniladet, September 1 1 and November
9, were

directed against ^‘indifferentism,’^ the first one declaring that *ht

bodes worse than all violent attacks ” and the other pouring his

anger and scorn out upon the entire Norwegian people which

thrives on national boasting but does nothing for the building

up of true national values “The Norwegians, of course, are a peo

pie of the future, that is, a people which for two reasons may sleep

securely at the present time and may continue to sleep securely at

every present time to come, first, because we have the histone

assurance that our ancestors have done a warrantable day’s work,

and secondly, because we have a perfect inner assurance that our

descendants will some day awaken to a great causem the future ”

The article indicates that Ibsen was turmng wholly away from

national romantiasm, and, besides, that he had not the least faith

m the volition of a crowd or a populace Such vohtion was only

discovered afterwards by writers of history “Except as after

wards invented, the conscious guiding principle is never present

in the general sentiment of the populace ”

More important even than these observations is the vigorous

anger of the author It remains psychologically true that there is

hope for a man as long as he retains the ability to become angry,

and this ability Ibsen retained to the full At this time hts anger

possessed him so strongly that he sought relief in writing, and
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produced, during the same penod, his first great drama of in

dignation, Lme^s Comedy

Once 01 twice before, anger had driven him to wiite There was,

for instance, the series of twelve sonnets^o halting in form—

with which,m 1 84.9) h® bsid tried to spur Norwegians and Swedes

to fight for Slesvig The sonnets constitute a pohtical castigation

in rhyme, revealing how bitterly it pained Ibsen that hts people

remained mdiifeient to the call of duty and honor Similar feel

mgs of hatred toward all infidelity and pretense filled his writings

foi The Man in 1 851, and foimd expression in the operatic satiie,

Norma Later, in his constant demand for deeds instead of woi ds,

we notice an occasional sign of the same anger as an undercuirent

to his admonitory writings Again, it bursts into dear language

in one or two national controversial poems of 1 859 But it had

never yet created in Ibsen real characters with lives of then own,

and had never become a true source of dramatic inspiration to

him

That IS what happened now Tor a long time anger had smoul

dered deeply within him, as in a volcano which conceals a danger

ous and secret fire Quietly but suiely, year aftei year, he had

gathered fuel foi the embers, shutting up in himsdf a glowing

mass of wrath and scorn at the paltriness of the world His angei

was no longer simply an emotion among othei emotions, it took

possession of his entire mental life and gave birth to drama m
which was indeed the blood of hts heart and the life of his soul

Lovers Comedy was the first warning outburst of the volcano

which bore the name Henrik Ibsen

For thiee or four years the subject had lain within him, clamoi

ing for expression, and two years earlier, in i860, at the time
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when he had been most deeply discouraged and hopeless, he had

managed to put it into some sort of formm the comedy, SvanMd

Now, in 1862, partly before, but more espcaally after his sum

raer joui ney to the fjords and Mdre, he set to work anew, and re-

vised the play By this time, nourished by the btterness of the

intervening years, it had reached maturity in his mind, and had

attained the form of a true work of art and a true child of Ibsen

We note with interest that m writing this first drama of con

temporary life he felt the same hesitation between prose and verse

as he did in the saga plays, and that here the outcome was the

opposite of that in The Vtktngs at Helgeland In Lov^s Comedy

he discarded the original prose form and used verse

To us the opposite procedure, of using verse for the past and

prose for the present time, might seem more natural, but it was

not so to Ibsen For the chastisement of his contemporaries, verse

seemed the natural medium It would appear that at certain times

in his life he wrote more easily in verse than in prose, and, upon

investigating more closely, one finds that it is especially when he

feels compelled to pour out the full vials of his wrath that he is

moved to employ verse 'At such times his fresh, creative imagina

tion flows more fieely and boldly, he seems to laugh between

clenched teeth as he raises his sword to battle, its edge made keener

by rhythm and rhyme, while sparks fly at his stroke The joy of

battle rises from his verse

At no previous tune had Ibsen’s verse been so rich or so m

stinct with humor as it was in Love’s Comedy He flicked his

whip to the left and to the nght—at the Norwegianisms m Knud

Knudsen’s Grammarand at the people who a few years earherhad

been carried away by Andreas Munch’s Lord Wdham RmeU
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Much of the dialogue was almost epigrammatic, and several

verses, as for instance the lines about “there luns through all our

life a nemesis,’’ or the words about those “who sec, thro’ all their

labors the Ideal ” were taken bodily into cveiyday

speech, becoming proverbs which eveiybody used without any

longer thinking of the source The verse, too, was moulded to suit

various types of speech, the merchant expressing himself in bust

ness style, the clerk in the language of the office, the preacher in

a sermonizing tone, and the spinster in a strain of old maidenish

romanticism Thus the verse form helped to give each character

sharper outlines, and to make more natural and dramatically more

justifiable the iiony with which each drew his own portrait

Satire and indignation dominated the drama And upon what

subject wete they turned^ Writing m 1867 that in his comedy he

“wielded the scourge as best he could upon loves and marriages,”

he used these words in plural on purpose, to indicate that it was

not against love and marriage that he hurled his anathemas He
can hardly be said to have succeeded in making it clear how a life

in love should express itself, for it could not be his intention

to advocate that all who loved each other should, like Svanhild

and Falk, deny themselves companionship, 01 that all marriage

should test on practical considerations instead of on love But after

all It was not the positive solution of the problem that he had in

mind, rathei he wished to attack freely whatever had enraged

him, and at this time he threw himself with the full weight of his

wrath upon the forms to which love was bound in the society about

him

He wanted to expose to the light of day the tyrant of conven

tion which, subjecting personal emotions to its own domination.
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deprived them of life In ferociously gay caricatures he drcw-
with his old skill at caricature-lovers and married couples of the

sort demanded and created by existing soaal conditions Even the

high spiiited Svuihild who, like Hiordis m TJte Vthngs^ would

gladly follow the man she loved and be a valkyne urging him

to action, became a victim of “the world,” trodden underfoot as

was her namesake, the saga queen, who was trampled under

horses’ hoofs, while Falk, the wild bird, could save only

by fleeing to the mountain heights

Ibsen’s contemporaries immediately peiceived that the fight

which he thus entered upon was a continuation of that begun by

Camilla Collett in her novel Fhe Govemor*s Baughtmy pub-

lished in 1855 Fru Collett’s book was a bittei arraignment of so

aety, showing how life and marriage mercilessly crushed the love

that grows naturally in a woman’s heart It was a picture of human

suflenng that must stir every warm hearted person to revolt and

that certainly kindled Ibsen’s interest and helped rouse him to

battle

There is revolt m Lovers Comedy not only against the con

ventions of betrothal and mairiage, but against all the spiritual

restraint soaety imposes upon a free personal life One could

hardly imagine a man more reluctant than Ibsen to offend against

the laws or customs of the community in which he hved He w»

quite painfully anxious to be hke other people in deportment and

appearance But all the more deeply he felt the constraint, and he

now began to raise a revolt in his writings There, at least, he was

free and could be himself

Tdl ntm there was fever m every vem—
There was vengeanee, vengeance to wreak!
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In Ltm^s Comedy he did wreak vengeance, attaining thereby

a sense of liberation He declared war on the "vulgar prophets of

the Lie,” and raised a battle cry which was later to become the

slogan of all opposition to established custom The conventions

were to him “lies,” and fieedom was to be won by truth

Complete libei ation was not attained instantly, however Again

wc meet in him the struggle bewcen the scsthetic and the ethical

views of life In his poem On the Fells he had portrayed a man

who was lost in sestheticism, now he gave in Lovers Comedy a

picture of one who, taking sesthetiasm as his starting point, could

And no satisfaction in it, since his heart was too warm to be content

with mere poetic art, and must find expressionm deeds Yet one is

somewhat uncertain, after all, whether the ultimate victory goes

to ethics 01 to aestheticism, for while we hear, indeed, that Falk

bums his poems to go to “the day’s duties” whcie “wc aic called

to strive and to forego,” his very calling is poetry Living on the

memory of a great expci lencc of love, he is to turn this memory

into song Ennobled though the poet’s calling may be, he has un

dcniably returned to his starting point the song is more than its

fruit, the blossom fairer than the apple

And what tf I shattered my roammg bark,

It was -passtng sweet to be roammgl

Thus the final victory belongs to aestheticism, or rather to

a romantic aesthetic idealism wluch is raised above the purely

assthetic viewpoint and has a vital content the thought that hap

piness lies not in the attainment but in the incessant stniggle—a

thought which came to be permanently and vitally necessary to

llisen

Love*s Comedy was thus given a dual meaning Having begun
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to woik m a spirit of indignation, intending to strike a tremendow

blow at habitual and dominant social hypocrisy, Ibsen found that

his anger had leleased his creative powers, and that the persom

of whom he wrote began to live independent lives within him, or

one might rather say, outside of him Therefore it happened that

despite the irony with wluch he portrayed them they could al

most without his volition turn against him and demand their own

rights The merchant, Guldstad, can summon wise and strong

words to subdue the illusions of love, and warm words for a thing

so piosaic as a marriage for money, and even the spiritually im

poverished Pastor Strawman can arise to protest, with deep and

genuine pathos, against the aesthetic judgment upon him Hu
depiction of what a home can be rises to a lyric beauty which has

made it forever memorable

Ibsen can thus say with Falk “A twofold music m my breast I

bear ” He has created a genuine drama in which the opposing ele-

ments stand out clearly against each other, each in its own full

right, in such a way that the reader or spectator sometimes feels

uncertain as to where the author would place the greatest em

phasis, or what is after all the intended significance of his work

The unceitainty, indeed, is greatest toward the close, for though

the conclusion, superfiaally viewed, shows clearly enough that

Fallds great sorrow gives him a new basis for hving, one feels

in the outcome a crying discord the poet cannot intend that

“the world” should take Svanhild and separate the two lovers^

The drama is sharpened at last into a torturing question to whid

It gives no answer is it impossible to harmonize life and ideals^

With equal sharpness though in a bantering tone, the same cotv-

trast 18 expressedm a poem which Georg Braiides calls “the witti
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est and the wisest” of all those that Ibsen has written, a sort of

by product of his work on Lovt^s Cotnedy, entitled “Complica

tions ” Again we see how the thing we love is always transfoimed

as wc are about to grasp it, how reality is something quite othci

than the dream But perhaps the disappointment was unneces-

sary?
—“There might have been quite a nice ending to ’t,” albeit

on conditions which seem impossible The thought, howevei, per

sists in playing about a solution, and the poem, like the drama, has

a questioning tone

Feihaps the very ^t that the drama gives no answer, forces

the question even more insistently upon our attention, and it is a

form of closing which Ibsen used latei in his dramatic writing and

of which he made almost a principle

7 do but ask, my call ts not to answer

The method causes us to feel even more strongly than we

could otherwise do, the burning mdignation of the poem, for at

least there can be no doubt that the author’s thought is completely

filled with the one desire to brand the lies of hfc It is a work

conceived m iighteous anger-—Ibsen’s first great drama of in

dignation

At the same time, the uncertainty which remains after reading

the drama may be an evidence that the author was unable to bnng

his thought to a dear conclusion because he had not yet found a

sure foothold in his own ground

Considering these things, it is not strange if contemporary

critics were uncertain how to take the new work It was published

as a supplement to lllustreret Nyhedsblad on New Year’s Eve,

1 862 The few newspaper reviews which came followed in Febru

aty and March
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Ditmar Meidell, the editor of Aftenbladet, complained of the

confused state of literaturem the countiy during the last fewyeai*

and regarded Lava’s Comedy as preasely a “sorry product of

such literary fidgeting ” After danang about, in his various plays,

from one pattern to another, Ibsen could not, thought Meidell

produce anything independent in his new book, which was ap

parently designed to meet the popular demand for snmpfhmg

original and sensational In order to give people what they wanted,

the playwright “resorted to a wild striving for effect, which in

order to reach its aim would not stop at the most grotesque and

tasteless paradoxes” With a somewhat unexpected jump ui

thought Meidell comes to the conclusion that Ibsen should have

returned to the old method of imitation, for “without possessing

what IS known as genius, he has a talent which leans strongly

toward the technical and artistic Being able with ease to aHi'
pt

himself to good models, and possessing an ear for the music of

language, he could become a writer of good taste ” In this latest

book Meidell found skill in verse and faality m rhyme beyond

all reasonable bounds, and was forced to “lament the waste of fine

powers ”

Professor Monrad, the philosopher, who had once spoken welt

of Cehltne, ti led to analyze the drama in Morgenbledet By phil

osophical proofs he showed that Lovers Comedy could not nghdy

be called a comedy, since it was more properly a satife, and further

that he was unable to find, either m its plot or in its conclusion,

anything that made it properly a drama Following his dialectics

from Hegel, he hit upon the thought that Ibsen should really

have combined with Bjdmson, for the two had exactly opposite
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cMractenstics as authors, “and it seems that only when taken to-

gether will they form a complete and satisfactory whole

If neither of these reviewers, though holding widely diflFeient

premises, could reconcile themselves to Ibsen’s new method of

writing, they were even moie taken aback by the content of the

diaina The great mocker, Meidell, retold this content in every

day, slightly comic tvu ns of speech, uiteiidcd to show the contrast

between the ostentation of verse and the madents of reality, draw

ing the highflown idealist Falk down among the petty bourgeoisie

by constantly referring to him as “Heir Falch ” Monrad, though

of course more dtgmfied, suggested that Ibsen might have in

tended Falk as a sort of Erasmus Montanus, and that even if he

had not created his hero in this spint, Falk had become “what is,

artistically speaking, almost worse than anything else a thing be

tween a buffoon and a martyr ”

In reality neither Meidell noi Monrad, respectably moral as

they were, could remain unfeebng to the smai t of anger in Lov^s

Comedy Even though Meidell declared that the drama was “as

to ethical content as well as to sesthetic plan and intention, a

puzzle,” he did not hesitate to tell the public that “the author

must have intended an assault upon one of the most fundamental

bases of soaal life ” He wrote that the drama “proves all the way

through that it is a modern taking up of arras against family life,”

and that it “makes the most intransigent attack upon that social

institution which the philosophers have called the mother of the

State, namely marriage ” Rejecting all attempts to show that the

author meant only to expose “the Haws of family life and its oc

casional perversion,” he maintained that Ibsen “sets clearly out
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to portray family life and marriage as the dark side of our

«

istence, indeed as the source of all the suffering in the world, sinc(

marriage, m his opinion, tails true love between people and for

ever closes their eyes to the ideals ”

Monrad, having at one time felt confidence m Ibsen, wat

heai tily soriy to sec that he had entered “upon a pi ecarious course

by the consequences of which a considerable poetic talent may

easily be ruined, for to become the spokesman of the distracted

and spiritually enervating practical skepticism of the times, mutt

be regarded as poetic destruction, for which Ibsen is too good”

The feeling, however, does not mitigate his judgment upon

Lovers Corned'^ The drama leads, says Monrad, to “a breach m
ideas which is revolting to human feelings,” and to a hopekst-

ness which is indeed a “moral and sesthetic impossibihty ” Thus

the book is condemned, both as philosophy and as drama “On the

whole, the fundamental view of the piece, that love and marnage

are irreconalable, is not alone untrue and—^in the higher senses

immoral, since it degrades both love and mariiage, but also

unsBSthetic, as is indeed every view which represents ideals and

reality as irreconcilable
”

The same thought is expressed by the Danish cntic, Dr C.

Rosenberg, in Dansk Maanedssknft for February, 1864 He, too,

had a finished formula for the art of writing, to which Low*;

Comedy did not conform “The drama is founded on bitter in

dignation, amood which is not poetic
”

Ibsen was later to prove that genume poetry could proceed from

such indignation, but for the tune being he stood alone Botten-

Hansen, attempting a mild defense m Illustreret NyhedsUei,

repeated Heiberg’s rule that in art there is no question of “what,”
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only of “how”, but the public cared nothing for such rules It

heard that the drama in question was of an “unseemly” or “im

moral” character, and it turned away fiom a playwnght of

that sort

“The book created,” writes Ibsen four years laterm his prcfice

to the new edition published in Denmark, “a storm of protest,

more violent and extensive than most books cm boast of in a

socety where the preponderate majority as a imle regard literary

matters as quite irrelevant ” He considcied it “a mistake to pub

lish the book in Noi way,” and felt that he had better reason to be

thankful foi the ciiticism he received in Denmark

As the Danish criticism came much later than the Norwegian,

it could do nothing toward biightening for the author the first

period after the book was published, and when the two Danish

reviews came, they were really not much better than the Nor

wcgian 1 he best was by Clemens Petersen, the gi eat reviewer for

I wilrohndet who in July, 1863, half filled a number of the papci

with Lovers Comedy but his conclusion was that the drama was

“a fulure ” Though he had much to say m praise of the gicat

skill in vci se, he thought there was altogether too much of play

mg with ihyme, and not enough of relationship between rhyme

and thought The thought content itself he regaixlcd as both ob

scure and untrue, and if he had a more liberal view of literary art

than the Norwegian critics had, he, as well as they, knew down

to the last dot what true Lterature should be, and especially he

knew how Ibsen should write Repeating what he had beaid from

Nonvay, that Ibsen worked well only when “guided by a recog

nized model,” he found that all Ibsen’s work, preasely because

It was full of contrasts, really “lacked individuality ” Ibsen had
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“a soft, fine, wholly theoretic nature,” and therefore he easily be

came “vacillating and fantastical” when thrown upon his ownre.

sources Clemens Petersen was of the opinion that Ibsen twj

largely to blame for this, because he had not “understood how to

place his talents and work in the right relationship to”—Bj8rn
stjerne Bjornson It seemed to him that Ibsen’s stnving had the

purpose of competing with Bjornson, sometimes by attempting

to ape him, and at other times by behaving m an exactly opposite

manner, while the right proceduie for Ibsen, “who possessed a

fine eye for the model and a rich talent for continuing where

otheis had left off,” was to accompany Bjornson and assist toward

the inclusion of the old within the new, when the great and true

king of poets became too boldly impetuous

It was not to such work that Ibsen intended to devote himself,

and in a letter to Petersen he protested that he had never imitated

Bjornson, or wntten out of consideration for anyone but himself

Yet he was glad that his book had thus been brought before the

Daiush public The review proved to have little mfiuence, and it

18 doubtful if a single copy was sold in Denmark, but he was

grateful for the bnd woids that had been given him, and glad

that Petersen, among other things, had found occasion to praise

Lady Inger of dftrit The pi-aise was benefiaal to Ibsen, in a

greater degree than Petersen could imagine, since he did notknow

“in what a ternble degree I am intellectually alone up here
”

He felt that in his own country he was left out “The reception,

for that matter, did not surprise me,” he wrote in 1867, but if

this had been true the general disapproval could hardly have

affected him as it did The condemnation of the book was hard

upon his personal standing also, for, as one might expect in a alty
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as small as the Christiania of that diy, it created considerable

gossip that a mairied man wrote in this manner about mairngt

“My personal concerns,” he wrote m 1 870, “wcie drawn into the

discussion, and I lost much of general esteem The only one who

approved the book at that time was my wife ” Otherwise he stood

alone “1 was excommunicated ,
everyone was against me ” Think

ing especially of this period after Lov^s Comedy, he lecalled, in a

letter sent home fiom abroad three years later, a time when

“standing in the midst of the clammy crowd, 1 felt their evil

smiles behind me ” Those wetc bad days

At the time the drama was wt itten he had hopes that it would be

played at the Christiania The iter But the general condemnation

was too sti ong, and the play was laid aside He had no oppoi tunity

to sec what degree of success it might have had on the stage It

was like having the weapons struck out of his hands
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FAITH AND DOUBT THE PRETENDERS

ONE victory at least Ibscii had helped to win dviring these

yeai s the stage had been conquered for Norway It is true,

Ibsen could not personally claim much credit for the new stylem
dramatic presentation which broke through the old accepted

hidebound formulas and made fidelity to life its highest law It

was Bjbrnson and the whole an ay of young Norwegian acton

who created and put mto practice the new form Yet Ibsen, too,

had dreamed of such a change, and even though he had not pos-

sessed enough of personal boldness in his work as instructor to

guide and prod his actors in the new ways, he had supported the

movement by his controversial articles, and even more by his

plays

After 1850, when the Norwegian theaters had been foundedm

Bergen and Oslo, the old Danish Christiania Theater had taken

more and more Norwegian actors into its service, and after the

famous pitched battle at the theater which BjSrnson had brought

about in 1 856, no new Danish actors were engaged, while the old

ones gradually moved away Further, when the ChnsCiania Mor

wegiaii Theater was forced to close in 1 862, a plan for tiunsferring

all its actors to the Christiania Theater was seriously considered,

and at the same time as negotiations for such concerted action

started, the Danish director, Carl Borgaard, was discharged Be-

aoo
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ginning at New Yeai > 1 863, a directorate of fi.ve men hod charge

o£ the theater, and Ibsen was appointed litcraiy advisor

The change indicated a complete new program, and when

the actors from the Norwegian Theater finally, half a year liter,

moved in 1 body from Mollergata to Bankpladsen, the Ch 1 istiann

Theater could no longer be regarded as Danish Of forty actors

only SIX were Danish, and the Norwegians were artistically fore

most With the group of distinguished artists on the boards, there

was indeed a basis for a genunely Norwegian theater, and upon

Bjornson’s taking over the management at New Year, 1865,

there followed a penod of glory for Norwegian theatrical art, such

as a counti-y but rarely experiences Hcie was a theater leidy to

produce the new writings of both Ibsen and Bjdrnson, and the two

in return ci eated a drama which led the art of acting farther and

firthei along new lines toward sincere and deeply personal char

acter poi trayal

Ibsen, being limited to the position of literary advisor foi moie

thin a year during the period of tiansition, had little oppoitunity

to direct the new tendencies that now were uppermost, and to his

personal affairs the work at the Chnstimia Theater gave little of

economic stability He was engaged at a salary of twenty five

specie-dollais per month, but as all the salaries at the theater had

to conform to the total income for the month, neither Ibsen nor

the actors were ever given full pay

It was not easy for him to make both ends meet In an ippli

cation to the Government on Maich 10, 1863, he stated that he

had a debt of 500 spccie-dollars, a sum which might not seem

large but which covered living expenses for an entire year Ibsen

had no property to balance the debt, and he was undoubtedly com
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pelled to pay high interest, as he had to resort to private money

lenders who were often plain usurers One of his professional

helpers at this time was later portrayed in A DolPs House It

was inevitable that as time went on he must sink deeper into debt

Upon attaching himself to the Christiania Theater he had

been compelled to discontinue dramatic reporting for Morgetk.

iladet, and the two or three reviews which he still wrote for

Illustreret Nyhedsbhd could not bring in much Aside from

these incidental jobs, he had two larger undertakings in hand dur

ing the winter of 1 862-63 In November he had entered upon an

agreement with the bookseller, Johan Dahl, to publish a collec

tion of Norwegian legends, a book of at least 250 pages, intended

to supplant the old collection by Faye This work was never

completed by Ibsen, but was taken up by Ludvig Daae after him

Nor did his other work, the preparing a collection of his poems,

meet with better success His method of procedure can be fol

lowed somewhat in the sample poems that were printed m
Illustreret Nyhedsblad immediately after New Year, 1863, but

no collection was finished for publication

Such uncompleted attempts seem to indicate another period

of despondency The dualism in Lovers Comedy is dearly a sign

of conflict Within his own soul, but the will to win was still the

strongest dement in him

I am fairly sure that this was the time when he discarded the

long senes of poems written m 1859 called “In the Picture Gal

lery ” At least he began at this time to select parts of the senes

as matter for independent poems And 1 believe that this work

indicates his state of mind during the period, for “In the Picture

Gallery” as originally written was—with the exception of the
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very first poem that we have from his hand, “Resignation”

—

the most discouraged, doubt tortured thing he ever penned

He could no longer own this sort of thing as an expicssion of his

inner life

At this time, also, he revised the most person'll of all his

poems fiom the Aitdhnmner days, “The Minei,” trying to give

its language a richei
,
more sonorous tone, and making one change

which gave a new aspect to the fundamental idea of the poem

Formerly the last stanza read

Thus he hammers^ blova on blow,

Tillm weariness laid low—
lines m which we hear the tone of surrender and see a man who

sinks wearily under the bniden of life In 1863 Ibsen replaced the

lines with

Hammer blow on hammer blow

Till the lamf of life ts low

Wcanncss has been forced aside by a stubborn deteimination

to endure, to stiniggle to the very end of life even if there is no

hope of victory, and the poem closes with

Not a ray of hope's fore wammg,

Not a glimmer of the monmg
The same mood and the same determination are powerfully

expressed by Gustaf FrSding m his “Hydra” poem, in which he

desenbes how the poet must accept popular acclaim while he

tiansforms his own suffering into poetry, or even while he fights

against insanity Still he fights

yet I shall not sunender

The words echo Ibsen’s spirit He would lose his self respect

if he gave up The struggle was life itself to him
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Yet his soul was filled with dread The poem “With a Water

Lily,” containing a warning against the danger of prolonged

self-contemplation, belongs to this time

Chddy beware the tarthjed stream^

Danger, danger, there to dream f

Though the sfrtte fretends to sleep,

And above the kites peep

From “In the Picture Gallery” he detached the poem “The

Daylight Coward,” desciibing his fear of the “trolls of daylight”

and the “busy life ” He is brave, he is truly himself, only when

he hides under the cover of night Ibsen adds to the poem at

this time the last stanza, which contains a piophecy

Yes, if ever I boast an achievement,

^Twtll sure he a deed of mght

He felt like an outlaw, afraid lest he should indeed be stran

gled The whole slimy boyg of soaety was against him, and the

sensation was enough to destroy a man’s courage

It seems cunous that during the year 1863 Ibsen was again

willing to write all sorts of occasional poems, especially for the

Students’ Association In six years, from the time he moved to

Oslo in the fall of 1857 up to the fall of 1863, he wrote, alto

gether, forty poems for speaal occasions, by arrangement, or

upon encouragement from others No less than twenty six of the

forty were written during the first three years of this period

Especially between the summer of 1859 summer of i860

he had been a productive festival poet, writing during this one

year seventeen such poems, almost one half of the entire number

During this year he had more of aggressive courage than at any

other period of his stay m Oslo Later he had been more un
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willing to supply such verses, writing only foui during the en

tire year of 1861 and three during the summer of 1862 The

double reason for this was that he was reluctant to work at writ

mg, and that he wished to center his efforts on his own work

What, then, could be the reason for his new and sudden gen

erosity in the matter of festival poems? Between New Year and

the fall of I S63 he wrote no less than seven

Partly the answer is no doubt that he ivas not ready to be

gin another large piece of woik immediately upon finishing

Lov^s Comedy, but also, I believe, that he was actually glad

at this time when someone cared to invite him, and when he

was permitted to enjoy the soaety of other people on festive

occasions

Furthermore, a new tone rings through this new festival verse

Formerly, almost innumerable times, he had written about

memones from the distant past, recalling them to his people as

encouragement and inspiration Having, more than any other na

tional festival writer, a gift for this sort of thing, he had become

the great singer of national romanticism

Now he turned sharply and abruptly against memorial cele

brations, and the first occasional poem of 1863, written for a

festival in honor of the forefathers on January 13, takes up the

idea of his last article in Morgenbladet, where foi the first time

he throws down the gauntlet to national romanticism Instead of

being a song of joy the poem became an angry complaint

We sleft our tune away, and small,

We dreamed of our own glory.

Till mists broke in the monmg wind.

And day told its new story
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a literary stipend to Bjdrnstjerne Bjornson, the intention being,

wrote Riddervold, the Minister for Ecclesiastical Affairs, to as-

sist the author so that “his development may be freer and the

work on his own writings more finished ” The Minister found

it '‘both desirable, and worthy of the nation” to give this support

to “excellent talent ” The request was granted on April 10 by a

large majority vote of the Storthing, allowing to Bjdrnson the

same annual sum which had three years earber been given as a

stipend to the poet Andreas Munch

Now, on March 10, Ibsen had sent application to the Govern

ment for a poet’s stipend for himself, that he might be “enabled

to continue his liteiary activity” He related the events of his

hard working life, and told how his labor had resulted in debt

and difficulties, adding that since he no longer had any hope of

better living conditions in Norway, he could think of nothing to

do but to move abroad, to Denmark Remembering what he had

written about the actors half a year earlier, one realizes the suf

fering and discouragement from which the thought arose, and

at the dose one hears suddenly a half suppressed cry in the ap

plication which is otherwise most sober and business like “To

leave my country and give up a work which I have so far regarded

and still regard as ray true calling, is a step which seems unutter

ably hard to take, and it is in order to avoid it, if possible, that I

am trying this last means ”

The cry was completely suppressed by the Church Depart

ment, the old Minister Riddervold feeling that the country

could not support an author who scoffed at the holy state of mar

riage, and being indignant because the dramatist had held up to

ndicule the ecclesiastics to whom he had now been lord and father
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for fifteen years People thought that Pastor Strawman m
L(mei‘s Comedy was intended as a caricature of the type of

clergyman that Riddervold approved On March i8, therefore,

the Department announced that, although it might have been

desirable to give Ibsen some assistance, there was not 'hn this

instance the same occasion for making such a provision as there

had been at the presentation of the graaous proposal of a con

tribution to the poet Bjbmstjerne Bjdinson” Consequently

there was an order m counal that in the case of Ibsen “no action

be taken ”

While the Storthing was considering the stipend for Bjornson

on April 10, one of the leading liberal members. Judge Rolf

Olsen, brought a motion that Ibsen be given similar support,

but with a majority of forty nine against forty votes the Star

tiling deaded to lay the matter indefinitely on the table Thus

the Storthing adopted toward Ibsen the same attitude as had

the Church Department

One hope, however, the Department gave him Recalling how

he had been passed over when Bjornson and Vinje received their

stipends for foreign travel in iS6o, it suggested that he might

probably “be considered” when the next appropriation was made

in the fall of the year

This was a ray of light At the same time (March 6) he had

applied to the University for a new stipend to be used in collect

mg folk legends, intending this time to go to Nordmore and the

coast districts of Trdndelag, possibly even to Nordland The ap*

plication was answered two months later, May 23, by an appro

pnation of lOO speaehdollars for the purpose specified—ten dol

lars less, it is true, than he had received last time, but money, for
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all that Immediately after, May 27, he wrote an application to

the Government for a travel stipend, this time venturing to place

thesum as high as 600 speae-dollars and specifying that he wished

to use the money for the '‘study of art and art history, and for the

study of literature,” preferably in Rome and Fans, and that he

wished to spend an entire year in such study with the purpose^

he now dared to state—of gaming a "liberal education” for the

work of authorship

The mere hope of findmg opportumty for such travel bndled

new courage in him, and poems and dramas began anew to grow

m his mind At this time he again began to think of the subject

which he had considered five years earlier, before the problem of

Im^s Comedy absorbed his interest, the subject of Earl Skule’s

revolt during the avil wars of Norway

One can readily see what attracted him to Skule He saw a

nch talent without opportunity to express itself, and he felt how

the man was consumed by doubt and longing He seemed to see

his own life reflected therein This he remembered in 1870

when, writing to a fnend, he reviewed his life as an author “The

fact that everyone was against me, that 1 no longer had anyone

outside the nearest of whom 1 could say that he believed in me;,

must, as you will leadily see, call forth a mood which found re

lease in TAe Pretenders ” Ibsen was engaged in struggle, both

inwardly and against outward arcumstance

Yet it is not mere chance that in May, 1863, he wrote two oc

casional poems which with espeaal strength proclaim a truce in

the struggle, and which seem to prophesy victory for other pow

ers than those which contended in Earl Skule Varying thoughts

were at the time struggling for mastery in Ibsen’s own mmd in
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$uch a way that he could not give clarity and form to his sub-

ject For a time he was unable to set pen to paper in the work on

his new drama

Then there occurred suddenly an event which brought him

light and gathered all his visions into a clear, strong picture

The students invited him to go with them on a festive jour

ney to Bergen, to a great choral fete which would bring at least

a thousand singers from Oslo and fiom other cities in all parts

of Norway Ibsen, hungering for festivity, accepted the invita

tion and wrote a song which the three choral groups m Oslo

learned for the occasion It was entitled “Hail Song'” and had

as Its subject matter the thought which most completely occupied

Ibsen’s own mind, the idea of drawing together in harmony

coast dwellers and northerners, Norwegians, Danes, and Swedes

--an idea which is in vital accord with the dramatic subject from

the period of the avil wars that he was then tuining over m hts

mind

The group of singers left Oslo on June 12 and arrived in

Bergen on Sunday, June 14 The very voyage imparted to Ibsen

a festive mood and gave occasion for poetry Their sailing seemed

to him like that of Sunday pleasure seekers, and he imagined

even the island dweller, who listened to their songs as they

passed, to be filled with the emotions that inspired himself

He u not jar from God

Wuh flying banners we sfeed along

We are free as birdsm the air,

He^s left behind, but he hears our song—
^*Some ffreat thmg ts fasstng there f**
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Even during the journey there seemed to penetrate his soul

seeds that would "growm the hungry earth,” and the piomise o£

the journey was fulfilled during the three festive days that fol

low^ m Bergen

There had been some difficulty in finding lodging for Ibsen

during these days, for it was known that he had somewhat lost

caste in Christiania, but it was finally arranged that he should

stay with the ship-owner, Randolph Nilsen, together with a friend

who was a cousin of the lady of the house The visit was entirely

comfortable and happy Returning to Oslo, he immediately

wrote a warm letter of thanks for "the indescribable kindness

and good will” which had been shown him “God be praised,”

he wrote, "I still carry the festive mood within me and hope

that I may long retain it—The festivities there, and the many

dear, ever memoiuble people whom I met, affect me as a salutary

church going, and I firmly hope that the mood will not depart

Everyone was kind to me in Bergen, it is not so here, wheremany

try to grieve and pain me on every occasion ” He bad met with

friendhness and good will which had brought heahng to his

wounded spint, and which he felt to be "the most deeply benefi

cent effect of the festival”, *‘a stroi^ elevatit^ impulse, through

which one feels that all one’s thoughts are ennobled and pun

fied ” His sky was clearing and bnghtenmg

The very crown of the festival, to Ibsen, was Bjbrnstjeinc

Bjdrnson He had just returned from a three year tnp abroad,

and was full of ambitious desire for great undertakings He wi ote

to a Danish friend that his "homecoming was dreary”, he felt

that he met only prosaic thoughts of material gam, while m all

matters of great intellectual or soaal import there prevailed "an
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indescribable lethargy ” But he did not mean to let this turn him

from his course, he was determined to bend all his energies to-

ward stirring up life Now he was in Beigen for a time, and at

tended the song festival as a matter of course, speaking, creating

sti ife—surrounded, as usual, by storms, but at the same time

charming people and carrying them away with his enthusiasm

He greeted Ibsen as a friend and brother in arms In fact he

had various things to thank Ibsen for from the years that he had

been away Ibsen had produced both his King Sverre and his

Lame Hulda at the Christiania Norwegian Theater, and had

been the first to point out to Norwegian readers the splendid

art which was evident in Sigurd Slembe In return, BjSrnson

now gave all the rich warmth of his own heart, and no man could

radiate a more genial warmth than Bjbrnson when he met a

fnend Perfectly aware that people looked upon him and Ibsen

as iivals, he made an effort to remove all traces of such re-

lation

He took Ibsen by storm Never m his life, before or after, did

Ibsen yield himself so completely and unresistingly to any man

as he now did to Bjornson All the pain and gnef of his heart

seemed to dissolve, from the mouth of a friend he heard all the

great things which he himself had concealed within his inmost

dreams, faith and enthusiasm set his spirit aflame All at once

he knew that he could achieve He was no longer sick He was

strong and courageous

Something of what passed between them may be gathered

from the ofiiaal reports of the festival Bjornson’s reference—

in a speech on the subject of a national Bergen-^o Hakon

konsson, “Norway’s best long” and the promoter of union, must
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have touched upon some of Ibsen’s strongest interests, and, at the

great banquet on June 16, Bjdrnson discussed directly the rela

tion between himself and Ibsen Speaking of the nation’s need

for song, the need for overcoming by means of song all tendenaes

to stnfe and disagieement, he pointed out how sometimes one

poet might even be used as a weapon against another “Have I

not experienced that my friend Ibsen has been placed over against

me for the purpose of disparaging me, and I against him, to dis-

parage him?” Instead of this attitude we must have reconaliation

and union, and to the attainment of these, song must be an aid

The speech was followed by the song which Ibsen had written for

the occasion, an incident in which the two poets seemed to clasp

hands before all the world

By June Ibsen was bach in Oslo The new drama now sud

denly stood strongly and clearly before his mind, and he must

write it He could not put it off Though he drew the money

which the University appropriated for the purpose of collect

ing legends, he could not set out He cheated the University out

of a hundred dollars, but he gave to his people a masterpiece,

The Pretenders

The subject of the drama is the stiugglc for union in Nor

way Politically this struggle came to an end when H&kon H3.

konsson conquered the last rebellious pretender to the throne,

Skule Bardsson, in 1240 But ever since, even down to our own

times, the question has been vital in the popular mind Is the

umon to be anything beyond a political measuie, anything over

and above a form of government? Is it to be a power 111 the lives of

the people, drawing them together in truly national accord?

With the sbll of genius, Ibsen has succeeded in carrymg this
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question back to the period of conflict in the thirteenth century,

and in so doing has made the drama not merely historical but a

living contribution to the contemporary struggle, rousing and

stimulating the people of today The words which he places in

the mouth of King Hikon have become a slogan and a battle

cry among us "Norway has been a kingdom, it shall become a

people The Tronder has stood against the man of Viken, the

Agdeman against the Hordalander, the Halogalander against

the Sogndalesman, all shall be one hereafter, and all shall feel

and know that they are one'” Ibsen has made this the great

"kmg’s-thought” in our history and in the life of our people

It IS this great idea about which they are contending. King HSkon

and Eail Skule In the portrayal of the two Ibsen has given

his very life blood, particularly m Skule, who carries the battle

within himself

Hakon was called of God, and his strength lay in the sure

belief that this was so His path lay straight ahead of him, even

as ills thought was straightforward and clear There were no

secret corners in his mind, no problems of the soul He was all

of one piece and therefore a chieftain

Skule was altogether different The last words of the drama

solve his nddle, he "was God’s stepchild on earth ” Only a new

riddle, someone has said, but one which gatheis into a single

phrase what ail the rest of the drama has already shown God’s

love was not with Skule, and he did not follow God’s call to

him, except m the last hour, when he gave his life for Hkkon’s

“king’s-thought,” when he confirmed what his skald had said

to him “A man can die for another’s life work, but if he go on

living, he must hve for his own ” Therefore Skule could never
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be foitunate, could never be the great, natural chieftain It is

the mystery of life that “the most fortunate man is the gieatest

man It is the most fortunate man that does the greatest deeds

—

he whom the cravings of his time seize like a passion, begetting

thoughts he himself cannot fathom, and pointing to paths which

lead he knows not whither, but which he follows and must follow

till he hears the people shout for joy, and looking around him

with wondering eyes, finds that he has done a mighty deed ”

Skule has “wisdom and courage and all noble gifts of the mind,”

but he has not genius, for he has not the call of God

Mysticism then, after all? Yes, m the sense that all religion is

mysticism Form Ibsen this is religion—not merely a part of one

or another set of dogmas, not merely a philosophic conclusion

from his own brain, but a vital power in which he believes Quite

involuntarily he feels that the talents which he possesses and the

work to which they impel him are a gift from higher powers,

powers which govern the world, and which impose obliga

tions that a man is compelled to accept if he would answer for

the gift To him the obligations are a categorical imperative,

an ethical demand so strict as to become religious, a command

from God—a “call
”

In TAa Pretenders we meet, more acutely piescnted than

ever before, a problem which had burned in Ibsen as far back as

we can follow his writings, the problem of a man’s calling and

of his faith in his calling The question is raised in the first poem

we have from him, written in 1847 1^^ himself a calling 01

had he not? “Did I wrongly then aspire?” It is the question

which burns m Catiline In one moment he, too, believes that he

has a calling
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I mustf I must! A voice deep m my soul

Urges me on^ md I wtll heed its call

But at another time he declares with equal force that he has

no faith, and that he must run away from his calling

My fete has veiled ft so It must so bef

The same soul struggle had been present in Lady Inger-H;he

everlasting struggle between faith and doubt

The new element m The Pretenders is the fact that Ibsen for

the first time places over against the doubter a man who fully

and immovably believes m his calling, and we may say that it

was Bjornson who had helped him to create such a man BjiSrn

son^s faith had gone into KingH^on Ibsen had seen this element

of faith in Bjemsoii before, and had envied him a little, at the

same time as he felt some contempt for the childishness of such a

faith Now, having been conquered by the charm of Bjornson and

his faith, and feeling the greatness of this very childishness, he

gave It bfe m H&kon

Thus HHkon in The Pretenders is in one sense a reflection of

Bjornson, though he has something of Ibsen as well, namely,

the faith which is ever present in the depths of his soul, but which

most often conquers only aftei an agonizing struggle The fact

that Ibsen drew his own mother m the mother of H&kon may be

a sign of his feeling that he himself had a part m Hakon It is

certain that he would not wholly identify himself with the con

trusting character, Skule, who would steal the ‘%ng’s thought”

from Its rightful owner, and parade in the greatness of another

No—that was not Ibsen He knew that the “king’s-thought”

had always hved m him as a mighty ideal which filled his soul,
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and that he had no need of borrowing or stealing a life work

He could live for his own

Yet there is more of Ibsen in Earl Skule than in any other

person m the drama Cut out of Ibsen himself and out of the an

guish of his experiences is the doubt which tortures and sears the

twind of Skule, making him soul sick and confused, involving

him in wrongdoing, and causing him to ponder even greater

wrongdoing-^ struggle which makes Skule and his expenence

the central thing m the drama By expressing the whole of his

mental struggle in an imaginative work, Ibsen has written it out

of and away from himself, and has thus conquered it He might

have reached the state, as he puts it in The Pretenders—borrow

mg a phrase of Vinje’s from The Men—of him “who doubts of

his own doubt ” But he felt instinctively that at such a point a

man becomes an “unsound doubter,” and that he would and must

tear himself away from such sickly thoughts In The Pretenders,

he won the victory

Thus the play goes far beyond the great national question of

popular union, and becomes a drama of conflict between deep

spiritual powers in the life of man Everything is gathered into

the contrast between H&kon and Skule, at the same time as it

IS concentrated within the one man, Skule, who understands great

ness even while he stniggles against it

Everythmg and everybody m the drama serves the one pur

pose of throwing light upon this deep conflict First in importance

for the purpose is the man who may be called the third leading

character in the play, Bishop Nicholas He seems to be part of

the soul of Skule detached and made into a character by itself,
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giving form and life to the doubt that gnaws at Skule’s heart,

drawing him into daik and wild thoughts At the same time he

IS the national devil, always scheming to divide the people, to

split It with petty wrangling—the dreary ferfettmn mobtU

of our history He appears almost as a spirit, a bodiless controlling

power in the dramatic struggle, and it is not surprising, therefore,

that even after death he returns as a ghost, still trying to carry on

his work

Yet he, too, is given a human explanation, and is dowered

with a trait from Ibsen’s own soul he is afrtnd Since hts very

boyhood, he has longed for great achievement, but when the op-

portunity comes, he flees Though he tries time and again, he

can never conquer his fear This weakness, too, Ibsen had felt

and winced under, wishing earnestly to be brave, but finding

that m assoaation with other people he shrank within himself,

and that it was only m his dreams he fought great battles Con

saous Within himself of what this fear might lead to, he por

trayed the consequences in Bishop Nicholas ill will and hatred

against all who raised their heads higher than his own "Here

shall no giant be, for I was never a giant
”

On the other hand there is an element which is equally a part

of Ibsen’s own nature an endless longing and thirst after love

and good will This he gives form in the character of a woman,

Margrete, who stands between her father, Skule, and her hus-

band, H&kon, used by both as a means to political ends, while she

herself desires only love, and suffers more than anyone else in

the conflict

One by one the characters m the play are thus born out of

Ibsen’s own mood, even while each of them has a firm histone
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basis Some small account in the historical work of P A Munch

has given a suggestion for the loving nature of Margrete, and

similarly each of the others—Bishop Nicholas, King Hlkon,

Earl Skule—IS built up on historical records Some difference

in interpretation there may be, since all three of the leading

characters have been subjects for dispute among historical

scholars, and Ibsen, going beyond the records of history, has

carried their thoughts and wills to greater lengths than the his-

torical sources give him the right to do But the poetic right is

there, foi Ibsen brought these people into our own struggles

And yet he has taken a firm grip on historic traits, and his char

acters stand illumined by the light of history

The dramatic conflict between the characters, too, is straight

forward and clear, idea against idea, man against man Theie

IS no tangled intrigue of tricks within tricks

In Lady Jnger of Ostr&t Ibsen folloiro a method which he

had learned from Scribe, of building the drama around the

struggle to hide or reveal a carefully guarded secret upon which

rests the entiie outcome of the play Later, too, Ibsen, letainmg

something of the technique he had thus learned, often uses the

old secret sin as a bomb to uncover the true charactci's of his

persons There is an old secret of this sort even m The Pretend

erSf but here it is not revealed, and therefore it helps to keep

doubt alive in Earl Skule, without being itself a mam part of

the dramatic action

This time one may say that Ibsen has succeeded in fulfilhng

all the requirements that Hermann Hettner had made of the

truly great historical drama, and I doubt whether one can find

in all literature a more forceful drama than The Pretenders—
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deepei in psychological analysts, greater in thought, clearer and

firmer in structure It seems to me close to perfection It is m
a class with Shakespeare

Like Ibsen’s first saga play. The Vtkmgs at Helgehtd, this

too IS wiitten in prose, but in a style which, though it retains a

suggestion of the saga, differs from the older play in that it

makes not the slightest attempt to conform to the saga language

01 to create in the pubhc an illusion by means of affected histone

archaism The language is standard, current speech, slightly and

naturally colored by knowledge of and familiarity with the old

sagas

Theie can be no doubt that Bjornson helped Ibsen m the

discovery of the new form, which may have appealed to Ibsen

as the pioper style for a Norwegian historical drama even as

early as on the October evemng in 1857 when, immediately

after the completion of The Vtkmgs^ the two sat together m the

Chiistiania Theater and saw Bjornson’s Between the Battles go

across the boaids for the first time Later the presentation of

King Svetre at his own theater in 1861 gave him new occasion

to considci the matter, and the following year, reviewing a book

by his old schoolmate, Fnthjof Foss, who attempted to copy this

style, Ibsen gave clear expression to bis view of the advantages

of the Bjornson prose While admitting here that Bjornson was

“the first writer to avail himself of it,” he maintains that this

artistic form “has previously lam as an unspoken wish in our

people and as a completely satisfying expression of the present

conception of nationality ” Perceiving clearly the distinguishing

qualities of Bjdrnson^s style, he says that “its character rests on

the fact that it has the saga as its groundwork,” a statement which
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he had opportunity to explain fully a. week later, m reviewing

Stfftrd Slemhe “The tone of the language,” he here points out,

“is not the tone of the saga, nor should it be ” But, he adds, “if

anyone should think of offering this as a criticism, we would

bid hiM f^nsider that a marked use of the language of any his

tone penod would be a mistake where the wnter, as in this case,

has chosen to nepreseAt an unchanging and always equally com

prchensible spiritual struggle A work written m such intention

has nothing to do with dates and timeliness
”

On this theory, then, is based the style of The Pretenders,

and'it IS practically self evident that the form must be prose

While Ibsen was busily at work on this drama, Clemens Peter

sen’s review of Lovers Comedy appeared with the dictatonal

statement “Verse is Hennk Ibsen’s nature, and as a wnter he

can hardly be natural apait from it ” To this Ibsen replied, in

his letter of thanks a month later, that he had to write his new

drama in prose “I cannot write it in verse ” The style would not

seem natural to him exceptm prose form

In Lovers Comedy verse had served naturally as an oppor

tunity for phrases and turns of thought which went outside of

what might propel ly belong to the conversation of his characters,

giving greater freedom to satire Something of the same

tendency to gather the thought into pithy, vigorous aphorisms is

evident in The Pretenders as well, making the play unusually

nch m concise speeches which are easily retained by the popular

memory It is a not infrequent result of the method, however,

that the author speaks too freely on his own account, as for

instance when he lets a woman m a moment of heavy sorrow

retain enough power of reflection to formulate the following
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piece of wisdom “To love, to sacrifice all, and be foi gotten,

that IS woman’s saga ”

At one point vx The Pretenders

^

m the scene m which the

ghost of Bishop Nicholas returns to urge Earl Skule into the

cause of Bagler politics, Ibsen wtskes to speak on his own Account,

and theiefore employs verse The ghost scene itself 4s justified

by the fact that Nicholas, being but a part of the personality of

Skule, gives expression to the impulses that stir within the

pretender hng—the temptation and the victory over himself

But the poet, being unable to refrain from going beyond the

dramatic purpose, finds his excuse in the verse form, even while

he half ironically lets Skule tease the bishop about the new mode

of speech “And it seems you have learnt skald craft, old Bagler

chieftain’” If Ibsen has thus sinned against his own artistic

demands, he has at least triumphed in the sense that hardly any

thing else he has written is so frequently quoted as these closing

verses

JVhtle to therr hfe-vmrk Norsemen set out

Will lessly weoermg) daunted wtth doubt,

While hearts are shrunken, mnds helplessly shroertng,

Weak as a vxllow-wand mnd swept and quwertng—
While about one thing alone thefre umted.

Namely, that greatness be stoned and despted—
When they seek honor tn fieetng and falltng

Undet tfte banner of baseness unfurled—
Then Bishop Nicholas *tends to hts eallmg.

The Bagler Bishop*s at workm the world f

We are suddenly aware here of a new source of inspiration

for this remarkably nch drama, namely, Ibsen’s hot indignation
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over the general lack of will power and manliness in his country

men, and if we have not understood it before, it is at least clear

at this point that this national histone drama has not the least

connection with national romanticism in the ordinary sense of

that word, It is a work which points forward, not back, and

which places high moral requirements on the people as well as on

the individual

While Ibsen was most eneigetically at work upon this drama

he had the great pleasure of seeing that his friend Botten Hansen

attempted to gi^^^a complete account of him to the Norwegian

peopl^Jn lUustreret Nyhedsblad for July 19, 1863, between

two numbers devoted to an account of “the Dalesman,” asA 0
Vlnje was called, appeared the first printed biography of Heniik

Ibsen For the first time people heard something of his hard

struggle to exist and do his life work, and were enabled to see

his writings in their proper sequence Of his dramatic works the

biographer says “A keen perception of and interest in special

psychic developments, a talent for combining elements for the

complication of the plot, an open eye for dramatic situations, a

critical seremty and deliberation to clip the wings of lyiic im

pulse, and an insight, based on long experience, into the require

ments of the stage—are so many favorable conditions for his

dramatic production ” But then Botten Hansen adds, and the

words are somewhat remarkable from the mouth of so close a

fnend “And if he possessed m the same degree ideal faith and

conviction, he would be able to give us dramatic pioductions of

the highest Older”

It may be true that there was a lack of “faith” in Lov^s

Comedy

,

but whoever knew Ibsen must also have known that
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the anger which shot its flame so high m the play was born of

an idealism which was too highly pitched rather than too low

In any case, TAa Pratanders was to give unmistakable proof

that to a greater degiee than the majority he possessed “ideal

faith and conviction
”

The drama was written almost in a frenzy, anc^/bsen had

neither time nor thought for anything else-befor^jf^ finished

In less than two months he had it on paper and had for the most

part completed his work on it, as we may safely assume from the

fact that on August 13, 1863, seven weeks af^r his return from

Bergen, he could break away from it long enough to gojto the

theater What he saw there was another historical drama with

a subject from the period of the civil wars, Eystetn Metla, by

the young writer, Kristian Elster Reviewing it in llUutreret

Nyhedsblad, he butchered it without mercy, revealing at the

same time his own requirements foi a national historic drama

and his complete assurance that he would fulfill them a strong

content of thought, and everything brought together into a

firm dramatic knot “It is not by works of this sort that our

dramatic literatuie will be enriched,” he writes of Eystem MetU^

knowing within himself that Ae had just created a work which

would add a new treasure to our liteiature

He had been encouraged during hts work by the simulta

neous appearance of Clemens Petersen’s long review of Lovsfs

Comedy (July 18) and the biographical sketch by Botten Hansen

itt llUutreret Nyhedsblad (July 19) A month later (August

18) he wrote to thank Petersen for his review, and added “I

am working on an historical drama in five acts ” We may be sure
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that b) this time he had only the finishing touches left to com

plete

During the first days m September a clear copy of the book

\ros made, and on one of these days, walking down the stieet

with his manuscript under his arm, presumably on his way to

the theater with it, he met the greatest bookseller in Chnstiama,

old Johan Dahl He tpld Dahl about his new play and asked him

to undertake the pujhshing of it Dahl agreed immediately,

promising a royalty 150 specie-dollars, an unusually large sum

for those days He ook the manuscript with him and began print

ing without delay The wiitten agreement was made on Septem

ber 15, and late in October the book was offered for sale

It created no sensation at first The Norwegian readmg public

was small, and the demand was not clamorous, it took six to

seven years to sell a thousand copies The first review that ap

peared, in Apenbladet for November 18, praised the excellent

dramatic structure of the play, but lost itself in criticism of the

too strong effects, the reviewer showing clearly that he had un

derstood nothing of the psychological problem This, however,

Professor Monrad had caught, and in January, 1864, he wrote

three long articles about tlie play, m Morgenhladet, explaining

what an eiKellent character tragedy this was, and regretting only

that It was not in verse In February Dr C Rosenberg praised

the play m the same mannerm Dansk Maamdssknjt To him it

was the greatest testimony of the entire forward movement in

Norwegian dramatic literature, and he found m it a new p^
chology and a new ait of dialogue Companng The Pretenders

with the drama on the same subject which Andreas Munch had
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recently published, Earl SAula^ he had to note how the latter

kept to the beaten tracks of the older Danish drama, as well as

how shallow Earl Skula was when compared with Tha Pra

tenders It seemed to be a clear competition between old and

new dramatic art, and from this moment it must be evident to

everyone that Ibsen had sailed far ahead

It was not immediately clear in Denmark Clemens Petersen

wrote a sour criticism of The Pretender^ m Veedrelandet for

April 2 Having expected something else Ibsen, he insisted

that the drama did not do justice to the talents of the author,

and tried even to show that it was undramatic 1 hus the plgy had

no success in Denmark at the time, and it is doubtful if as many

os twenty copies of the book came out among the people there

In Norway it was, despite all criticism, a triumph from the

author’s point of view It was read and discussed, and it gripped

the souls of those who had capacity for understanding its intel

lectual content

Already by the middle of September, 1 863, the play was 'ic

cepted for presentation at the Christiania Theater, and on Sun

day, Januaiy 17, 1864, it was played for the first time It wis

not a uniformly excellent presentation

1 et It won the public Though it lasted for almost five full

hours (after the first night the time of playing was reduced to

four bom's), we are told that “it was followed from beginning

to end with rapt attention,” and that “after the fall of the cuitain

there was a general demand for the author, who when he ap

peared was greeted by a storm of applause ” In less than two

months the play was presented eight times, a success unique for
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St play so long and senous as this, in a town so small as the

Christiania of that day

For Ibsen it was an even greater victory than The Feast at

Solhoug had been, and as a victory it was worth far more, for

It was not won by popular appeal On the contrary, the author

had set a high standard for himself and an almost equally high

standard for his publi<; He had all the more reason to be proud

of his tnumph

Since that time Pretenders has appeared regularly on the

Norwegian stage, ai^ is there the classic national saga play

above all others But it has not had the same stage success in

other lands It was piesented on the stage in Copenhagen in

1871, after Brand had made Ibsen known to the Danish people,

and after The League of Youth had proved to them he could

write good plays It did well during the first season, but after

that It was never played again The Pretenders was the play

which first introduced Ibsen to the stage outside of the

Scandinavian lands The boldly expenmental Court Theater in

Meimngen presented it m 1875 and the next year took it to

Berlin Other German theaters followed suit, and at least in

Meimngen it was a success The play, however, did not at any

time take a strong hold on German thought and imagination,

and It was not with this phy that Ibsen was to win Germany

German critics agreed that it was ”ohne Buhnemnrkung ” It

made a difference how the drama was played If it fdl through at

the Schiller Theater in Berhn in 1901, Max Reinhardt made

a gieat tnumph with it at the Neues Theater in 1904, but it was

never one of the plays that could find a permanent place at any
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other theater either in Germany or in other foreign lands The

reason for this is undoubtedly that the play is too closely re-

lated to Its Norwegian background The great national chal

lenge in it, the “kingVthought,” is presented in a form that

espeaally appeals to Norwegian national consciousness, and it

IB filled, one might perhaps say over burdened, with particular

references to Norwegan history, which may be clear enough to

Norwegans, but which make it seem somewhat remote to people

of other nationalities

It was thus only a Norwegan victory that Ibsen had won

Again he sailed to the fore among Norwegian tenters, again he

was m line with BjSmson

The greatest victory of all was that which he had won over

himself Foi the first time in his life he rested in a full and free

confidence in his own ability to wnte and in his calling as poet

Earl Skule in The Pretenders had asked Jatgeir, the skald

‘*Have you at all times full faith that you are a skald^” The

question arose from Ibsen^s own doubt Now he knew, like

Jatgeir, that the calling was his, and he would not for anything

relinquish it

This firm faith gave him more assurance and courage than he

had ever had before When he had first waged war on the lies of

society in Lovefs Comedy^ soaety itself had rebuked him so

harshly and severely that it had frightened him to the depths of

his soul Against such power he had become quite helpless, but

now he felt that strength increased in him, and fear diminished

He was already a man of thirty-six years Through a long and

hard battle he had tried to find himself, and during the struggle

there had gathered withm him a bitter hatred against the soaety
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that had kept him down, that had cajoled and driven him into

using his abilities for purposes which were never really hw

own, at least never fully his own The whole of this society had

become to him a single dangerous enemy which threatened to

subdue a man’s will and to make of him a slave, a power destruc

tive to everything that was free and true, to natural impulses of

growth and personal demands for justice

Now he felt strong enough to wage war on the soaety in which

falsehood and might ruled He possessed an ethical anger and

determination which could not but destroy conventions, he

felt the call to awaken his people to freedom and an upright

search for truth in thinbng and acting

A month after he had finished The Pretenders, he wrote a

poem for a festival m the Students’ Association on Octobei 2,

1863, summarizing his thought in the following cry

Go first
f wm and forever,

That ts the call of truth

Go first, m every battle

That summons Norvocrfs youth f

It was himself he thus challenged And his writings were

soon to resound throughout the country, indeed throughout the

world, as a trumpet call—awakemng, challenging, rousing
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THE GREAT DISAPPOINTMENT

J
UST as Ibsen completed The Pretenders there ms an order

m council] September 12, 1863, to give him 400 speac

dollars for foieign travel This was much less than he had ap

plied for, and less than he needed for a journey that was to last

a whole year and cany him as far as he meant to go Neverthc

less he piepared to take a boat to Hamburg m November, but

when It came to the point, he did not daie to set out with so

little money, and the consequence was that he actually consumed

almost half of his stipend at home It was Bjornstjerne Bjbrnson

who helped scrape togethei a sufliaent sum so that he could

finally set out

When Bjornson moved to Oslo in the fill of 1863, the warm

friendship between him and Ibsen which had been formed at

the music festival in Bergen giew even ivarmer Ibsen felt a

debt of gratitude to Bjdrnson, and m The Pretenders Bjornson

had full assurance that Ibsen was indeed a kindred spirit and a

brother in arms The two shared each other’s thoughts as never

before Bjoinson, always eager to help, now set to work to raise

money for Ibsen's joutney He had many powerful friends—

>

Beinhard Dimker, the attorney, Johan Sverdrup, then a member

of the Storthing, and many others, and he possessed an unusual

ability to enlist them in his generous projects He succeeded m
330
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collecting for his impecunious friend the sum of 700 speae

dollars—much more than the entire State appropriation

When the ice broke in the spring of 1 864, Ibsen set sail On

Satuiday evening, April 2, he banqueted with his Hollander

friends at a gatheiing which was both a celebration for Paul

Botten Hansen, who had become University librarian, and a

farewell party for Ibsen Early Tuesday morning, April 5, he

took the first steamboat going south, and the next day he ariived

in Copenhagen

To all appearances he was setting out on a peaceful study trip,

and his fi lends at home presumably expected him to continue m
the same style of writing that had bi ought him such large

measure of success His learned friend, M Birkeland, recently

appointed director of the Public Recoid office, had suggested to

him a new national historical subject, the Norwegian Faroe

viking, Magnus Hemeson, who suffered death on the execu

tioncr’s block in 1589, and who was looked upon as a sort of

national martyr Ibsen, following his friend’s advice, had imme

diately set to work collecting all that he could find about this

Magnus in the volume of Norwegian State papers which had just

then been published In the only letter from him which we have

from these April days at Copenhagen, we learn that he intended

to begin a new drama in five acts, undoubtedly the one about

Magnus Hemeson This would indicate that he wished to con

tinue writing in his earlier manner

But in reality a wild tumult filled him, a storm which stiired

his soul to the depths

Nor IS this strange, when one remembers what happened dur

ing his stay m Copenhagen Many, many years later, recalling
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to memoi'y these days, he had but to say “It was m April,

1864 ” The very year and month spoke with an eloquence that

needed no explanation from him, so tremendous were the ex

ternal and internal events which he assoaated with these days

And they so over shadowed all previous memories, that he felt

as though he had never been m Copenhagen before

Denmark was at war In December, 18^3, German armies had

established themselves in Holstein, on February i, 1864, Frus*

sia and Austria had sent their troops across the Lider River into

the Danish territory of Slesvig, and a few days later the Danes

fled from the ancient and illustrious rampart Danevn^ke.^ For

ten weeks they defended themselves bravely behind the m
trenchments at Dybbdl, but on April 1 8 the Prussians stormed

Dybbdl and drove the Danes over to Als

This battle occurred while Ibsen was still in Copenhagen, and

It seemed to lacerite his very being It seemed to him that might

and force triumphed over right, that the ideas in which he be

Iieved were trodden roughly under foot Of course he was well

enough aware that such things had happened before, but they

had never before touched him so nearly In “Terje Vigen” he

had sung about memories of a time when the English ruled the

sea by force, but that was at least £fty years ago He remembered

that during his own youth Russian power had put down the

Hungarian revolt for freedom, but from the same period he

remembered still more clearly that the Damsh-German war had

ended m victory for little Denmark, the which had oc

curred later during his life, the Cnmean, had at least a sugges-

tion of idealism in it, and the same was true to an even greater
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degree of the Italian war for liberation This time it seemed as

if the cold, heartless doctrine that might is nght had prevailed

and cannon had become the ruler of the world

Ibsen rose m angry protest We find it vividly expressed in

a poem which he wrote exactly a year later, in April, 1865, after

the assassination of Abraham Lincoln European papers raised a

hue and cry over the horror of the deed, but Ibsen could not

understand why they were so shocked

A Prusmn mtsdeed, a Dybbol act^

The world has Witnessed ere now

He reminded them of the treatment of Poland, and of the

English attack on G>penhagen in 1807, and he blamed all

Europe for permitting the continuation of such rule by force

With vows forgotten and words untrue,

With treaties ye tear and desfoil,

With ferjured oaths the^ last year were new

Ye have fertilized historfs sod

He would not believe that the last word had been spoken

It seemed impossible to him that anything so hideous could en

dure Some storm must overthrow the whole rotten structure

A Will holds judgment and waits to tell

That death to each he u sure,

But the worm must first have emftted the shell.

And the tunes must first have turned themselves well

Into thetr own caricature

He believed in revolution, not m reform, and he hoped and

believed that revolution would come the sooner, the more the

rottenness was permitted to wax great
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—Let hut the **systetn** work out its atm—
The sooner vengeance wtll brmg tt to shame

On the judgment day of our times

If one would judge philosophically the political thought ex

pressed here, one might call it romantiosm, or one might com

pare It with the Hegelian philosophy of Marx which was taking

form dunng these years But it is clearly certain that for Ibsen

this was not philosophy, it was his moral indignation which

was aroused to such an extent that he could not be satisfied with

anything short of the prospect of a judgment day

The spectacle of the Dybbol incident and the Danish defeat

gave his angei a bitterness which the mere absti-act idea of victory

bj force could not produce, and his anger was mingled with

shame because his own people had deserted the Danish cause

and had thereby made themselves partly responsible for the de

feat This feeling cut the more deeply into Ibsen since it con

cerned dreams and hopes that were rooted m the very life of

his own heart

He was a “Scandinavian,” and the idea of Scandinavian unity

was probably the only political theory to which he consistently

adhered, from youth to old age Much could be said about the

purpose of this poLcy, both from a national and a social point

of view That which is perhaps most leadily apparent is the

feeling of weakness, the national timidity which underlay the

whole movement, although this was not so evident until after

the defeat of 1864 Before that time the most actiie element

was the simple desire for closer union, a will to help one another

which was free from selfish interest At least this was tree in

Norway, where in contrast to the class controvei*8ies and eco-
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nomic affairs that otherwise filled the poliUcs of the fifties,

Scandmavianism appeared as an idealistic relief—as a political

movement which did not aun merely at power and gam For

this reason the idea naturally appealed to the academic youth of

the country, and still more naturally it appealed to Hennk

Ibsen

It was during the war of 1848, and more particularly as a

result of the battle of Slesvig on Easter Day, that interest in

Scandmavianism was aroused m Norway, and Ibsen was awafc

ened to the cause One of his oldest poems, “The Giant Oak,”

urges Scandinavian unity, and m 1849 he wrote his challenge

“Awaken Scandinavians!" calling Norwegians and Swedes to

assist their Danish brothers in their war The moral content of

his politics IS already evident here It seemed to him a faithless

act for his people to keep away from the struggle, and he was

afraid that the faith thus broken could never be restored

No, brothers, no, there ts a sacred law,

Withm the soul *tts written Serve thy brother^

*Tis written Half what nature long has bound

Unto thy heart with bonds of strength and bemiy.

Woe, woe, if you should fad when danger calls f

With words almost similar to these he asked in 1864

What if our breaking fatth with Denmark were the last

Deed granted us to do while still a nation!

A people without honor was in his opinion doomed to destruc

tion

Latei, year by year, his song helped to blow life into

Scandmavianism which m one of his poems, wntten for the
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student meeting m 1851, he called “the best thought of the

North ” And always he identified it with the intellectual en

de^vor which was to ennoble the people

It might seem natural to suppose that the national movement,

in which he was involved throughout the fifties, would weaken

his Scandinavianism, but he found, rather, a connection between

the two Immediately after he had written a poem m tribute to

King Carl Johan as “the first Scandinavian of the century,”

early in 1858, he went into his first great battle for a national

cheater, insisting that national progress was one of the conditions

for Scandinavian unity, that the Norwegian people must take

their place as the equals of the Danes and Swedes, that they

must be independent in intellectual life as well as in politics, be

fore they could enter upon real co operation with the others and

before they could contnbute anything in such a co operation

He could become venomously angry when the Danes ridiculed

the Norwegian nationalism, and he undoubtedly felt the sting m
the vaudeville by Enk Bogh, which he played in his own theater

in 1859, and which held up to ridicule the “Norwegian Norse

man,” Bjerkebsek This seems evident from the poem he wrote

in the spring of r86i, when the same piece was played at the

Christiania Theater, while a new war was brewing between

Denmark and Germany He then had the Norwegian boys greet

the Danes with the words

Sand Word to the lordly Prussian,

7 hat if ye must fight to defend your land,

All of us here mil lend a hand—

But first the Norwegian Norsemen!
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Always foremost m his thought, always stronger and stronger

as the danger of war threatened, was the feeling that Norway

must help, to save her own honor Hts Seventeenth of May song

for 186

1

proclaimed

Your Northsm home cannot be free

Until the South is guarded,

Tdl Eastern threats of slavery

Away from us are warded,

All of the North must first be freed!

Woe to htm who shuns the deed

And meets with words a brother's need,

Hts name Ues soon discarded

The whole matter was for Ibsen summarized m the one com

mand—to keep faith He had not forgotten the first student

meeting of the Northern countries, in 1845, when, earned away

by Orla Lehmann’s enthusiasm, fifteen hundred Norwegian,

Swedish, and Danish students pledged their honor and peace of

mind that they would battle for Scandinaviamsm in life and m
death Since that time one student meeting after another had

rejoiced over and sung about Scandinavian unity, and the

academic youth of the country had bound itself to the idea, most

recently m a many voiced promise at the student conventions in

Lund and Copenhagen in 1862 Ibsen was aware that sucli

promises could not bind the nation or the kingdom, and he had

often felt indignation because the farmei's’ majority in the

Storthing did not show sympathy with the Scandinavian move

ment Nevertheless there can hardly be any doubt that he, in

common with other Scandinavians, believed their policy to have
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much greater support, both withm and without the Storthing,

than It finally proved to have The “public opinion” expressed

in the newspapers took its color chiefiy from the offiaal class,

and was therefoie uniformly Scandinavian

More and more, the great question in Scandinavian relations

was whether or not Norway and Sweden were to help Denmark

m her Slesvig politics, and there were others besides the avowed

Scandinavians who favored such action That which chiefly gave

the Danes a right to expect help was the fact that the young

King of Sweden and Norway, Carl XV, and his Swedish

Minister of Foreign Affairs, Count Manderstrom, staunchly sup

ported the Danish policy, and even encouraged action which

must arouse German opposition King Carl went so far as to offer

Denmark an armed alhance, and Manderstrbm sent out into the

world a large number of ingenious notes which must be in

terpieted to mean that Norway and Sweden were closely allied

to Denmark It was a pohey which played with fair words,

hoping that words alone would clear up difficulties, but Ibsen,

at least, beheved that the words were senously meant, and ex.

pected that deeds would follow them

This political moral demand was indeed only one manifesla

tion of the thought which underlay all of his earlier writings All

hiS national romanticism was grounded m the hope that memo-

ries of the past might become a power to rouse people to great

deeds It was a hope that he could never relinquish, a hope in

which he steadfastly believed, but m which he never felt secure

In the Andhrmner days of his youth, doubt and irony had the

upper hand, and in all the urging and admonition which later

filled his writings, theie was an undeilying fear and anxiety, a
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constant question as to whether he dared to rely on the purpose

of his people In Low’j Comedy the anxiety turned into com

plaint against and opposition to the insincerity m society, and

now, after Ibsen, in his poem for the festival m memory of the

forefathers on January 13, 1863, had rejected pure national

romantiasm, it was the willingness to help Denmark m the

stiniggle that becattie the touchstone of faithfulness in the

Norwegian people

The great political crisis, with disagreements and dangers

following each other m rapid succession, occurred a few months

later The March ordinance which sepai'ated Slesvig from Hoi

stein, the November constitution which united Slesvig more

closely with Denmark, the change on the Danish throne reopen

mg the whole question of the succession, the military intervention

of the German Confederation m Holstein in December, the

Prussian Austrian ultimatum to Denmark in the middle of Janu

ary, 1864., and two weeks later—war Denmark had adopted a

national policy which did indeed have an histoncal justification

under previous conditions, but which came into conflict with later

agreements and actual changes Disagreement and open conflict

were the inevitable results

Count Manderstrom had announced to all the world that

Norway and Sweden supported the new Damsh policy, a speaal

resolution of the Norwegian Storthing in May, 1 863, gave ac

knowledgement to the political line which the Department of

Foreign Affairs had followed up to this time, and announced

that Norway and Sweden could not tolerate any violation of

Damsh independence, in July, Manderstrbm sent warmng to

the Western powers that the two kingdoms could hardly remam
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neutral in a Danish German war, and a few days later King

Carl XV directly offered Denmaric armed alliance

But at this point, strong forces of opposition to a policy lead

mg to war arose in both Norway and Sweden The majority m
the Swedish Government turned a solid front against the King

and Manderstrom, who in September were compelled to retract

They were not to be permitted to plunge their countries into

war against the great Geiman powers unless they could secure a

guai'antee of support from the powers of western Europe In

October the Danish government was informed that there was

no hope of an armed alliance, but negotiations were not com

pletely broken off, for the Danish government believed that the

mere threat of Norwegian and Swedish armed intervention

might prevent Germany from going to war Only two weeks

before receiving the announcement from Stockholm, the Danish

Government had made the proposals that were to be embodiedm
the November Constitution, and at the same time the German

Confederation had given warning that it would intervene m
Holstein The danger was so great that the Danes caught at even

the sbghtest straw of hope

In Sweden a stronger and stronger sentiment demanded that

the country be kept out of war and alliances, and King Carl was

forced to assure the Swedish Riksdag, early in December, that

no one could rightfully claim armed assistance from him The

truth was that he still hoped for authority to engage his countries

in the war for Denmark, and on December 15 a large Danish

newspaper, Fmdrelandetf announced that he had promised to

bring an army The Damsh people were still not informed that

he and ManderstrSm had been forced to withdraw from the
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negotiations for alliance, and another large Danish newspaper,

DaghUdetf also for December 15, explained that Swedish

Norwegian support was after all a reality, adding that it would

now appear whether ManderstrSm “is only a facile pen or a

real statesman”—a remark which through Ibsen’s writings be

came permanently attached to the name of the great Swedish

note wnter

Two days earlier Ibsen had sent out the powerful and bitter

challenging poem, “A Brother in Need ”

Nom^ rally once, tf ne’er agamy

With flag at half-mast fiown,

A feofle m dtre need and stram

Mms Tyrt^s bastton ^

Betrayed m danger’s houty betrayed

Before the stress of strife!

Was this the meaning that it had—
The clasf of hands at Axelstad ^

Which gme the North neve Ufe?

The veords that seemed as if they rushed

From deepest heart-sfnngs out

Were fhrasesy then!—the freshet gftshedy

And now is fall’n the drought

The tree, that fromtsed nth in bloom

Mid festal sun and shower,

Stands mnd-stnft tn the lourmg gloom,

A cross to mark young Norway’s tomb,

The first dark testing hour
^ The old border rampart, Danevirke
* Copenhagen
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may guess the fcvcnsh anxiety with which he waited for the

deasion

The answer seemed to come immediately On Saturday eve-

ning, December 12, a large meeting of the Students’ Assoaa

tion adopted a commumcation to be sent to the Swedish students,

urging them to regard the Danish cause as their own, to regard

It as their duty to fight by the side of Denmark, and as a shame

to let her stand alone It was at this meeting that Professor

Aschehoug spoke of how difficult it is for a small people to think

great thoughts, yet it seemed that many Norwegnns thought

greatly now Hardly more than a week later a mass meeting of

three thousand men in Oslo sent assurance to the King that they

would support him in a war for Denmark

King Carl seemed also to have a hope that he might secure

die support of Norway, even if Sweden proved stubborn, and m
January, 1864, he summoned the Norwegian Storthing to meet

for consultation in March In the meantime the war came, and

the Danes gave way before the greater power In Denmark, too,

the Norwegian Storthing became the last hope

The meeting proved to be but a confirmation of disappoint

inent While a mmonty in the Storthing wished to give the King

free hands, the Government itself tned to persuade the Storthing

to bind him, and the majority followed the Government On

March 29 they set aside an appropriation of money for purposes

of war, but only on the condition that one of the Western powers

would help them A minority would even demand that both of

theWestern powers should promise co operation, andm addition

to this the Storthing, though with a bare majority, declared out
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nght that the Norwegian people did not wish for any closer

political connection with Denmark This was a death blow to all

Scandinavianism

A restitution might still have been possible if the youth of the

country had, in large numbers, volunteered for the war, and not

a few did so both in Noiway and Sweden But there were not

enough to vindicate the nations On April 2, 1864, one of the

volunteers, the young divinity candidate, Christopher Bruuii,

speakuig to the Students’ Assoaation, reproached his comrades

because they lacked courage and manliness to keep what they

had promised at the student meeting, but his words were given

a rather cold reception

Ibsen, being at a farewell party with his friends, did not hear

the speech, but during his last days in Norway the facts were

dinned continually in his ears The Storthing had precluded the

possibility of helping Denmark, and the academic youth were

cold, ot at most but lukewarm, in their attitude to the Danish

brothers Now that serious danger threatened, the high words

lost their power and faded strangely away m the distance

It laid a cold hand upon Ibsen’s heart, and made him feel

numb and helpless, and in need of a **Journey of Forgetfulness”

in which he might hide from himself In this mood he left the

country

7 blew through the land a bugle call

In my verse, but nobody sttrred at all

My bolt was shot, J embarked, and forth

I steamed from the dearly beloved North
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Perhaps some incident of this voyage gave occasion for the

satinc poem which he first called “From the Dybbbl Days,” and

to which he later gave the ironic title “Well Grounded Faith ”

At least we have here a suggestion, of what filled his mind dur

ing these days, bitter disgust with a people which felt secure in

its own impotence

What did It matter, then, that almost the first thing he read

upon coming to Copenhagen was the judgment of Clemens

Petersen upon TAs Pretanders in Peedrelandet for April 2

Sensitive as Ibsen generally was, there is not the slightest mdica

tion that he cared in the least about this critiasm He was think

ing of quite other things

He remained in Copenhagen for two weeks, trying to center

his thoughts on his new dramatic subject, Magnus Heincson,

which he hoped to have worked out before the end of the sum

mer But he could not write His thoughts turned constantly

toward Dybbol, where the Prussian cannon thundered against

the Danish intrenchmeots

On April 20, two days after the fall of Dybbol, he took a

boat to Lbbeck He stopped on his way south at Berlin, whence

he has recorded but one memory—the mental agony he experi

enced on May 4, when the Danish cannon fiom Dybbdl were

driven into the city amid shouts of victory “If I had remained

longer m Berlin,” he wrote m a letter from Rome nine months

latei, “wheie 1 saw the procession in April, and saw the bellow

ing populace wallow amongst the trophies of Dybbfil, saw

them riding the gun carriages and spitting into the cannon-^the

same cannon to which we had given no help, but which had still
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gone on shooting until they burst—^then 1 do not know how

much longer 1 could have kept my mind ” Almost a year later, it

was still the same incident that recurred when he wrote about

the days m Berlin “I saw the populace spit into the mouths ol

the Dybbdl cannon, and it was to me a sign o( how history will

sometime spit into the eyes o£ Sweden and Norway (or the sake

of that aKair ’’ He could indeed say truthfully that it was "really

not a pleasure trip” on which he was bound, for he could not

escape from "the sad thoughts of matters at home ” They tor

mented him all the way
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H e hurried southward to Vienna, whence he took the Sem

menng Railway, the only one which at that time crossed

the Alps Ibsen never foigot the powerful impression made by his

first view of the South, of Italy—^though as a matter of fact the

country that he first reached beyond the Alps was at that time

subject to Austria He recalled the occasion in a speech in Copen

hagen when he was seventy years old It is possible that he mis-

took the dates, as he placed the crossing of the Alps on May 9,

but the image remained clearly in his mind ''Upon the vast

mountains hung clouds like great, dark curtains, and underneath

them we drove through tunnels, finding ourselves suddenly at

Miramare, where the beauty of the South, a wonderful soft

brightness, shining like white marble, was suddenly revealed to

me, and was destined to set its stamp on all my later production,

even if that production was not all beauty”

He felt that he had escaped from darkness into light and sun

shine, and he believed later that all his writing was given a new

tone by his life theie, though it took some time before the influ

ence of his new surroundings was clearly visible The first effect

was his ability to throw aside, for a while, all thoughts of the

wretchedness at home He felt light and happy, and wished only

to live for poetry and artistic enjoyment

One Sunday morning, June 19, 1864, Ibsen rang the door bell
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at the Scandinavian Club in Rome, and met a young Norwegian

friend who was engaged m the study of art, l>orentz Dietnchson

All day long they sauntered about the city together, and when

evening came and they sat down to a bottle of wine in a little inn

by the over, Dietnchson felt that he had been with an entirely

new man Ibsen was no longer reserved and bitter, as Dietnchson

had seen him in Christiania in the winter of 1861-62 It is true, he

spoke with indignant heat about the politics of the Danish ques

tion, but he could laugh at the controversy over Lofu^s Comedy

,

he rejoicedm the victory he had won with The Pretenders, and

he pictured to himself the nch and fair times that he was now to

enjoy

Two weeks later he moved up to the little mountain town of

Genzano, where he lived dunng two hot summer months, shar

mg a room with the Finmsh sculptor, Walter Runeberg Dietnch

son had moved up there earlier, and the mother of Chnstopher

Bruun was living there with a son and a daughter It was a happy

and peaceful time for Ibsen The people there called him Capel

lone, from the broad brimmed hat that he wore, and he moved

freely among them, good humored and kind The afternoons

he often spent with his friends in the woods, and in the evenings

there were tours around the dark Lake Nemi

In September he moved back to Rome, and two months later

he sent for his wife and child After that he felt that he had a

home in the aty

Delay followed upon delay before he began to work He saun

tered about enjoying art and antiqmties For full half days he hn

gered about theRoman tombs on the Via Appia or the Via Latina

or among the mighty rums of the baths of Caracalla It seemed to
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him
,
he wrotem a letter, to be "an idleness which cannot be called

a waste of time ” He found enjoyment, and he learned things

Something new was forming within his brain, while the life,

nature, and art about him—perhaps chiefly the art—left marks

upon his jspintual life

It IS impossible for a Norwegian to go Italy without being over

whelmed by the wealth of art that meets him there The poverty

and destitution of our own land are never borne in on him with

such ternble vividness as when he goes about there seeing only

works of art, temples and churches, towers and castles and other

buildings, statues and paintings by the thousands—^works of art

from every age and of all types, ancient, medieval, Renaissance,

and modern

To Ibsen the arrival in Rome must have been the opening of a

new world Yet he was far from being equally or in the same way

impressed by all that he saw He knew that according to the taste

of the times he ought to be especially enthusiastic about ancient art

and whatever was modeled after it, but he could not feel so The

art of antiquity seemed cold to him He could not find in it the

personal life which he demanded of art, everything seemed done

according to rules and conventions
,
it seemed to bear the marks of

the age rather than of the individual He went through the

Vatican with Lorentz Dietnchson and quarreled with him about

the Greek and Roman portrait busts, maintaining that the Roman

were far superior because they were much more highly individ

ualized and could by a mere shade of expression about the mouth

or a wrinkle in the forehead give a revelation of character

Through single powerful works of art he caught glimpses of

the old Greek world of beauty He stood, for instance, before
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the tragic muse m the Vatican “The indescribably high, great,

and quiet joy in the expression of the &ce, the richly leaf

crowned head, in an unearthly way luxurious and bacchanalian,

the eyes looking inward upon self and at the same time through

and far beyond what they are gazing at—that is what the Greek

tragedy was like ” It was no mere coinadence that of all Greek

art Melpomene, the tragic muse, gripped him first and most

intensely His strongest sense was for the dramatic, for the

things that were most vividly alive

Of the newer art he loved espeaally Michelangelo and the

baroque which followed him, Bernini and his school This fact

is particularly remarkable, for through all of the nineteenth

century the baroque was generally considered a decadent form

of art, a falling away from true beauty Bernini was disparag

ingly called a theater artist, and only a few years ago an ex

cellent Italian history of art used as its heading for the work of

Michelangelo Crepucolo baroceo, that is, the twilight whicii

led into the night of the baroque This art Ibsen understood

and delighted in “Raphael’s art has never really warmed me,”

he wrote five years later But Michelangelo’ “In my opinion no

one has trangressed the conventions of beauty more than he,

but whatevei he has created is beautiful nevertheless, for it is

full of character ”

The spirit which distinguishes the baroque is the desire for

life, movement, conflict-expressed m art by a striving for sharp

contrasts, light against darkness, color sinking against color It

wants to agitate and to take hold The spiiit of the baroque is

dramatic, and it was in the period of the baioque that modern

drama arose The bold personal element in this art appealed to
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Ibsen, who dared to praise not only Michelangelo, but even

Bernini “These men were brave enough to commit an occasional

folly”

For the same reason Ibsen preferred the daring Gothic of the

Middle Ages to the classic style of the Renaissance Having seen

the cathedral at Milan, he could not imagine anything more

imposing ‘^he man who could conceive the plan for such a

work of art may well, during his leisure hours, have hit upon

the idea of making a moon and throwing it out into space ”

Such art as this set his imagination in motion, and caused

visions to arise in him The time was to come when this same

art should help him find a natural and personal form for the

creative ideas that were working within him

Various plans for writing attracted him A drama about

Emperor Julian was planned one day in a conversation with

Dietnchson at Genzano At the same time he felt in a way an

obligation to write one about Magnus Heineson Yet it was neither

of these, but a drama of quite another nature that forced itself

more and more upon him, a work arising from the memories of

home which after all he had not been able to leave behind him

Two wedcs after he had moved back to Rome from Genzano,

on September i6, 1864, he wrote to Bjbrnson “Rome is *i

blessedly peaceful place to wnte. At present I am workipg on a

long poem and have in preparation a tragedy, Jultan the Afos

tatCt a work which fills me with tiemendous joy, and which I

think will be successful By spring, or at least dunng the sum

mer, I hope to have both works completed ”

By the next spring we hear that the drama about Juhan is

still “in preparation ” The poem on which lie was working was
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the great epic dealing with a clergyman named Koll, who was

later renamed Brand—a poem of judgment upon the Norwegian

people

Try as he might to push them aside, thoughts of the tatftf

events at home kept recurring to him A few days after his first

arrival in Rome, he ate supper with a group of other Northern

ers at a restaurant in the outskirts of the aty Concerning this

evening Dietrichson relates “It being the first evening m a long

time that Ibsen was with other Scandinavians, he began to de

scribe his painful, agitating impressions of the recent events of

the war, as he had seen them on his journey But little by little,

and quite imperceptibly, his story took on the character of an

improvised oration in which all of the suppressed bitterness, all

the glowing anger, all the warm love for the cause of the North,

which had so long been locked up within him, were released A
ring came into his voice, m the evemng twilight one saw only

his glowing eyes, and when he stopped no one cned bravo, no

one touched a glass, but I think we all felt that on that evening

the Marseillaise of the North, heard by only a few, rang into

the Roman night to leave no trace, and I know that I have

never at any other time, not even approximately, been so car

ried away by the power of the hving word as I was that night ”

The speech came as a volcamc outbreak that could not be

stopped, and Brand came in the same way It was an indignant

oration to his countrymen

During the winter m Rome that followed, Ibsen had occasion

to give many speeches of the same sort The Northerners of the

city often gathered for the evening m an old wine shop in the

Via del Tritone, directly opposite the house in which Ibsen had
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taken lodging with his wife and little Sigurd, close to the

Quirinai Here, too, he was known as Capellone But he was

leader of the gioup, and the companionship loosed his tongue

About thirty years later the Swedish poet Carl Snoilsky recalled

the memories of these evenings in a poem to Ibsen

Year stxty four, When the Dybbol thunders

Still found an echo, *Mfd Southland wonders

In the Silver shimmer Of Romans moon

Each mght we met At our loved Tntone

*Mongst vtneyard feasants, By firehght meetmg,

A grouffrom the Northland Gave friendly greeting

On the hearth our dinner Was m the making

In wane filed glasses Bright lights were breaking

You sat at the middle Of our long table

A leader of youth And tn sfeakmg able

When a faithless deed Stained the Northern name.

We shared the sorrtrw. We shared the shame

I hear you sfeak As the mght comes wmgtng,

Beneath the great hat Your voice ts rmgng!

In a rather unexpected way Snoilsky had occasion to discover

how hot Ibsen’s anger was Chanong one day in the reading

room of the Scandinavian Gub to find a picture of Count

Manderstidm in the Danish lUustreret Tidende, he noticed a
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pencil drawn rope about the man’s neck Snoilsky, being no less

than a nephew of the Countess Manderstrom, was deeply

offended Going directly to the librarian, Dietnchson, he de-

manded to know who was guilty of wanting to hang the Swedish

Minister of Foreign A£^rs At the next meeting of the Club,

therefore, Dietnchson requested the bold artist to confess, and

the one to arise was Henrik Ibsen Later he and Snoilsky had a

private settlement and parted as fnends, though still disagreeing

about the Manderstrdm pohtica, for which Ibsen felt no men^
Through his letters home we can see how his indignation con

stantly flared up within him, and how it was gnawing at his

heart, this question of whether there was any hope of restitution

for a people which had deserted its honor and duty His view

of Norwegian-Swedish politics m the Danish contioversy was

wholly unpractical He did not consider the question of whether

iny blame attached to the Danish side, and he cared still less that

Norway and Sweden were small and weak states He gave room

only to the ethical aspect of the matter, the obligation to give

battle, even to the last drop of blood, for what was right It had

seemed a matter of vital concern that Norwegians and Swedes

should help defend the Scandinavian race against force and op

pression Indeed the duty of turmng against the oppressor was

incumbent upon all people, but that his own countrymen should

shirk the task seemed to him an act of faithlessness which must

weaken them for all time

"Political conditions at home,” he wrote to Bjornson in

September, 1 864, "have given me much pain, and have cmbit

tered much of my enjoyment So it was nothing, then, but lies

and dreams On me, at any rate, the most recent events will
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have a strong influence Our older history may now be struck

out, for the modern Norwegian has clearly no more connection

with his past than the Greek pirates have with the race that

sailed to Troy and was succored by the gods ”

There is an echo here of the thought that Byron placed in

the mouth of the Gieek minstrel m Don Jmn, in verses which

Vinje had recently translated into Norwegian the poet must

blush when he sings of his forefathers’ deeds This, then, was

the judgment upon national romanttasm

To Ibsen it was a judgment upon his own past Selecting from

his old cycle of poems, “In the Picture Gallery,” the verses in

which he had described his poetry as the bookish rustle of dried

leaves, he discovered in them now a new meaning and rewrote

them in a poem which he later called “The Cleft ” Much of his

earlier work appeared to him as a freshet at flood time As soon

as the storm was over, the river Avas dry Leaves and lubbish

—

nothing els&—filled its bed Such rubbish he had kept alive by

his effort, and about it he had wntten poetry

Fatn/ memories of water bright—
Myself have romanced there one mght

He remembered with anguish a time when he had seiwed the

will of others, and he seemed to himself like the bear which the

ringmaster compelled to dance, and which he descnbed in “The

Power of Memory”

7, toOf had once a taste of the coffer,

With orchestra and a fire, dl frofer,

And burned a tnfie more than my fngers,

Still lively the recollection Ungers
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So l»t of that day butm echo sounds

Ou a glowtng gnd I saam to be hounds

As the qutck of the mtl to a stab must answer

^

I find tny verse feet and straight turn dancer

was unwilling any longer to take a part m that dance, to

fool himself and his people with “this insincere playing with

things that are dead ” He was participant m the sins of his peo>

pie, and retnbution must fall with tenfold weight upon him

who was a poet

For we have flayed to a decaying race.

And fainted uf the corfse of anctent glory,

And decked vmth gwnt swords the halls of story,

To give the modem dwarf a strnling face

fVe sang about the day, though it was mght.

Forgetting one tmfortant thing to measure

How may the heritage be held aright.

By hands that are too weak to grasf the treasure?

Ibsen Wished to confess the sin, expiess the remorse of his

people

And therefore I have turned my thoughts away

From all the sotdless sagas of fast mahsng.

And from false dreams of future tunes awahng,

I face the tntsty dtmness of today

He wanted to get away from the aesthetic viewpoint of his

past, away fi om the pleasures of art, into life itself Better to

have a sound conscience than a clever mind

After Spending more than a year m Italy, he considered it the

greatest gam of this period of travel that he had dnven out of
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himself “the aesthete ” He had never, to be sure, been “spine-

less” enough to harbor a wholly aesthetic view of hfe, but, he

wrote to Bjdrnson, “I do not know what might have been made

of me by all sorts of intellectual asses, if they had been permitted

to keep me undisturbed ”

Now he felt emanapated “The thing,” he wrote to Magda

lene Thoresen, “which has been of the most decisive importance

to me, IS that 1 am at a suifiaent distance from home to see the

hollowness back of the self made lies in our so-called public

life, and the pitifulness of all the personal phrase making, elo

quent enough m talking about 'a great cause,’ but never possess

uig the will, the ability, or the feeluig of duty necessary for a

great deed How often do we nc^ hear our good people of

Norway speak with innate self satisfaction about the Norwegian

sobriety, which signifies really nothing but that lukewarm

middle temperature of the blood which makes it impossible for

the respectable souls to be guilty of folly on a grand scale—
With us impossibility sets in as soon as the demand goes beyond

everyday claims ”

Ibsen himself could not by any means remain lukewarm

He was all aflame, new fuelwas constantly being added to the fire

“Here in Rome,” he writes m a letter, “1 found all sorts of

moral filth among the Scandinavians What do you thmk«of the

fact that Danish men and women sit on Sundays m the chapel

of the Prussian embassy, amongst the Germans, at the very

time of the war, and listen devoutly while the Pnissiiin priest in

the pulpit prays for the success of Pimssian arms in the righteous

war against the enemy' You may be sure that I have raged and

cleaned things up, for here 1 am not afraid of anything, but at
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home 1 was afraid when, standing m the midst of the clammy

crowd, I felt their evti smiles behind me ”

In Norwegian papers that came to Rome, Ibsen read the ao-

count of a peasant boy who cut oil his finger to escape going to

war In contrast to this he heard how Itahan mothers had

fourteen year old boys out of school and sent them With Ga

ribaldi to fight for national unity The wilhngness to sacrifice

one’s self for a great ideal seemed to hve in other people—only

not in the Norwegians

Dunng the evenings at Tntone it was about this subject that

his talk forever turned He sat at the head of the table guiding

the conversation, and whether it took a bantering or a serious

turn, It always passed a death sentence upon every mamfestation

of negation or compromise

The starting point of discussion on these occasions was a stock

question should one swallow latch k^ rather than become an

ofiice clerk^ It was reported of a young English poet that he died

of starvation because he would not give up his poetry, and that

after lus death the latch key was found sticking in his throat

The question was should he have found some other means of

livelihood, for instance a position as ofiice clerk^ Ibsen would

make it an uncompromisuig demand that the poet should swal

low th? latch key, and the discussion would immediately be in

full progress Some of those present were always ready to defend

the opposite point of view, and Ibsen found great enjoyment in

drawing them out by bolder and bolder paradoxes until they

were driven to the exposition of standard bourgeois ideas of

morality, which in turn provided him with material for his

drama, Brand When they had proved, as surely as two and two
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are fovir, that one often must and should conform to arcum

stances, Ibsen retorted by asbng if it was absolutely certain that

two and two are four, for instance, on the planet Jupiter The

argument would then slip into new paradoxes, reminiscent of the

discussions in the “Hollander’’ group of friends in Christiania

But underneath the fun there was always a deep seriousness, and

time and again Ibsen’s speech would rise to a power and so-

lemnity by which all were deeply stirred

Since his own people had let the spirit of negation rule, even

in the hour of worst need, he expected an ill fate for them

“There is an anxiety upon me,” he wrote to Bjorason, “which

tells me that our people are confronted, not with eternity, but

only with a brief span of existence When I read the reports

from home and regard all our respectable and estimable small

heartedness and earthly mindedness, 1 do it with the same feel

ing as that with which a districted person stares into a single,

concentfated dark point ” To Fru Thoresen he wrote “It often

stnkes me as a dreary task to work m a time like the present

If the nation’s cultural life has not an endless future behire it.

It is really a matter of no importance whether the respite is one

year or one himdred years And for Norway and Sweden this

seems to be the situation We have not the will to make sacnhces

when the proper moment comes, we have no ground on-which

to meet, no great sorrow, such as Denmark has, for ovu people

lacb that elevation of soul which is necessary to the feeling of

sorrow ”

He thought the outlook seemed hopeless Yet he could not

relinquish hope As at all other times in hts life, faith and dis-

couragement stood side by side, and he was too strong to sur
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render Wiitmg to Bjornson for comfort and help, he

on his own account "Often it appears to me unthinkable that we
should perish A state may be annihilated, but not a ngtipn

Therefore the best in us I believe will live, provided that the

spirit of our people has sufficient exaltation to thrive in and upon

disaster , but that is the great and cruaal question If one only

had faith and confidence! ”

He took It as his mission to stir the sluggish conscience of his

countrymen, to compel people to see themselves in a true hght,

and thereby to help them regain an ethical basis for their life

Deep in hts heart he believed that he possessed strength for such

work, and his writing was to be the medium by which he ac

complished it to many can give light Much availeth

one will’s might”

During this winter in Rome he spoke often with Christopher

Bruun, who had come down there when back from the Danish

war He was a man after Ibsen’s own heart, one who without

ostentation did what he consideied his duty, irrespective of wliat

It cost He had fought at Dybbol, risking his life for Denmark

He had something of an Old Testament prophet m him "He

loved over exertion in people,” Bjbrnson once said of him There

was something superhuman m his demand for harmony be

tween adeals and practice. It was exactly such a man that Ibsen

now had need of, and he liked to talk with Bruun They dis-

cussed religious questions Bruun had taken his degree m
theology, though he did not seek a call as pastor, feeling un

certain in matters of doctrine, and considering the State Church

an abomination because it made the ministry a government office

and cared nothing whether spirit and life conformed to teaching
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SSren Kierkegaard had lodged the same complaint against the

Church, and Ibsen’s thought held the same direction

On one occasion when he was speaking with Bruun about

Norway and the Danish problem, Bruun in his diicct way asked

why Ibsen had not himself gone to the war, since he had so

strongly urged others to do so “We poets have other tasks,"

answered Ibsen curtly The answer was the same as that with

which Bjbrnson had met a similar question each man must use

his talents where they will do most good This might be true

and right, but Ibsen felt the sting in the question, which brought

more pointedly home to him the feeling that he was “partner

m guilt" with his people As he sat down to write, his mood

would be playful like the children in his poem “A Home
Study”

—Oh, grand

Was the race ws started through fairyland,

but then there would fall upon his spirit a weight so grievous

that, seeing himself as in the minor, he could wiite no more

And there stood a stranger, grm>e, sedate,

Close buttoned, v»th eyes of the grey of slate.

And sUffers, or Pmm error

Thus, under the guise of a home scene, he descnbed himself

during the struggle that was just now going on within him He
saw himself as the man without valor, who looked into hts

own eyes and lost, through his self-scarching, the power to wnte

Such discouragement came upon him only in his daik mo

ments Otherwise the thought of his past sms of commission and

omission had the opposite effect of inciting and dnvmg him to

work The sense of guilt within him roused in him a new de-
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termination to chastise and a new courage to fight, and more

than ever he felt compelled to turn his calling as poet into a

power for the restitution of his people

To the new publisher whom BjcJrnson had secured for him

in Copenhagen, the manager of Gyldendalske Boghandel,

Fr H^eljhe wrote of his new drama “Norwegians and Swedes

have a terrible blood guilt to wash away before your people, and

I look upon It as my appointed task to use the talents God has

given me in rousing my countrymen from their lethargy, and

mabng them see the import of the great life problems ” At the

same time he wrote to King Carl about “the life work which I

certainly believe and know that God has given me, the work

that seems to me the most necessary and the most impoitant in

Norway—to awaken the people and make them think gi eat

thoughts ”

This was his intention in writing the drama on which he now

worked, the drama which later became Sroftd
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I
T “began, growiog like an embryo within me,” he says of

Brand, leferrmg to the days in Berlin when he saw the

triumphant procession from Dybbbl Very probably he began to

plan the epic during the summer at Genzano, and he worked

at It m Rome until the next summer

Yet he had not progressed far, for he found the task slow

and laborious It is remarkable that when writing to Bjdrnson

about his work in September, 1864, he speaks of the “tremendous

joy” with which he looks forward to the drama about Julian, but

that he has nothing to say about the great work which after all

proceeded from the feelings that burned most intensely in him

He felt the need of a new form for his new type of subject

matter He wanted to present to his people the picture of a

man who in all his life made not the slightest compromise in

will or demand, and apparently he meant to give the histoiy of

this man from the cradle to the grave

1 think there can be no doubt that, when he conceived this

plan, he had in mind to create a Norwegian counterpart to the

narrative poem Adam Homo by the Dane Fr Faludan MQller,

and that therefore he wished to write in narrative form It is

distinctly noticeable, too, that the verse form which he chose,

five foot iambic meter and eight line stanzas, is exactly that of

Adam Homo, except that the rhyme scheme differs somewhat

si^
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In the prologue o( his poem* Faludan Mdller presented a

program which Ibsen could just now adopt as his own

The olden tmes have long ere now defartedy

When to the mmstrel harfs the ffeat shields rangy

When to the hero bold the mmstrel sang.

Or soothed and cheered the wounded and fatnt Isearted

The sprits that to olden battles dartedy

Zee bound and do not waken to the clang

The hard who now tnes hero tales unfoldmgy

Pours new vnne into bottles that are moulding

Therefore the muse is finding other fathways

Within the boundless land of foesyy

Thereforem forms that sutt the fresent dayy

She would agam her world to us dtsflay

A striking contrast appears, however, in the men whom the

two poets chose as subjects for their song, a contrast which one

might be tempted to say had its origin in the dtifereoce between

two racial temperaments Where the Danish poet could find

an outlet for his emotions m cold, restrained irony, the Nor

wegian poet had to *%torm ahead with the sharp sword of

vengeance” and let his anger blaze out upon a decadent race,

and while Ibsen chose as his h^o a sternly serious man who

recklessly, almost wildly, followed the call of the ideal, a man

quite apart from the workaday world, Faludan MUllei chose

precisely “a stuff of everyday cut”

The hero, wtth a Oantsh nature real,

Shall freely Uve the Irfe of everyday.
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And keepng far away from the tdedy

In unromantic pose he takes hts way

The poet, m portraying such a "hero,” hoped that

A thought at last wtllm his Ufe be mwrared

And from the foem clearly mil poceed

Ibsen had the same thought

Now to my song my harp ts tunid low.

But hidden strings do make a richer flaying

A poem Ues withm the poem so—
Who hears its votce^ hiows what my song is saying

Furthei, Ibsen’s insistence that the poet should lead the people

and “solve their secret longings with his song,” agrees well with

the closing words of Faludan MiUler’s prologue

And thus, we know, the minstrel finds it ever,

When poetry awakens ttt kts breast,

With voices of the future he is pest.

To utter things that other men heard never

hove, joy, and sorrow, anger and endeavor.

Voices of httemess and voices blest,

All soonest stir mthtn hts spirit tender

And songs that sound afar do there engender

These Iasi; two lines had more than once been used by Ibsen

in his national admonitory poems, and it seems clear that the

tones of the prologue to Adam Homo had long stirred within

his spirit before he created his Brand Though he was too warmly

indignant to give the picture of his contemporaries in cool and

quiet art, the great fundamental thought in his work was the

same as that on which Adtm Homo was built
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All hfe is mU, whch ts m every sfmt

If h$gh or low, the th*ng of greatfitt mertt

Now that Ibsen wished to show his people a man who without

chadFer adhered to this prmaple, his thoughts went naturally

back to the arcumstances which were capable of fostering both

the people and the man He remembered with especial distinct

ness the fjord and mountain districts which he had visited two

years ago, he saw again before him the steep and narrow gorge

by which he had descended as he traveled from Gudbrandsdalen

to Fortun in Sogn, he remembered the narrow strips of seacoast

With their steep hillsides, to which the houses seemed to cling

below the rock-stiewn slopes as if seeking protection from ava

lanches and falling boulders, he remembered having heard at

Sunnmhrc of homes built so that the avalanches from the great

snowfields above could shoot past, directly over the house It

had been borne m on him with overwhelming power that peo-

ple living 111 such constant danger and dread must be bowed

down to earth, must become slaves and "sons of misery ” And

many traits of which he heard on his journey confirmed his be

lief that the people in these commumtics for the most part served

mammon and were but poorly able to raise their thoughts to

God, that they indeed turned Christianity itself into a means of

worldly gam

Yet he had felt the presence of powers which could throw off

the weight and bear the soul aloft to a higher and freer outlook

On the mountain heights he had heard the voice of God, and as

he gazed upward along high, strong peaks rising toward the

heavens, he knew that however narrow might be the space

below, there was a way to the heights The strong man of his
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vision, instinctively identified with such a peak, was theiefore

first given the name o£ Roll ^ Later the fire within his spirit

burned so fiercely that he must perforce bear the name of Brand ^

It IS well to remember that he, too, had his home in the narrow

gorges, that there he was steeled for strife, that he was born of

the “mountain nature ”

But Ibsen could not make of his poem what he hid intended

Though he succeeded in giving a glimpse of the fear which

oppressed Brand’s childhood, and managed to bring his hero

over the mountain and down into the neighborhood where he

was to take up his battle, there was no true unity in the story

It was broken by too many episodes, the story of the boy who

cut off his finger, the description of the Seventeenth of May
celebmtion in Oslo, and other such things, and Ibsen was never

genuinely satisfied with the work

Besides, there were other things that troubled him He was

worried about money affairs The sum which had been pledged

to him from home did not always arrive on time, and being

sometimes destitute week after week, he was forced to borrow

what he needed This remmded him too much of life at home,

and of the fact that he had not yet won complete fieedom Two

months after he left Oslo, his creditors theic had put to auction

whatever he owned of household goods and books It spems to

have taken a long time before he heard of what had happened,

but then it came as a hard blow, as “an unutterably bitter mes-

sage to receive ” Especially did it torment him to think that

even his letters and papers had been spread abroad amongst

^ Nonve^mn for ’^mountain peak ’

* Norwegian for fire
*
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strangers He was entirely helpless, and could only “howl”

In the summer of 1865 he moved up to the small mountain

village of Anccia, a shprt distance fiom Genzano Thither money

was sent him, Bjdrnson havmg persuaded Hegel to give him

advance royalties And on a vrarm day in July he suddenly saw

clearly, as by a revelation, how the drama of Brand should be

written

He relates his expenence in a letter to BjSrnson on September

la “Everything is now as it should be, and indeed it has been

so all along, except during the few times when I have not known

where to turn, in any respect—not only with regard to money,

but because I could make no progress with my work Then one

day, being in Rome on an errand, I went to St Peter’s Church,

where 1 suddenly perceived a strong and clear form for what

1 had to say Now 1 have thrown overboard the attempts with

which I tormented myself for a whole year without getting any

where, and in the middle of July I started something new

which has progressed as no other work of mine has ever done

It IS new in the sense that I recently began the writing, but the

subject matter and mood have been upon me hke a nightmare

ever since the many dismal events at home led me to examine

myself and our life there and to reflect upon things which

formerly passed hghtly by, and to which I had given no serious

thought It 18 a drama in poetic form, subject matter from

present-day life, serious m content, five acts of rhymed verse (no

Lov^s Comedy) The fourth act is now completed, and 1 feel

that 1 can wnte the fifth in a week’s time I am woiking both

forenoon and afternoon, a thing which I have never before been

able to do The place here is blessedly peaceful, no acquaintances,
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and I read nothing but the Bible That is powerful and strong ”

It IS certainly not without significance that Ibsen makes special

mention of St Peter’s Church in connection with his sudden

perception of a new form foi Brand He must have recognized

some connection between his new poetic vision and the poweiful

structure m which he met the spirit that had attracted him to

bpth the baroque and the medieval Gothic Here the puic

Renaissance style of Bramante was set off by the boldness of

Michelangelo and Bernini m a combination of ungovernable will

and harmonic serenity the effect of which was perhaps principally

dramatic Here was restraint and freedom at the same time—

a

power which bore the spirit heavenward and established firmly

the lines for its flight

Here Brand became a drama

Here, at the same time, Ibsen’s fate as a poet was determined

forever Never again did he try to employ any other form than

the dramatic He had intended to write a narrative about Brand,

but in a fiash he saw his hero in the midst of battle against hostile

powers and against himself, and the complete drama, with rising

and falling action, was instantly clear Equally clear, at last, was

the reahzation of his own creative powers There was a battle-

field within him, and every thought and feeling that lived in

the age and to which he gave form and expression was like the

birds in the song of the Memnon statue

Zeus the Omntsaent

Shafed them contending

The opposing ideas contended for mastery within himself,

and therefore the form of his writing must be the drama, which

though filled with conflict is not shattered by it, which releases
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the struggle and yet restrains it This was the spirit which

Henrik Ibsen recognized in the Italian world of art and ex

pressed in the words “Everything is immense here, but an i#n

utterable peace rests over it all ” It was a spirit of tremendous

strength held in check by a law bound will Such was the nature

of his own spirit, and such became the nature of his wnting

The same vehement power that moved him during the wntiog

of The Pretenders came upon him again, only more strongly

Never before had he felt such forces within him, never had he

known his genius to well up with such might, never had he been

so fuUy himself He knew clearly that now he was no longer

mei'ely writing, that now he struggled with life itself and strug

gled for life, battling for his highest convictions and trying to

save his people from destruction This was his Dybbol Of this

penod dunng which Brand was taking form he said afterwards

“In the midst of my distress and torment I was indescribably

happy I felt the crusader’s joy within me, and do not know of

anything that 1 had not courage enough to face ” He worked

from morning till night and rejoiced in his boundless strength

“I am filled with such active strength and power, I could kill

beats ”

The first four acts were written within two months The fifth,

growing much longer than he had antiapated, comprised almost

a third of the entire play, but m less than three months, before

the middle of October, 1865, the drama was completed By the

middle of November a cl^n copy had been finished and sent

to Copenhagen to be pnnted It was a work of 271 pages, almost

twice as long as Lovers Comedy, and its completion in so short

a penod of time was in itself a tour de force
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I beheve that in giving Brmd a dramatic form, Ibsen again

found help in the poet whose chief work had been present in his

mmd at the time of the inception of his plan—Fr Paludan

Muller This time the poetic drama Ahasverus (1854) had left

a lesounding echo in Ibsen's mind, and from it he instinctively

borrowed his verse form The entire tone was like that of

Paludan Muller, a gaily bitter irony blended with the pro

foundest seriousness

Yet Ibsen did not imitate Almverus The similarity in tone and

phraseology is to be attiibuted mainly to the spiritual kinship

between the two authors There is perhaps no single writer to

whom Ibsen felt more closely related than he did to Paludan

Muller, and of whom one can find so many traces in his writings,

from his youth to the last great drama of strife, Rosmersholm

Ahasverus was a poem about Judgment Day It was an arraign

ment of the lack of faith and the weakness current among peo

pie, and derided contemporary talk about “humanitarianism,”

'‘culture,” the 1 ights of the majority, and the “lukewarm, oppres

sive, nauseating” tolerance These were ideas which could hardly

help finding an echo in Ibsen Yet the tones rise deeply from his

own soul, as he now voices the same accusation

“At the time I wrote Brand** he told later, “I kept on my table

a scorpion in a tumbler Now and then the insect became ill At

such times I dropped into the glass a piece of soft fruit which it

furiously pounced upon and injected its poison into, whereafter

it became well again Is there not a similaiity,” he adds,

“between this and the writing of poetry? Natural laws are bind

mg even in the spiritual realm **

To him It seemed that a venom gathered within him and that
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he found relief and health through his writing, clearing the ac

counts for himself and for his people at the same time He had

shared their guilt, but he had at least retained within him the

demand, which he wished now to present, clear and strong

Fiom the fii'st to the last act of the new drama we meet

constantly the question which had tormented Ibsen during the

last years how long must new generations bear the responsibility

for the sms of their fathers? Might they throw oS the heritage

of wrong, or might they atone for the sm with their own works?

This IS the burmng questionm the relation between Brand and his

mother, and Ibsen supplies an answer which, if it is unclear on one

point, IS all the more sharply clear on the other Brand behevcs

that he can atone by his own deeds for his mothei'’s sin, repaying

the ^‘sum of humanity” which she had squandei ed But the condi

bon IS penitence, a remorse which drives from the heart all in

clinabon towards sm Such remorse Brand demands and expects

from the whole people, and his gieat disappointment comes

when he sees that not one of them is able to rise to a full admission

of truth Therefore his judgment is so harsh, and therefore he

sees in the hour of death such dread visions of the future

At the first appearance of Brandy Georg Brandes pointed out

that the spirit of Ibsen’s writing was expressed in the words of

Sbren Kierk^aard “Let others complain that our times are

Wicked, I complain chat they are contemptible, for they are

without passion People’s thoughts are thin and miserable as

lace girls, the impulses of their hearts are too weak to be sinful
”

It was no new complamt Time and again it had been raised

when strong spirits pressed forward with their demand for
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fullness and purity of will In the earliest production of his youth,

Die Rduber, Schiller had uttered his powerful “fie” upon “this

slack gelding generation which was good for nothing but to

chew the cuds of their forefathers’ attainments, and suck the

marrow of the old warriors by means of learned dissertations,

or dress them up m tragedies ” He thirsted for achievement

Rousseau, too, turning to give battle to contemporary “culturp,”

had cried out in his youth “1 do not blame the present genera

tion for all vices It has only those which attend upon weakness,

It only cheats and betrays For those vices that require courage

and strength, it is too feeble
”

No other man, however, had made this accusation such a

pivotal point m his ethical demand as did Kierkegaard He
branded pitilessly the man and the race which would not, m
the utmost possible degree, “attain self realization,” and all his

endeavor was concentrated in the cry for complete personal

integrity m pnnciple and practice His challenge was turned,

without mercy oi compromise, against the individual He pre

ferred the honest scoffer to the lukewaim “believer ”A twaddler,

a sneak, was the most loathsome thing he knew

No man took up the complaint and the demand with so wild

an energy as did Henrik Ibsen, and no other work of his pro

claims the ideal of truth with such merciless strength ^ does

Brand

Time and again, even constantly, as one reads Brand, one

seems to hear Kierkegaard speak

Be what you are with all your heart.

And not by peces and m fart
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If you cannot ha what you oughty

Be m good earnest what you may

There is the same unlimited demand (or sacrifice, Kierke*

gaard’s “either or” m Ibsen becomes “all or nothing”

Though you gpoe ally and Ufa retmty

I tell you that your pft is vatn

Or

No abatement tn dutressy

And for stn no tenderness—'

If Ufe^s service God refusey

Life you joyfully must lose

Or this brand upon him who would seek evasion

Menf The Devtl fS comfromtsef

There is the admonition to seek for truth within one’s own

soul

Inwards^ In^ O word of m*ght

And there is the demand to yield the will fully, without

compromise

It is the will alone that matters

Will alone that mars or makes

For almost every one of these speeches one can find a cor

responding thought m Kierkegaard Further, one is remmded of

Kierkegaard’s struggle, of his constant desire to be alone with

his truth, and of how the world considered him insane, when

one reads in Brand the stinging phrase

—But mad ts oddy

And oddness stnglenessy you know
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The Dean who says this embodies m himself the offiaal,

hypocritical Christianity which Kierkegaard hated, a Christianity

which served the State and which made of its preacher an office

holder Kierkegaard might well have put his signature to, might

indeed even have wntten, the words of Ibsen’s Brand

At$d With the best vo$ll, no one cm
Be an official and a man

Similarly the Mayor, Brand’s other opponent, “a fullMoodH
man of the people,” is also the spokesman of a thing tliat Kierfce

gaard hated, namely, the majority For it was Kierkegaard who
first said “The majority is wrong ”

Thus Ibsen and Kierkegaard accompany each other from

page to page The upshot of it is tliat Ibsen had now progressed

beyond Kierkegaard’s “scstheticism” and had become ethical m
his thinkmg He demanded deeds, not words

A thousand sfeeches brand

L,ess deefly than one dmt of deed

The fragment which remains of the epic Brand concludes

with the event of Brand’s return to his home community, and

relates how, seeing the spiritual need existent there, he mounted

the pulpit and preached In the drama he does not preach at

all, but goes into the boat and risks his life Here his deeds,

speabng for him, inspire faith

It 13 not m the least strange, therefore, that when Brand

appeared, people, especially m Denmark, regarded it, so to

speak, as Kierkegaard in verse form, and thought that Ibsen

had meant to picture ICierkegaard’s own life struggle

Ibsen always raised an energetic protest against such asser
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tions, and it is clear!}' evident that the view of life on which

Brand is built, is deeply and firmly rooted m his own being The
requirement that a man shall be true to himself, true to the

best that is m him, is the ethical prmaple which forms a

for his writing from the very first We meet it in Catiltne^ where

the hero is brought to his downfall by having sinned against

his own ideals We meet it again in St Johf^s Ntght, and in Ths

Vthngs It IS this prmaple that underlies the sharp inner tor

ment in Lvo^s Comedy and that appears as a great power m
The Pretenders Now it is the mighty call in Brand

The reader’s involuntary assoaation of the dmma with

Kierkegaard may be attributed to the &ct that the subject matter

belongs to the realm of church and religion Ibsen, however,

said that this was "entirely insignificant,” for "the requirement

'all or nothing* applies to all things in life, in love, in art, etc ”

And he once wrote to Georg Brandes, with something of Hoi

berg’s spirit m his tone "I should have been quite able to apply

the same syllogism with equal propriety to a sculptor or a poll

tiaan as to a clergyman I could have found as sure a relief

for the mood which drove me to writing if, foi instance, I had

treated Galileo instead of Brand (with the difference that of

course Galileo must remam firm and not admit that the earth

stood sltill) , indeed, who knows but that 1 might, had I been born

a hundred years later, have treated with equal propriety you and

your fight against Rasmus Nielsen’s philosophy of compromise ”

AU of this may be true enough In Brand itself he denies

every suggestion that it is Christianity he wishes to proclaim

I sfeak not as the Choreas frtest,

That Pm a Chnsttan^ even, I doubt
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This, too, may be compared with a statement of Kierkegaard’s

"I do not call myself a Christian ” But no more for Ibsen than

for Kierkegaard was it a matter of acadciit that the center of his

subject was Christianity, for his pnnciple was in the deepest

sense not only ethical, it was religious It was no longer a matter

merely of betng one’s self, but just as much of sacrrficmg one’s

self It was not a theological dogma, but a fundamental pnnaple

of Christianity that “He who loses his hfe shall find it”, and this

was the basis of Brand’s life philosophy

Soul, be foHent tn thy pamf

Trtumfh m tts bitter cost

All to lose was all to gain

Nought abideth hut the lost f

It is a teaching which goes far beyond what is merely human,

and no one can ignore the fact that despite everything which is

said about a nch and full life, there runs through Brand a spirit

which may become openly hostile to life, which snaps ferociously

at the joy of living The human being counts for nothing unless

he yields himself to God Therefore Brand must become a

priest

While Ibsen was laboring over his plans for this drama, he

quite naturally recalled to mind a minister who had gone

through a similar struggle, G A Lammers of Skicn, a man who

had a hand in the circumstances of Ibsen’s own life, for it was he

who opened the deep chasm of religious difference between Ibsen

and his parental home If Ibsen had broken with Christian teach

ing, he now showed that there still remained within him much

of a genuine Christian spirit

Lammers had become pastor in Skien m 1S48, and Ibsen may
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possibly have heard him preach on his last visit home in the

spnng of 1850 At any rate, Ibsen had heard much about him,

for through Lamniers’s preaching his parents and the other

children in the family had become strict Christians after the law,

and two members of the family, Hedvig and Ole, had even been

led out of the State Church into a free church which Wished to

be "apostolically Christian ” Lammers had felt impelled to

greater and greater demands on true personal Christianity,

greater demands than could be harmonized with his official

duties m the State Church, and m 1856 he had first resigned his

office as clergyman, and had then left the Church Poui or five

yearn later he regretted his action and returned to the Church,

but the movement he had started was not wiped out by his re

treat, and m his great struggle Henrik Ibsen found many traits

which naturally gave hfe and reality to the character of Brand

It IS especially remarkable that Ibsen’s great political disap

pointment thus little by little took on a religious moi'ul character

While he was still attempting to give Brand a narrative form,

politics played a large part m his writing He felt a desire to

portray the contrast between the Seventeenth of May speeches

and the actual accomplishments In the drama, on the other

hand, there remain only small vestiges of political polemics,

vestigeg so small that in many places they become almost un

noticeable and difficult to understand for one who has no particu

lar knowledge of what lies behind them There are satirical

references to the boast of past hi8toi7, and bitter words about

“the promises of a people,” and attacks on the materialistic Strug

gle f01 bread Aside from this there is no direct political chastise
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merit, everything is transferred to the field of purely ethical

pnnaple

Brand became the consistent representative of Ibsen’s own

indignation and will "Brand is myself in my best moments,” he

once wrote later It was thus that he wished he might have been

Only in this way could he speak to the conscience of his people

With suspense^ often with fear and terror, we follow Brand in

his struggle Time and again we ask ourselves if he will not bend

But no' he refuses to feed his people so long as they will not

yield their hearts to God He refuses the consolation of religion

to his own mother so long as she will not cast aside everything

that binds her to the earth For a moment he ciraws back when

death threatens to rob him of wife and child, and the old doc

tor who has so much understanding of human nature good

hiunoredly scoffs at hiiSi

So tender to hts own dutrets

And to the world so meraless^

The doctor holds up the mirror to him

‘—Alas, alas,

Is thu a Titan's fortratture?

But after a little while Brand has overcome the temptation,

he lets his wife and child die rather than desert his duty and

calling

We may be concerned about him in earnest, when the Mayor

comes to announce that he has won the majority for his cause

We immediately ask if Brand can find it possible to reconcile his

personal pnnciple of truth with the will of the masses Will not

his central idea now be warped? But Brand withstands the
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and his wife to the stern law all or nothing If Gerd asks him in

his last moments

Matt, why weft^st thou not ttU now?

we remember that we have earlier seen tears in his eyes, and have

seen him bowed, or very nearly bowed, in prayer Indeed, in the

truest sense he had raised no demands too high for fulfillment,

for it was not ability he required, but an honest will

The closing words of the drama remain as a great question

mark over the entire work Interpreting it in Kierkegaard^s

spirit we might say that the God who had determined Biand’s

life for him was exactly this ‘^deus cantatis’’, that God had m
His love made him lonely and unhappy, had gn(en him "the gift

of sorrow,” not for the writing of poetry, but as something on

which he might live and by which he might be saved, that in

His love He now leceived him, since he had sacrificed and lost

all, that if Brand had suffered humiliation among people,

he had thereby saved himself and gained commuiuon with

God, the highest of all things

—A w$U tha^s wholo—
A soaring fatth, a smgle soul.

The wflkngness to lose^ that gave

Itself rejotcmg to the grave

A crown of thorns on every brow—
That ts the wage you^re earmng nowl

Kierkegaaid had required this martyrdom of the true Chris

tian Brand, then, did but recave God’s approval upon his fife

It was to hsm that God came as "deus cantatis
”

It IS a solution which we cannot readily accept It becomes too

philosophical, it does not proceed clearly and directly from the
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drama, but must be forced upon our thought Even then it does

not satisfy Besides, Ibsen once defined the love referred to

in his Latin phrase When his friends who knew Latin objected to

the word “caritas” as not being truly classical Latin, he answered

that the word was taken from modern Catholic Latin, where it

meant heavenly love "with an added meaning of meicy ”

By it he introduced a thought which Brand had always

brushed scornfully aside The voice from heaven proclaimed

a thing that Brand had not understood, declared that in one

thing he had been lacking—meraful love And we recall that

the phrase had been used on an earlier occasion in the drama,

by the kind and wise old doctor who had said to Brand

m your ledger, truly^ Wtll

Has enough entries and to spare

But, pnest, your Love-account ® is still

A wrgM-chapter, blank and bare **

It IS the very phrase that returned to Brand in the hour of

death, and now, for the first time, he understood it Through

pain and suffering he had grown toward it, for it is to be re

membered that Brand is not the same man throughout all five

acts of the drama The thing which makes the poem drama is

the fact that contradictions exist m him and drive him step by

step on to a higher view of life At firet he was the cold, hard,

critical judge, who dreamed of shaking all the world out of

Its complacency But the dream was relinquished when he re

alized that he must sacrifice himself and devote his work to

those who needed him From Agnes he began to learn of love

^ The onginal uses the phrase ^*coiito caritatu ’
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Though the dark memoiies of his childhood had almost dned

out of him the abihty to love, the need was there, and by one

trial after another it was driven more and more strongly to the

fore Denying this need of his own heart, he sinned against his

mother, and still more against Agnes, the glonous symbol of

self sacrificing love But it was hard for him to resist Longing

both to weep and pray, he forced himself to refrain, yet it was

his last great Joy when all was lost, that now he could weep

and bend his knees in prayer He had been able to abandon the

coldness of the law for the summer sunlight of love

His final destruction, then, is not merely the defeat which

a lonely man must suffei at the hands o{ society It was

tnewtable that he should lose, because there was a flaw in him

self He had sinned against one of God’s greatest command

ments Herein lies the tragic element, here, as always in Ibsen,

the defeat lies within the man

His life work, however, is not thereby condemned On the

contrary, Ibsen has Brand declare with the utmost clearness

at the very end of tlie play that *'free and wide awake” he

would sacrifice evctything anew, even wife and child, rather

than give up tlie demand, “all or nothing ” It is not the require-

ment that IS wiong, but the man, being unable to rcconale it

with the commandment of love, has proved that he isjiot great

enough for it Yet now, m his defeat, his eyes have been opened

to this truth also, and the defeat is thereby turned into victoiy,

as he had at one time dreamed that it might be

The day mil conie when we shell know

That irtumff^s hetgfa is Overthrow
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Ibsen has thus made no compromise in his requirement of

the Will, that he has upheld m the very “jaws of Death ” What

he has done is to make the requirement richer and warmer,

thereby building up for it new hopes

On through Death On into Night

Dawn beyond glows rosy hnght
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VICTORY

NEVIER in, his life before had Ibsen been m such suspense

about a book, as while waiting for the appearance of

Brand Conscious that he had never before given himself so

completely, he was filled with hope—and with dread While he

believed in his work with ''the most unshakable conviction,” he

expected "struggles and attacks of all sorts”* to follow upon

Its appearance, and the thought made him tremble with appre

hension His intention had been to go to work now upon the his

torical drama about Magnus Heineson, which seemed already

fully matured within him, but month after month passed, and he

was unable to begin The publication of Brand was delayed,

and in the meantime he was "consumed with suspense and

unrest” He was impatient with the publisher, who raised

difficulties, and as he could not bring himself to ask for more

money in advance, his pockets were time and again woefully

empty "Dear Bjdrnson,” he wiote m a letter, "it seems to me

that I am separated by an endless desert from both Cod and

man” The suspense robbed him completely of his strength

In the summer of 1865, Bjornson had secured from his own

publisher, Hegel of Gyldendal m Copenhagen, a promise to

publish the book which Ibsen had then said was almost ready,

a drama on the subject of Julian the Apostate Hegel had then

been in charge of the old Gyldendal House for almost twenty

383
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years, and had developed a market m Norway and Sweden as

well as in Denmark, and after about i860 he placed an increase

tngly great stress on publishing books with a view toward an all-

Scandinavian busmess. BjSrnson’s visit in 1861 had given new

impetus to this work, and, having both capital and imtiative

for the undertaking, Hegel built up a stronger and stronger

econonuc and literary Scandinavianism,

After BjSrnson came Ibsen, and Hegel undertook the pubhca>-

tion of 1250 copies of his book, offering a royalty of thirty Danish

rix dollars per sheet, and sending an advance payment at once

The first one third of the manuscript arrived in Copenhagen by

mail early in November, 1865, and since Ibsen begged earnestly

that the book be finished by Christmas, H^[el immediately let it

go to tho printer

The publisher had taken note, however, of the fact that Ibsen

used his own orthography, especially in the matter of doubling

the consonant to indicate the shortness of a preceding vowel,

and that in addition he employed many markedly Norwegian

words Apprehensive lest the Danes would not buy the book,

Hegel wrote a complaint to Ibsen, who immediately gave him

permission to change the spelling ‘^so far as it can now be done

without loss of time ^

ContiilUmg his reading of the drama, Hegel became aware

that It was not at all the book of which Bjornson had spoken,

and he grew still more apprehensive So long a drama in verse

he feared “the general public” would not care for Even the

contents of the book made him especially “diffident ” Writing

to Ibsen anew about his anxiety, he said that he did not dare to

print more than one half of the edition, 625 copies, which of
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course would yield only half the royalty agreed upon Again

Ibsen conformed to his wish To him it was a matter of particular

importance to get the book out as soon as possible

111 fate would have it that lus answer never reached its

destination So Hegel waited And Ibsen waited And the book

lay theie until Hegel at last took it upon himself to publish it

in accordance with the old agreement, m an edition of 1450

copies This was in the middle of March, 1B66

Hegel’s apprehension proved to be in no way justihed

Despite double consonants and Norwegian words, the long

poetic drama of 470 pages had a sweeping sale, m Denmark as

well as in Norway Within two months he hachso few copies left

that he printed a new edition, though only of 500 copies A
third printing was made m August, a fourth in December

Such a thing was unheard of Yet this was not all New pnntings,

larger and larger, had to be made during the next few years

When a sisterm law of Ibsen’s enthusiastically prophesied ten

printings, the authoi doubtingly shook his head, but the tenth

printing was made in 1 895, and still it was not the last

Of chief importance, after all, was the fact that Brand was

not only a poetic work which people might read with enjoyment

The poetic form was the thmg that occupied them least, it ^vas

the content, the thought, that held them The burning intensity

of the di’ama swept them along In nearly all newspaper reviews

there was a repetition of the phrase “a powerful impression ”

The young Georg Brandes wrote m the Danish Daghladet

“This book will leave no reader cold Every leceptive and un

dulled mind is aware, when the reading is fimshed, of a disturb

mg, even an overwhelming sense of having stood face to face
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with a strong and indignant spirit, before whose penetrating

gaze weakness is compelled to let its eyes fall
”

The book seemed addressed to the conscience of each reader

Through the entire drama resounded the challenge that beM
everyone responsible “Choose, you stand upon the crossways ”

To each individual it became a personal question—all or noth

mg? It shook the souls like a Judgment Day sermon

Only a month after the appearance of the book, a corre

spondent in Copenhagen wrote to the Norwegian Morgen-

bladet “In the literary events of recent times Hennk Ibsen’s

drama, Brandy published here, holds a pre eminence seldom

attained by any poetic work It is read with the greatest interest,

Its praise is in every mouth, and its weighty words fill every

one’s thought ” Illustreret Nyhedsblad confirmed this report, its

correspondent in Copenhagen wrote that the talk everywhere

was of Brand, so that a Norwegian who chanced to be there

had to beg for mercy But when the correspondent icached

Oslo he foimd the same state of a^rs ^stor W A Wexels

spoke of Brand in one of the last sermons he preached in Our

Saviour’s Church (April 15) Brand was the topic for conversa

tion in all arcles

The effect of the book in Norway can be compared with that

of Welhaven’s poem The Damn of Norway a generation earlier,

in 1834 Ibsen himself must undoubtedly have had a feeling

that he followed m the footsteps of Welhaven In the epic

poem which was the first form of Brand, he had openly canca

tured a Seventeenth of May speech by Welhaven’s great oppo

nent, Hennk Wergeland Brand, like The Dawn of Norway,

was intended to be a national chastisement, and Ibsen had been
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apprehensive lest he bring upon himself as terrible a storm as

that which had descended upon "Welhaven Peisonal persecution

was absent this time, but the storm aroused by The Utmn of

Norway was like a tempest m a tea cup compared with the one

which followed Brand The Dawn of Norway called out an

angry protest m certain literary and political arcles, Brand

sirred the entire people

If one would fully undei*stand the tremendous effect of

Brand, one must remember that the book appeared in the

midst of the most powerful movement for individualism in

social and intellectual life Brand made the individual the hub

aiound which everything m the world must turn, it impressed

the element of personal will on the minds of people as it had

never been done before, and made the individual conscience the

battleground on which all questions were to be decided If

Brand perished in his lonely battle, he was still right, and

soaety was wrong And never before had the world been so

well prepared to receive and appropriate to itself this doctnne

of individuahsm

The sixties were the heyday of liberalism in Europe On every

hand the worbngmen’s program was the libention of the

individual The emanapation of the peasants m Russia and

of the slaves in America seemed to carry out the program in

the soaal realm Soaahstic thoughts and theories were a sheer

terror to the leadmg powers m popular opinion as well as

in governments All the old revolutionaiy group—Mazzini,

Kossuth—turned their attack against socialism, and cned only

for freedom Among statesmen as well as among scholars the

Ia$sfez-fa0r0 theory m politics held sway stronger than ever
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before The commemal treaty between England and France

in i860 constituted the great victory for free trade m Europe,

and when the Norwegian Storthing in November, 1865, con

firmed the new commercial treaty with France, the same policy

became victorious m Norway The same Storthing, by means of

a law passed on April 14, 1866, annihilated the last remains

of the guild system in the country, giving complete freedom

to the trades in the aties. Norway thus joined iil the European

policy of freedom, and the spint which made progress in social

and State affairs, rose with increasing power m the intellectual

world Revolt against authority, separation from the Churoh

and the teachings of the Church, conflicts between new saence

and old faith, were current to an extent which forced every

man to reconstruct his view of life In scientific research as m
capitalism there was a reckless boldness which flung aside what-

ever was old, and demanded a free field for individual endeavor

No other time has known such faith in the will and powers of

the individual It is this that stamps the period with a certain

grandeur Bjornson expressed it m joyous song at the close of

the sixties ^Troud battle time, in which we join!” But if we

seek to know what gave reality to Norway^s partiapation in the

movement, we can find no one thing of greater importance

than Ibsen’s Braful Individualism has not created a mightier

work of literary art It is deeply rooted m the age that fostered

It, and at the same time it exalts the fundamental thought of

that age with such power as to infuse into it new ideals Individual

ism becomes an ethical principle With the appearance of Brand

we may mark the beginning of a new period in Norwegian in

telicctual life
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It would, be false to say that the teachings of the poem were

received without opposition In Denmark the ground had been

so carefully prepared by Kierkegaard that here they could

more easily win assent, and the national humiliation of 1864 had

made the minds receptive to the thought of seeking restore

tion in the inner life Here, then, Brand could fail in with a

movement already in progress

Not so m Norway Here the drama brought accusations and

chastisement to the people, and its exactions seemed unnaturally

severe The first newspaper review that appeared, written by the

young litt6rateur, Johan Vibe, for the paper Norge, April 3,

1866, expressed its opinion m the phrase “bnlliant madness”

A O Vinje, in The Dalesman, also thought that Brand was

“too wildly insane to be taken senously,” and J Lieblem in the

periodical Norden found that Brand ended in “insanity ” Bjhrn

son declared the book made him ill, and came to hate it, for he

thought that it did away with all true religion, and that it pos*

sessed none of the love which might have made of it true poetiy

Professor Monrad wrote a series of philosophical essays in

Morgenbladet, eigiounduig that such a “scekit^ after extremes”

as that of Brand, showed “a misconception of the pure nature of

the idea ” The true self sacrifice consisted preasely in consenting

to compromise The pastor at Vestnes, “Little Theodor,” warned

against the unchnstian spint m Brand, and maintained that the

Mayor in the play was right

Thus opposition came from various sources and on various

grounds from a smug bourgeois spirit that shrank from staking

life on an ideal or, on the other hand, from a healthy realism,

an understanding of life that turned away from all strain and
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unnatural distortion Or one might raise the objection which had
formerly been raised against Lovs*s Comedy, that there was no

true ai-tistic expiation m the drama And there was much disput

ing about what Ibsen had leally meant—whether Brand was

finally ’‘disavowed by the author” or fell only because everyone

was against him

None of these things could prevent Brand from engaging the

interest, espeaally of the young people, with unusual power

Again and again the book was read, verse after verse was im

printed in the memory, to become an active slogan in thought

and speech Almost every one of the quotations that I have ated

in the preceding chapter is known and used everywhere in the

land They belong to our general treasury of speech, as do

passages from the Bible, and there is hardly another single work,

by Ibsen or by anyone else, which has added to our language so

many pithy epigrams as Brand Not only the generation of

1866 accepted Brand as a gospel, new generations for twenty

years took the drama into their hearts, finding it an inspiration

for will and action

In March, 1866, Bjdrnson wrote of the book “In two months

It will be dead”, but in 1878, finding himself in the nudst of a

difficult religious struggle, he wrote to Georg Brandes “I now

underst^d Brand better 1 did not grasp it before, but you shall

see that the book will some day come back Now, for the first

time, I am vastly grateful to Ibsen for it I have not been able

to feel so before ” Bjdmson’s mind at this time began to work

upon a new subject which at botton contained the same question

as B^and, and which developed into his drama Beyond Owr

Po/wer, finally completed four or five years later, in 1883 The
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question was one of agreement between faith and life, between

ideal and action, and Bjfirnson’s solution was different from

Ibsen’s In the epic form. Brand’s prayer had been “Teach me

to will more than I can,” and in the di*ama he constantly raises

the same demand Bjornson, on the other hand, wished to show

m Beyond Our Power that the will, if it is to be salutary and

helpful, must be kept within the bounds of human ability He

sought a human solution of the problem A still more human one

was given by Arne Garboig, who raised the same question in

his drama The Teacher, m 1896 While he sternly demanded

somficc from the individual, he added the mild words “Not

of everyone is the same sacrifice required ” •

The thought can thus be followed thiough the three greatest

dramatic works in Norwegian hterature There aie differences in

the manner of stating the problem, and even wider differencesm
the manner of solving it, but the question burns with equal heat,

boring its way into the consacnce, and the underlying principle

remains equally strong and immovable—fidelity to one’s self,

truth in eveiy relation of life

The demand for such upiightness of consaence had already

been raised by Hennk Weigeland in his poetiy, particularly in

the great work of which he would have made a bible foi hu

manity, Creation, Man, and Messtah but Ibsen was the first to

succeed in surrounding with an atmosphere of life the people

who weie surcharged by this ideal In Lovefs Comedy he had

made it the law for one single relation in life, in Brand he

made it binding upon the conscience for all aspects of hfe

Through year after year that followed it was to be the funda

mental subject of his wnting More than that, it was to form
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an issue in intellectual life for two decades, and was to leave

its mark on the literature of all three Scandinavian countries

The youth which was later responsible for the radical eighties

in these countries, had its consecration from Ibsen, and particu

larly from Brand It actually became a sort of devotional book

to the young people m Sweden who at that time gathered about

August Strindberg One member of that generation; Gustaf af

Geijerstam, bears witness of how they were touched <'It would

be vain to attempt a description of the unbounded enthusiasm

with which the youth of whom I speak, read and discussed the

great poet—'Ibsen became a binding tie between friends and

lovers, no one could offer anyone a gift more sacred than

Brand it was a tnbute to intelligence and to character ”

It was in Sweden, too, and during these veiy eighties that

Brand was first presented on the stage

Ibsen, not having wntten the drama with the intention that

it should be played, did not submit it to any theater Laura

Gundersen presented the fourth act m 1866) as a dramatic enter

tainment at the Students’ Association, and later she played this

act several times at the Christiania Theater She was attracted

by the heart bieaking conflict in Agnes between motherly love

and Brand’s demand for sacrifice, and we are told that she played

the part pf Agnes with gnpping, powerful art

The Swede, Ludvig Josephson, was the first one to produce all

of Brand While manager of the Chrisbama Theater for a time

during the seventies, he mentioned to Ibsen his desire to bring

Brand upon the stage, but nothing came of the plan before i885)

and then it was presented at his theater in Stockholm On the first

evening the performance lasted for almost seven hours, yet the
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audience listened attentively up to the last minute, deeply stirred

“Brandy* wrote Gustaf af Geijcrstam in his report to Ajtonbladet,

i'has for many members of the younger generation been some

thing of a bible, and the impression on Tuesday, when the play

appeared on the stage of the New Theater, was powerful It

seemed as if a strong wind blew through the auditorium, sweep

uig away every memory of the operetta and the farce, making the

room high and the air clean ” Josephson had built a setting which

strengthened the effect of the spiiitual content of the play, one

had, at the same time, impressions of being crushed and of being

lifted among high, steep mountains Emil Htllberg played

Brand, with a remarkable ability to give the cbiracter a stamp of

true greatness The following evenings it was possible to shorten

the time of playing to five and one half hours, but the demands

upon the audience were still great, and it gives clear evidence of

the drama’s fascination that despite its length it was played sue

teen times

The next attempt at staging Brand \ras made by Lugn£ Fod in

Fans, in 1895 But he had little abibly to reveal the power and

richness of the drama, and when the Swede, August Lindberg,

traveled about Norway, Sweden, and Denmark with it in

1895-96, the spint had already departed from it All that re

mained was declamation and a senes of events for dramatic

effect The Schiller Theater in Berlin ventured to present Brand

at the celebration of Ibsen’s seventieth birthday, in 1898 As I

chanced to be in Berlin at the time, 1 had the opportunity to see

the German presentation To me it seemed utter parody, and the

German spectators must have looked upon the drama as some

thmg foreign and strange, rather than as a revelation of the
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human soul Quite different was its success at the same time in

Copenhagen^ where Martinius Nielsen played Brand at the

Dagmar Theater before the eyes of Ibsen himself If Martimua

Nielsen was somewhat monotonous and colorless in hts deck

mation, he had still some of the enthusiasm and intense strength

that lived in Brand, and he was able to wrest, as it were, the

Victory from untoward circumstances

The event came too late, however, for the play to have the

same spiritual effect that it had m Stockholm in 1885 Its work

in Danish intellectual hfe was long ago completed The same

was true in other countries

Brand was the first of Ibsen’s plays to be translated into

German A German commercial traveler, P F Siebold, who

was often in Denmark, and who was fond of poetry, translated

the entire book into German verse in 1869, and had the transla

tion printed in Copenhagen and ready for sale early in 1872 Later

there were other translations, by Julie Buhkopf in 1874, by

Alfr V Wolzogen in 1876, by Ludwig Passarge in 1881 But

none of these versions served to create an understanding of the

power in Ibsen’s work They were either too free, so that the

incisive power of verse and thought was lost, or they adhered so

closely to the original that they lost the native freshness Not

before 1898 did a genuine poet, spintuaUy attuned to the work,

@'*~^tian Morgenstern, try his hand at Brand In his transla

tion the drama won popularity at the German theaters It was

played in Munich in 1902, in Dresden in 1905, and later in

other German cities It now struck directly into the hearts of

Its spectators, though it was impossible tint it should arouse

interest and fire enthusiasm now as it might have done thirty
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years earlier Through his other works Ibsen had already had

a hand in creating a new intellectual atmosphere in Germany

In Norway Brand did not appear on the stage in complete

form before 1904., when it was played at the National Theater

with a success that warranted its repetition twenty nine times

during the season of 1904.-05 It was repeated several times

later, and in ^e ^1 of 1922 it was played fully thirty four

times Egil Eide attained greater success as Brand than m any

previous role He was firm and powerful, and introduced, at

least in the last acts, an undercurrent of longing for love by

which Brand was brought humanly closer to us than he could

be by mere reading The drama was thus to sojne extent given

a new mterpietation by which the psychological element a(r

peared more strongly than the preaching—a change which had

already taken place with other dramas by Ibsen, giving them a

new significance in our literature More remarkable than any

thing else in the play, however, was the Gerd created by

Johanne Dybwad She seemed to come from another world

filled with desolation and wildness, and she struck like a hawk

into the heart of Brand and of all who saw her So bold a

creature of fantasy is seldom seen on the stage Gerd seemed

to be Fate itself coming to fetch its prey Such an interpretation

was in the true spirit of the dramatist, caiTymg us beyond the

realism which otherwise m too many respects weighed doSKh

the presentation and made the symbolism of the text too pal

pable

The people who best succeeded in restonng complete life to

the drama, however, were the Russians When, in the twentieth

century, interest m Ibsen began to advance in earnest among the
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Russians, there was no other work of his that took hold and

kindled enthusiasm as did Brand The Moscow Art Theater

included it in its program in January, 1907, and later traveled

with It all over Russia It was more than an artistic triumph, for

It seemed to answer fully the rising need for idealism in the

Russian people Maiia Geimanova, who played Agnes, has told

about the effect of the play “Its thoughts,” sh^wntes, “fall m
so completely with our times and do so quench the thirst which

IS prevalent in a speaal way in Russian soaety, that people

hstened with the same eagerness as if one offered them

sparkling fresh water in the most ternffc heat The storm of ap

preciative applause which followed Brand’s great speech oub-

tide the new church building is not to be described All arose

With one accord, and there was not an indifferent face in the

auditorium” Five years later, m 1912, a Russian company

under Pavel Orlenjeff played Brand for the people of his own

nationality in New York, in a small East Side theater The

tnumph ms equally great here, and again the spectators were

most strongly earned away by the same scene in the last act

Thus we can follow the effects of Brand down to our own days

and out to distant paits of the world Never before had Ibsen

written a book which gained such power over people

Nor h^d he ever before given himself so completely in any

IsewlfL as he did in Brand Here he appeared as a man with

authority, a man who knew what he wanted, and who felt free

and strong enough to point the way of progress to his people

He had suddenly taken a position of leadership in Norwegian

intellectual life, and had at the same time attained living con

ditioos which gave him freedom to devote himself to the work
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of writing for the rest of his hfe At last he IJad found a sure

economic footing

The most persistently active man in^securing this for him

was Bjbrnstjerne Bjdrnson Throughout the years 1864 and

1865 he had labored at collecting money for Ibsen among

friends and acquaintances, and without this source of help Ibsen,

coula’^handly have managed to existsIn the spring of 1865

Bjdrnson forwarded an application from Ibsen to the Royal

Norwegian ScientiEc Society m Nidaros, an organization which,

at that time gave financial aid to writers BjSrnson request^

that It should now, as a matter of justice, give support to Ibsen

as it had formerly given it to himself and to.A O Vmje The

apphcation arrived too late, but Bjdrnson s^t a new one tisff

next fall, describing the economic difficulties under which Ibsen

labored and how the sense of being slighted had preyed upon

his mind To this application there could be no answer before

the following spring, but Bjornson had other plans to fall back

on He tned to persuade the Christiania Theater to give an

evening’s entertainment for Ibsen’s benefit, and he thought that

a new assistantship at the University Library might hold out

some promise for Ibsen At the same time Ibsen’s “Hollander^’

friends considered a small customs appointment for him

Bjdinson was sheer enthusiasm when he set out to accomplish

anything, and “if necessary,” he wrote to Ibsen m the ^ufliiper

of 1865, “1 will go to the attack in contempt of death Your

money or your hfe, you wretches' A poet is dyingl” However,

he had no fear that matters would come to such a pass “Deuced

if you’ll die You are tough, courageous, and lazy, such people

never die
^
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Another plaif of BjBrnson’s was to secure for Ibsen a poet’s

stipend such as ffM been granted to himself Already m the

spring of 1865 he p esented to the Minister of Ecclesiasttpa|

Affairs, old Kiddervold, a request that he recommend such

action to the Government But Biddervold had not forgotten

Lov^s Comedy, and he remained cold, as he had been two years

earlier Still BjSrnson did not give up hope He per‘’‘SfSit^

urged Ibsen to make application before the Storthing met in the

4all The Storthing must give the money, he wrote

Ibsen had little faith in this Wnting back to Bjdrnson in the

midst of his work on Brand, he said “I have a premonition

that my new book will not tend to make the members of the

"Worthing more fiiendly toward me, but may God punish me if

that consideration can move me to strike out a single line, how

ever it may suit these souls of vestpocket size Rather than do

that, let me be a beggar for life If 1 cannot be myself m what I

write, all my effort is lying and humbug, of which our country

has enough without voting stipends to supply itself with more ”

He asked for nothing He applied to neither Government nor

Stoithing, nor did he seek evei^to renew his traveling stipend

“I know too well that it would be a wasted humiliation,” he

wrote to Bjbrnson on March 4, 1866

Then Brand appeared, and m a flash the Norwegian people

knew-what a great poet they possessed m Ibsen Bjbrnson trans>

iated the thought into deed He did not like Brand, but he saw

the genius behind the work, he believed that Ibsen had not

succeeded wholly in transforming the subject matter into poetry

and hoped that favorable circumstances might give him that

"clanty of love in his view of life, which alone makes a poet ”
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Bjornson spoke to his friends in the Storthu^g and spoke to

Minister Riddervold anew The Minister reraamed immov
the Storthing yielded One iif Bjdrnson’s fnends,

Doctor T J Ldberg from Bergen, formulated a motion, for

giving the poet’s stipend to Ibsen, and secured for it twenty

eight signatures, among them those of all the leading liberals—

Sheriff M O Christensen, the presiifint of the lower house,

Johan Sverdrup, the president of the upper house, Headmaster

Steen, Attorney Richter, and others Their motion was dated*

April J7> 1^66 It closed with these words cannot remain'

calmly looking on while a mind so highly talented and productive

perishes m the struggle for the necessities of dailyil]|e<*and we

turn, therefore, with our request for a finanaal contribution to ease

Ibsen’s arcumstances, to that source whence in our opinion it

should be sought and by which it should be cheerfully given,

namely, the national assembly, which, m granting Ibsen the

money for future subsistence, will certainly in an equally high

degree honor and bene&t itself and him ”

No one could feel entirely sure that the motion would pass

the Storthing Only one or t^o of the farmer members had

been willing to sign, and the Government party was also un

certain Then it chanced that Riddervold became ill, and that

Fredenk Stang, then head of the Government, had temporary

charge of the Department of Ecclesiastical Affairs ThFSag’t

his son ini-law, Attorney J Hefferrachl, Ibsen’s “Hollander”

fnends found out that Stang was willing to make a Government

motion legardmg the author’s stipend They grasped the oppor

tumty Director of the Public Roiord Office Birkeland composed

an application to the Department and sent it on >lf>rtl 19, signed
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also by O A £n(hke, Botten Hansen, and Jakob Lfikke TWo
days later the Depkrtment had its motion ready It was passed

by the Government Oslo and was immediately 8ent-£o-^er

Emg at Stockholm

Ibsen, m the meanwhile, was in Rome, and knew nothing of

all this before he received a telegram from Birkeland saying

that he must send an application for an autlior’s stipend directly

to the King On Apnl 15, he composed a letter to King Carl

Twenty years later he thought that this letter “had quite a tone

•<)£ balderdash,” but at least it gave evidence of his couiageous

ness At last he ventured to ask directly for means to devote

himself xssiusive^y to his calbng as a writer His effort was

made in the interests of his calling, the work of “awakening the

people to great thoughts” “It rests,” he wrote, “m Your

Majesty’s royal hand if 1 shall silently submit to the most bitter

renunciation which can be required of a human soul, the renun

ciabon of my life work, the surrender in a battle in which I

know that it has been given me to fight with the sword of the

spirit This to me would be a ten fold difficulty, for”—here

he repeats a phrase which he h^ earlier put into the mouth of

Brand—“to this day I have never made a retreat ”

Perhaps Ibsen already recognized m King Carl something

more than the “corporal” at whom he had scoffed in Brand, for

he his letter by saying that in his life work he had “en

listed as a soldier under Your Majesty’s spiritual banner ” The

respectful gesture proved m this case to be supeifiuous The

letter reached Stockholm on Apnl 25, and “upon His Majesty’s

gracious command” Prime Mimster Sibbern immediately sent
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lb to the Department of Ecclesiitstical Affairs in Oslo, for

"further action ” Here it was laid aside, for the very next day

jthe proposal from the Norwegian Govqinment reached Stock

holm, and the King could sign a government bill m Che matter

Both the bill and the motion of the twenty eight Storthing

members were brought before the Storthing on May 12, and

^ author's stipend for Ibsen, consisting of 400 specie-dollars a

year, was granted, against an opposition of only four votes

On April 30 the Scientific Society in Nidaros had granted him

100 specie^ollars, and on July 28 he received from the gov

ernment a new traveling stipend of 350 speae<dollar8 Alto-

gether he then had for the next year 850 spjx^e-dol^s If he

had previously struggled with financial difficultiesTlic was ngS

so nch that he found it unnecessary to claim all of the royalty

due from his publisher He could begin playing in the lottery,

he could buy fine clothes, he felt free and untrammelled

Georg Brandes pointed out the fine irony in the fact that

Norway answered the dramatist's harsh chastisement by giving

him a permanent means of livelihood

—

**a, graceful act which

perhaps few had expected” frofti the Norwegian people Ibsen,

however, felt that he had received no more than his due In a

speech at the buiial of the historian P A Munch in the summer

of 1865, he had declared it to be the duty of the State,/iay, even

a condition for national existence, to give staunch supfiart to

scholarly work and to art He spoke from his own strong con

viction when he said "The man who performs an intellectual

service in a nation had a right to carry his head high ” While his

own case was before the Storthmg, he wrote to Birkcland "If
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the petition is nqt granted, my work in Norway is ended ” It

seemed to him at the time that, if his people now rejected him,

he was for all time separated from them

Norway held him fast And, surely, he could not at any time

have severed himself from his country He was like Brand, he

hated it because he loved it These were the people that stitred

his anger, but also the people whom he fek compelled ^
chastise And this was hie to him toothing that he had written

had. been so deeply rooted both m Norwegian life and m his

own spirit as At the same time, the book raised him

above his people He spoke to them from within and from with-

out at the same ^ime He became a Norwegian poet chieftam,

''Srd in thievery fact he had a basis for authorship whereby he

might wm the world




